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Wishing Well
Cover Photo: Rose Go ttleib '83, a Special
Education major from Rye , New Yo rk,
perches on the old Wishing Well brought
to Lesley College by Edith Lesley Wolfard
from Florence, Ital y a lmost 50 yea rs ago.
P ho to credits: Brian Fullington, John
Gi ll oo ly, Sydney R. Ka nt er, Julie O 'Neil,
Peter Travers.

Coming Events

Lesley is celebratin g two a nni ve rsa ri e\
thi s year: th e Co ll ege is 70 yea rs o ld a nd
Dr. Orton is se rving hi s 20th yea r a t th e
sc hoo l's helm.
It seems a good tim e to r e mini ~ ce and
to look a head, to see wha t Les ley i ~ a ll
about today. Dr. Avi s Brenner di ~c u ~\e\
the state of childhood to d ay a nd how
Lesley is prepa rin g yo un g wo me n to meet
these challenges. Jan Holmes disc usses th e
va riou s in-serv ice prog ra ms spo nso red by
th e College an d how you a lumni ca n profit by these, often ri ght in yo ur ow n
neighborho ods.
Lesley ' s "product " is it s peo pl e, and in
this iss ue we feature two very exc itin g
wo men . Merle Nelson is a Represe nt a ti ve
in the Maine Legi sla ture, a nd as such has
been active in the passage o f laws th a t
particularly benefit women a nd childre n.
Vice chairwoman o f the Lesley Co llege
Board of Trustees, Ca th e rin e N. Stratton
is another remark ab le woman who, a lthough she has never "worked" has initiated such projects as the MIT Co uncil
of the Art s, and is a n active a nd ta lented
fund raise r, particul a rly for wo men' s
causes.
What Lesley d ocs he re on c a mpu ~ i\ not
nearly as important as what Les ley peo ple
do once th ey leave here. It is very n:warding to sec how ma ny of our a lumni and
supporters tak e th e Le\ ley phil osop h y
with them and tran splant it wherever th ey
are.
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Watch fo r th o~e dates fo r com in g Spring
A lumni Eve nt s .
''Pare nlin~ ·· Sa!urday Seminar and
Luncheon b y C hild P syc h o th era pi t and
Sc h oo l Co n s ult a nt Jeri Fe rber 750. Ms.
Ferber is a g rad u a te of S immons College
a nd the Les ley Co ll ege Grad u a te School.
With a m a j o r int e res t in th e ea rl y
c hildh ood ye a rs , M s . Ferber is a
p ~yc h o th e r ap i s t working with children and
their parent s . She is c urre ntl y involved
with parent g ro ups a t the All ston /
Bri g ht on Mental H ea lth Ce nt e r in
Ma ssachu sett s .

Graduale Sch ool program - Salllrda)'
Seminar and Luncheon. Topic to be ann o un ced. The program will focus on the
interes ts of th e G radu a te Alumnus .
Career Panel and Luncheon. Time for a
career change? Wh a t alternatives to
tea chin g are ava il a ble for a lumni? Panel
di sc u ss ion for and b y alumni will examine
o pti o n s.
Alumni Show. Like to s in g, dance, ac t?
Are yo u int e res te d in b e ing in our Spring
Alumni s h ow? Pl ease call or write the
Alumni Office .
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author' s name and address.
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Wishing Well bridges the years
by Katrina Kruse
The past 70 years of growth have
brought innumerable changes to the old
Lesley Normal School established in 1909
by Edith Lesley Wolfard and her sister,
Olive. Unless you look very closely, it is
difficult to see tangible evidence of the
old Lesley School in the bustling College
of 1979.
But there is an enduring symbol of
Lesley which has seen buildings razed and
erected around it, and generations of
students arrive as nervous freshmen and
depart as confident teachers. Located at
the center of campus, hundreds walk by it
on their way to classes, to the library , and
about their everyday errands.

Eleanor Smith Cutting '29 perches
atop the Florentine Wishing Well
which has become an enduring symbol of Lesley College.

For approximately half a century, the
Wishing Well has been part of Lesley College. Its base carved of limestone and
embellished with baroque wrought-iron
scrollwork, the Wishing Well might seem
more at home under bluer and sunnier
skies than New England is famous for.
And, indeed, it was from warm and
languid Florence, Italy, that Edith Lesley
Wolfard brought the Wishing Well to
Lesley many years ago.
During the summers between I 920 and
1930, Edith Lesley, recently married to
Mer! R. Wolfard, traveled regularly to
Europe. The Lesley School was growing
and prospering under the direction of
Edith, Olive, and Gertrude Malloch, its
first principal. Before the Second World
War air travel was unheard of, and
journeying by sea during this period, Mrs.
Wolfard was able to bring back many interesting and unusual artifacts of foreign
countries and cultures, many of which,
like the Wishing Well, she donated to the
College. Unlike the Wishing Well, not
many have come down to us over the
years.
According to Alma MacCormack
Lesley faculty member for many ye~rs and
honorary Lesley alumna, the Wishing
Well has always stood in generally the
same spot where it is now located, outside
the new Library building complex. It was
temporarily moved during the new Campus Phase I (demolition and replacement
of the campus' old wooden buildings), including the replacement of the small
brown annex visible in the background of
the 1920's photo of Eleanor Smith Cutting '29, seen elsewhere on this page.

Barbara Wickson , administrative assistant to President Don Orton and secretary
to the Lesley Board of Trustees,
remembers that during all the confusion
of that period the Wishing Well disappeared! However, it as mysteriously reappeared once the dust settled, and has
stood for at least the past two decades in
its present location .
The Wishing Well has been used as an
actual, as well as spiritual, symbol of
Lesley. For several years it appeared on
the letterhead of the college's stationery,
and as a logo in various College publications . It now appears on the cover of the
Library Directory. According to Mrs.
MacCormack, the Wishing Well is not the
sole reminder of the old days at Lesley .
"When I first came to teach here," she
relates , "a reception was held at the
beginning of the school year for new
students and facult y in what is now Livingston Stebbins.
"I remember that on one such occasion, as I stood talking with Mrs. Wolfard
at the top of the entrance steps to Stebbins she mentioned one of her gifts to the
Coll~ge as appearing to her to be rather a
'white elephant in this hall.'
''A student entering the hall appeared
startled, and looked searchingly up the
steps and around the hall for a fe w
moments. 'White elephant? ', she
whispered, bewilderedly. 'In here? " '
Mrs. Wolfard was referring to the ornate light fi xture , another Florentine
treasure, which to this day hangs at the
top of the steps in Stebbins Hall, another
reminder of Edith Lesley Wolfard and the
days of the Old Lesley Normal School.
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Memories
As Lesley celebrates the 70th anniversary of its founding this year, we have
asked a number of alumni to share with
us their Lesley experiences, ranging from
those who were here in 1919 to graduates
of the class of 1979. Three of these are
printed here . If you have a special Lesley
memory you would like to share with the
rest of the Lesley community, please send
us a note. It helps us all get a better
perspective of where Lesley came from,
and how it has come to be what it is.

Lesley Normal School was only ten years
old when Jean LaMont '21 arrived here in
1919.
One cold February day in the year 1919
1 arrived at the Boston, MA, railroad station bound for Cambridge and the Lesley
Normal School. A cheery voice greeted
me as I reached Harva rd Square, with a
welcome .
"You must be going to the Lesley Normal School. I am Brenda White and I was
sent to meet you ."
As we traveled toward Everett Street
Brenda talked about the school and Mrs.
Wolfard and dispelled my fears of the
unknown . We opened the gate to the
front lawn of 29 and the large home
seemed to give a welcome message. Jessie
opened the door and as she had known
my sister (who had been an enthusiastic
member of the class of '17) Jessie inquired
about her.
Soon Mrs. Wolfard appeared. Her
gracious charm and cordiality gave me a
feeling of respect and faith in this friendly
Headmistress. Having arrived at Midterm
exam time the fo llowing day, Mrs. Wolfard suggested that I try the psychology
examination . The familiar blue exam
books we re distributed and I looked
blankly at the questions.
Suddenl y thoughts of the huge impersonal New York City High School which I
had left the week before reminded me of
the psychology course I had been taking .
Thoughts and answers to questions came
quick ly. When I look ed up I was one of
three students left in the room . Later Mrs.
Wolfard to ld me I had passed with a fairly good mark . I was off to a good start!

The next hurdle was facing th e "dorm
girls." As !lived in Mrs. Wolfard' s hou se
with three other girls, I only saw the
"dorm girls" at meal times. I could feel
them quietly evaluating me as in need of
everything. When I joined the g irls who
went to schools each da y observ in g, th e
problem of friends ended. We see med to
have a strong interes t in eac h o th e r a nd
were kept too busy to have small problems.
There were rules which toda y would
sound foolish .
I. Lights out at 10 p .m . I fear Mr s .
Wolfard climbed her stairs too
many nights to put th e li g ht s o ut
when we were lat e.
2. Rooms mu st be neat. Notes were
left each day reminding us to clean
up before 9 a.m.
3. No girl could invite her date to
the dorm without permi ss ion.
4. No girl may go riding in a ca r
with a man without a chaperone.
5. Girls mu st have permi ss ion to go
to Boston alone.
On Saturdays dateless girl s were taken
to the mo vies by a hou se mother. As 1
was trying to earn money to se nd home,
never went with the girl s. Mrs. Wolfard
tried to make me reali ze the importance
of soc ial life, but her great concern and
kindness were (at that time) imposs ible to
heed .
Christmas vacation was coming. We
we re giving a sc hool party for underprivileged children. Suddenly a message
came. My most wonderful Mother had
died. Suddenly and unexpectedly she had
gone. Mrs . Wolfard and Mi ss Malloch
were very helpful. I took the midnight
train to New York. Life see med very lonely. When I first went to The Lesley Normal School I promised my Mother 1
would try to accomplish what my sis ter
had and graduate with honors.
When I returned to school after
Christmas I had two goals : earn money to
send home and study and work to earn
honors as I had promi sed my Mother 1
would. When I was asked to write about
funny episodes I could think of none.
Those years were bu sy, working years in
trying to keep a promise. I did graduate
with honors in memory of my Mother.
Lesley Normal School, Mrs. Wolfard
and Miss Malloch gave me the ability to
carry on with a professio n I have loved
for fifty-two years steadily: teaching
children in the Primary grades . There is
no more rewarding profess ion than thi s
and the funny episodes of each day would
keep one laughing with the children .

J o Wales E ldridge '59 was Chairperson
for her class 's 20th Reunion last June; she
writes of s ome of the c hanges in Lesle)
that were m ost appare nt to her since her
underRraduat e days:
"I co uldn't g et ov e r the mall and new
buildin gs o n both s id es of it which I sa\
for th e fir s t tim e a t Reunion '79. Just
think! It wa s m y junior yea r ('57-'58) that
we could move int o th e only new building
on campu s - White Hall.
''A vivid memory of mine is the job I
h ad working in the cafete ria building ,
which wa s th e n across from the amphitheater abo ut even with the old
Livin gs ton-Stebbin s Library (now Alumni
Hall). Thi s building became the arr facilit}
while I wa s a t Lesley, where I spent so
m a ny happy hours. (Much happier than
when I had to get up early to serve
breakfast there!)
''I remember a very unpopular rule: No
Bermuda_ s hort s in Harvard Square. If my
memory Is correct, we couldn't wear them
on ca mpu s either. However, my classmates and I would don our raincoats over
our short s for our marches into the
Square or down to the Charles Ri ve r to
enjoy the s un and people-watching.
"Of course so many other changes
come to mind when I think of Lesley:
with regard to both the physical campus,
and the social and academic life of the
st udent s there now. But these that I've
mentioned were so quickly brought to
mmd by Reunion, that I felt compelled to
write about them."

Mary Greene Freeman remernbers L esley
in the days before her graduation in 1929.
"Times have certainly changed since my
undergraduate years. I remember that
while going to Lesley I particularly enJOyed an occasional luncheon at a special
coffee shop in Harvard Square.
''One day, however I left campus
without my hat. Lesle~ students were
often reminded by our principal, Miss
Malloch, never to go into Harvard Square
unless we were wearing hats. Many of my
classmates remember Miss Malloch as
stipulating both hat and gloves.
"At any rate, I dared not walk into the
coffee s hop that day. Breaking one of
Mi ss Malloch's rules was a serious matter.
I don't remember where I ended up having lunch, but I never forgot my hat
again'
"In sp it e of it all, 1 must say that the
three years I spent going to Lesley were
the happiest years of my life. "
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Don A. Orton: Getting the hang of it
The President reports to College Corporation
At the annual meeting of Lesley College Corporators late in
October President Orton described briefly the changes at Lesley
during his 20 (that's right, 20!) years of service to the College.
He then made some cogent comments about the changing face
of Lesley today. We thought you would like to read some excerpts from our tape, accompanied by the charts referred to.
Don Orton is speaking.
I was visiting with the top officer of a national foundation in
the Spring and he asked me, "How long have you been with
the College?" I told him I was approaching 20 years. He then
said, "Well, you soon ought to get the hang of it!"
Each year I've found exciting and each year I've found different. In some respects, the prospects are that the next five
years may hold as much excitement as the past 20 altogether.
Twenty years ago we thought of Lesley as being an excellent
undergraduate college. However, since then our Graduate
School has burst through the sound barrier and taken off in
terms of enrollment, as we shall see, and it is now a major part
of our educational establishment. The four Schools for
Chil~ren continue as an important part of our laboratory for
learmng concept.
The Lesley Collaborative for Educational Development is

~urrently in its second year of operation. It appears that LCED

not only going to break even this yea r but, if we obtain a
hoped-for contract with the African nation of Lesotho and the
U.S. Government, LCED will be operating successfully indeed.
. Another development during the past two decades is the Bilingual Center now housed on Avon Hill in North Cambridge .
It is one of only three assessment and dissemination centers of
bilingual material in the United States and it is probably the
strongest. Our Center deals with 2I states in the East as well as
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands .
Our newest program is the National Center of Economic
Education for Children (NCEEC) which has already begun to
formulate its plans and projects. 1 think it is important to point
out that the proposed building to house The National Center
will also provide us with three floors of dormitory space,
classrooms and a much-needed student activities center.
Let's look at the charts now and see precisely where we are .
IS

In ~ 960-6I we had 383 undergraduate students and 68 percent hved on campus . This year instead of the 500 we had on
campus last year, we had requests from 572 to live on campus
out of a total undergraduate enrollment of 8I8. There is no
que s ti~n but tha t we have a shortage of good dormitory space
and this shortage will become more critical as we approach our
planned optimum undergraduate enrollmen t of about 850
students by I 983. I also want to mention that another
undergraduate goal is greater he terogeniety in the student body.
W e are moving in that direction with ten students this year
from abroad and eight from Puerto Rico (another indication of
our growing international recognition).
You ca n readily see just how far we have come in 20
years-from 631 student s to 2911 in 1978-79 . The last ba r
shows our enrollment only as of October 10 of thi s year. We
register stud ents throughout the semeste r. Those figures d o not
refl ec t th e upcom ing seco nd sem ester enrollment of the
Gradu a te Sc hoo l, but through extrapolation fo r the G ra dua te
Sc hoo l we wi ll have a total of over 3,200 stud e nt s in 1979-80 .

by James Blake

Total Enrollment
*Excluding Summer School and Cana dian Programs
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In I 974-75 the Graduate School had a tota l enrollment of
2,000. Last year the enrollment was two short of 4,000 . The
1,800 figure for this year is as of October 10. However, when
the June figures are totaled , I think we will be able to report
enrollment of about 4,800 people, and an increasing proportion
of them will be full- ti me degree candidates. Two further comments: we do a great deal of teaching off-campus, in
Massachusetts and neighboring states. We have been teaching
in Ontario, Canada, at the invitation of the Teaching Union for
some years and this year we have mo ved into Iowa at the invitation of the Iowa Teachers Association. A lso, I am
fascinated by the fact that the Graduate School this year has
eight students from Switzerland, several from West Germany ,
eight from Canada ... altogether 33 st udent~ from a broad. This
year we found ourselves in an awkward position because we
couldn't invite students from Europe to return to Lesley
because we did not have housing; we had run out of space.
Beginning in 1972 the Summer School Gross Enrollment
chart shows two different things. The top line shows the
number of students actually enrolled. This figure jumped from
222 in I 972 to I ,836 last summer. The middle line in the bars
shows the number of full-time equivalent students. This is
derived by dividing the number of credit hours taken by 12.
What the chart shows is that although we ha ve vastly more
students in summer school, each student las t year took fewer
credit hours than in I972. We expect both figures to increase
this summer .

Summer School Gross Enrollment
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Comparative Attrition Data

(Percentages)
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Attrition is a difficult problem everywhere; we lose students
for a wide variety of reasons. When we ask our students why
they are leaving we find they most often give two reasons: lack
of social acti vity and financial problems. We try to call attention to the rich educational, rec reational and social opportunities in the Boston / Cambridge area but it obviously is not
enough. The student activities center in the NCEEC should
help us in this respect. Although it is important for us to retain
students, it is also important not to retain the unqualified . This
attrition data includes students asked to leave for academic
reaso ns, 19 last year and 16 the year before. The data also includes people who leave because of the unique mission of our
institution . If they are not interested in careers with children,
we do not urge them to stay. These are the student s who decide
in their first or second year that they do not want to teach or
work in our Child and Community program or in the elementary classroom. Obvio usly, opportunity for these students lies
elsewhere. Our attrition rate last year was 13 percent. The national a verage was well a bove that.

Graduate and Undergraduate
Financial Aid (In Dollars )
0

Although many o th er teacher ed uca ti o n in s tituti o ns are having difficulties, we find demand fo r o ur g rad u a tes co ntinu e to
be strong. A s yo u can see, fo r so m e yea rs we h ave placed more
than 90 perce nt who a re act ive ly see kin g p os iti o ns in teac hing
or Child and Community position s. Thi s i in the face o f the
fact that our stud ent b ody has in c reased eac h yea r a nd a l o
th a t a greater perce nt age o f th e g ra du a tin g c lasses a re as king
for pl acem ent, rathe r th a n going on to g ra du a te school or other
ac ti vities. Thi s put s a g rea t respo ns ibilit y o n the s h oulde rs of
our ab le pl aceme nt office. Wh a t we a rc se llin g, if I m ay ca ll it
that, is qualit y. Last s ummer six of o ur g ra du a tin g se niors for a
va riety of reasons d ec id ed to go to H o u s to n, TX and a ll go t
jobs there and a re li ving togeth e r in a co nd o minium. In a very
short time th e sc hoo l super int e ndent ca ll ed our pl ace ment offic e and asked for m o re Lesley gradu a tes. Fifty. As we all very
well know, our g radu a tes are o ur b es t a d ve rti sem e nt.

Placement

!Percent of Those Seeking Positions J
1977- 1978 National Pla c ement Figure = 42 %
v s. Lesley College Figure = 92 %
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Institutional Expense Budget
(In Millions)

Federal Programs

~:;:;,. In stitutional
Pro gra m s

1 I . 296 ,000

~
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In 1973-74 we were able to provide aid in the amount of
$276 ,322. Last year the figure jumped to three-quarters of a
milli on and this year to about $ 1, 100,000. More than half of
our undergradu ate students need financial assistance. Our
financial aid office goes to incredible lengths to put together
financia l packages individually tailored fo r our students. You
can easi ly see that the big increases in financial aid dolla rs
come from the federa l gove rnmen t. We have probably reached
a point, howeve r, where we must increase o ur end ow ment in
order to prov ide the assistance so badl y needed. We a re, for instance, find ing that inflation is tak ing its ex pected toll in our
students' parents' pocketbooks. The student s who receive
financial aid ave rage abo ut $2,500 each. And, in creasingly ,
we're finding the need to assis t graduate , as well as
undergraduate, s tudent~ . As of now, t he Grad uate School has
very little money to work with in thi s respect.

In 20 years our expenses have ri se n fr o m $681 750 to an
estimated $11,296,000 this year. While many oth~r prestigious
institutions have been going in the reel, Lesley has never ha d a
deficit since its incorporation . We have always lived within our
income, nearly all of which is generated by student tuition.
Although we have had some luck, I think much of our successes essentiall y are due to very thoughtful, careful planning.
It has not been easy. In these clays of rampa nt inflation we still
must decid e in December what we mu st charge for tuition the
foll owing September and none of us is c la irvoyant. We ha ve
succeeded so far with your he lp . We need your help more tha n
ever if Lesley is to continue to be the b est in stitution o f its kind
in the world . It can only do that as we m a nage our man y
endeavors with a balanced bud get and inneas ing enthusiasm
fr o m o ur seve ra l impo rta nt constituenci es.
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The best place to learn to teach
by Katrina Kruse
Why does a student come all the way
from Anchorage, Alaska, to Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to study a t Lesley College?
Ask Patricia Jones '81, a new transfer to
the Early Childhood major at Lesley this
fall.
Tricia, who was attending Marymount
Palos Verdes College in California, heard
about Lesley from a professor of hers and
decided that it was the place for her.
"After I had decided on my Early
Childhood major ," she says, "I knew
Lesley was the best place to learn to
teach."
Tricia's field placement this semester is
at Harvard Law School Day Care Center,
right next door to Lesley, where she
works with kindergarten children from
places even further away than Anchorage.
"The many bilingual/bicultural children
make it a unique teaching setting." says
Tricia. "I have two little boys from Japan
who speak no English, so a classmat e of
theirs who speaks both English and
Japanese serves as their translator." She
adds, "It's great to have a placement so
close to campus . I've traveled enough for
one year!"
Tricia Jones is one of 310 new students
at Lesley this fall, the largest entering
class in the College's history. Two hun dred thirteen are freshmen, and 97, like
Tricia, have tran sferred from 55 ot her col leges and universities near and far. New
student s come from 17 different states, including Alaska, Arizona, Nebra ska and
Puerto Rico. Three new students, Anne
Gould , Katherine Vance, and Kristen
Smith are from Belgium, Holland and
England, respectively.
A record-breaking number of the new
students have elected to live on campus
this year, reflecting the trend toward
dorm living on campuses across the countr y.
Special Education remains the most
popular major, with 51.5 percent of new
students planning to major in this field.
Approximately 26 percent are Early Childhood majors, and the remainin g 13 percent of new stud ents are majoring in the
variou s grade level s of elementary education. The number of new C hild and Community majors is up dramatically: 29 new
student s ha ve chose n C & C studies. and
thi s number represent s a "full hou se '' for
th e limit ed C hild and Communit y major
a t Lesley.

Nineteen freshmen are the newest
members of the Lesley Family Tree. Donna Cody (Hingham, MA), Patricia Cohen
(Cleveland, OH), Ann Costanza (Reading,
MA), Debra Evans (Longmeadow, MA),
Jan e Freeman (Wyncote, PA). Catherine
Murray (New Canaan, CT), Karen Rucci
(Malden, MA). and Ellen Weintraub
(Sarasota, FL) all have cousins who are
Lesley a lumni. Mary Rose (Norwood,
MA), Martha MacGillivray (Williamstown, MA), Joanne Winchester (Lexington, MA) a nd Rob erta O'Connor
(Alington, MA) all ha ve sisters who
graduated from Lesley, and Bridget
Gallagher (Lenox, MA) has two sisters
who are alumni. The aunts of Sharon
Bartlett (Stow, MA) and Joanne Condakes (Weston, MA) graduated from
Lesley; and Nancy Hall (Wellesley, MA),
Tari Nugent (Lenox, MA), and Kathryn
Sproul (Waldoboro, ME) are daughters of
Lesley alumni. Marcia Wadsworth (Duxbury, MA) has a mother and grandm o th er
who graduated from Lesley College.
Trans fer students Alison Kleinfeld
(Great Neck, NY) and Elizabeth MacDonald (Walpole, MA) both have cou sin s
who are Lesley alumni.

Marcia Wadsworth '83, a third
generation Lesley student.

Tricia Jones '81, Shi-Ping Lin, and classmate complete a project at the
Harvard Law School Child Care Center.
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Graduate School enrollment up 25%
Enrollment at Lesley Graduate School
is up approximately 25 percent for the fall
1979 semester, according to Sally
Lenhardt, director of recruitment. The
significant increase reflects graphically the
growing reputation of the Graduate
School, now in its 15th year of operation.
"The typical graduate student at Lesley
wants a solid teaching foundation," says
Lenhardt, "plus the opportunity to
specialize in an innovative program which
will enable her/ him to work outside a
strictly school setting after graduation."
As an example, she cited the program in
Counseling at the Graduate School, which
prepares its graduates for careers in either
education or mental health fields.
Students also choose Lesley for their
graduate studies, Ms. Lenhardt believes,
because of its high job placement rate, the
quality and variety of graduate school
programs, small class size and "personal"
atmosphere, flexible scheduling of
courses, and the innovative degree programs o ffered. For example, the Graduate
School added three new degree programs
thi s fall : Management in Human Services,
Gifted and Talented Specialization, and
Special Education for Adolescents. Two
other popular majors are Education in
P ublic C ommunication and the Consecutive Summers' Masters degree, both
added within the last two years.

Mary Gale (L} celebrates her new
M.S. in Educational Administration
with her grandmother and mother at
the A gassiz H ouse Reception following Co mmencement Exercises.

One hundred fifty students are enroll ed
in the Graduate School' s Institute for the
Arts and Human Development, with
many others on the "waiting list" for the
limited major in Expressive Therapies.
The Expressive Therapies curriculum attracts a considerable number of foreign
students, most of whom hear about it
from colleagues who have studied at
Lesley and returned to work in their
native lands. In fact, the largest number
of foreign students at the Graduate
School this fall are Expressive Therapies
majors. These are Sylvia Magid (South
Africa), Frances Adams (Canada), Tone
Bjorneboe (Norway), and Barbara Annen
and Sonya Ballishi from Switzerland.
Other new foreign students include
Mary Mungai from Tanzania and Molly
Leong from Malaysia who are Administrative Careers majors; Juliane Strate
and Gisela Oess from Germany who are
studying Moderate Special Needs; Uma
Chandru, an Early Childhood Education
major from India; Gerarda Wilms, from
Holland, majoring in Severe Special
Education; and Bela Kalmanovitz, from
Colombia, an Elective Special Education
major. A number of Canadian student s
majoring in various fields complete the international array to make this the largest
number ever of foreign students entering
the Graduate School in one semester.

Commencement Speaker, Jean Baker
Miller, author of "Toward a New
Psychology of Women", addresses
new graduates at the first summer
Graduate Shoo/ Commencement exercises August 30.
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Summer
Commencement
Cambridge' s lovely and historic First
Congregational Church at II Garden
Street was the setting August 30 for
Lesley College Graduate School's first
summer Commencement Exercises.
A sudden rainstorm did not prevent 209
graduates, the larges t class in the hi story
of the Graduate School, and their guests
from filling the church and a ttending a
subsequent Reception at the Agassiz
House, Radcliffe Yard.
Catherine N. Stratton, Vice Chairwoman of the Lesley College Board of
Trustees , Vice President for Gra duate
Studies Richard Wylie and Executive Vice
President Robert Lewis conferred the
degrees on the new graduates, who were
presented by their Class Program Supervisors : Barry Sugarman, Administrative
Careers Program; Honor McClellan,
Counseling and Psychology; June Fox,
Education and Education Communica tion; Shaun McNiff, Integrated Arts and
Express ive Therapies; Mary Cunningham,
Severe Special Needs; Mary Huegel, Continuing Career Development; and Jill
Hamilton, Special Education.
Jean Baker Miller , psychiatrist , author
and teacher , was Commencement Speaker. Dr. Miller is widely respected in her
field for her many published discussion s
and analyses of societal dynamics and the
psychology of women in the context of
contemporary pressures. She addressed
the new graduates on the need for
women, a nd especially women who a re
teac hers, to recogni ze their special ro le of
responsibility for engendering in their
students more open and equitable attitudes toward equality of opportunity
and expectation of women as career profes sionals, and for promoting learning environments conducive to these goals.
"All ind ividu a ls undergo a continuing
process of growth and change throughout
their lives ," Dr. Miller told graduates.
"Teaching, historica lly a woman's profession, provides enormous opportunity for
influencing so me of this growth in ways
positi ve to the goal of women's improved
a ttitud es towa rds themselves a nd their
a bilities to deal with the conflicts and
dem a nds placed o n them by contemporary
society.''
Dr . Miller was present ed with a Citation
which read in part, "Lesley College is
honored to recogni ze yo ur ac hievement s,
professio nal dedication, comm itment to
humanitarian idea ls and wide ranging interest in educati o n and th e pursuit of
kno wledge and understa nding."

New Faculty
One way that Lesley ma int a ins the excellence a nd via bilit y of its programs a t both the
undergra du a te a nd gradua te levels is throu gh hiring faculty who are outstanding
teachers as well as distinguished sc holars in their fields. The fo llow ing full and part time
faculty members a re teach ing at Lesley for the first tim e thi s fall.

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE
Education Division
Michele Banker, Special Education. B.S.,
M.Ed . , doctoral candidate, Boston
University
Myra Bennett, Day Care . B.A ., Wellesley
College; M.Ed., Harvard Uni versity
Erma Hirschfeld, Reading . B.A., Ea rlham
College ; M.A ., University of Oregon;
C.A.G.S., Les ley College
Barbara Bartlett , Specia l Education . B.S.,
University of Dayton; M.S., National
College of Education, Evanston, IL
Elaine Reisman, Special Education . B.S.,
Antioch College; M. Ed., Lesley College
Gita Schonfeld, Specia l Education . B.S. ,
University of Michigan; M .Ed ., Boston
College
Science Division
Barbara Kinach, Mathematics. B.A.,
Cortland State Uni ve rsity; M .S.T., Boston
College
Karen Kurlander, Psychology. B.S. , State
University of New York a t Binghampton;
M .A. , City College of New York; doctoral candidate, Boston College
Ma rie Petranic , Mathematics. B.A.,
M .Ed ., Boston College
Humanities Division
P a uline Woodward, English. B.A.,
Boston University; M .A ., English, University of Hartford
Naomi Congalton, Art. B.A .,
Massachusetts College of Art
Sonya Michel, History . B.A ., Barnard
College; M .A., San Francisco State College; doctoral candidate, Brown Uni ve rsity
Brian Mitchell, History . B.A ., Merrimack
College; M .A ., Universit y of Roch es ter ;
d octora l candidate, Uni ve rsity of
Rochester
Judith Ross, Mu sic . B.A ., M .A., Eastman
School of Music; doctoral candidate,
Boston University

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Arts Institute
Karen Cadenhea d , Core Faculty, Expressive Therapies. Hahnemann Medical
College, University of Tulsa
Helaine Scarlett , Core Faculty, Expressive
Therapies. Ph .D. , Clark University
Nancy Langstaff, Core Faculty, Integrated
Arts in Education. M .Ed., Lesley College
Graduate School
Counseling and Psychology
Joan Klagsbrun , Assistant Professo r.
Ph .D . , Unive rsit y of Maryland
James A . Manganiello, Ass istant Professo r. A .B., Ed .D ., Boston University
Bonnie Smolen, Assistant Professor.
Ed .D., Uni ve rsity of Massachusetts,
Amherst
Edu cation and Education Communication
Anne Larkin, Assistant Professo r. B.S .,
M .Ed ., Boston State Universit y
Sally McDowell , Assistant Professor.
B.A., Wayne State Uni ve rsit y; M.Ed. ,
Suffolk Uni ve rsit y
Outreach and Alternative Education
Bettie R. Helser, Dean of Outreach and
Alternati ve Education. Ph.D ., Uni ve rsity
of Colorado
Sherrie Lookner , Instructor. B. A., Ohio
State Uni ve rsit y; M.A., Boston University
Diane Weinstein, Instructo r. A. B. , Co rnell Universit y; M .A ., Harva rd University
Special Education
Harriet Deane , Progra m Counse lo r.
M .A., Boston Uni ve rsi ty
Francis Duffy, Assistant Professor.
M.Ed., Ph.D ., University of Pittsburgh
Donald McNeil , Associate Professor.
M .A ., Ph .D ., University of Mic higan
Management in Human Services
Barry Suga rman , Professor and Director,
Administrative Careers Program. P h .D .,
Princeton Universit y
Madeline Bragar, Assistant Professor.
Ph .D., Syracuse Universit y
Teacher Corps Project (Lesley Collaborati ve for Educational Development)
Mark Piechota , Training Ass istant, Ed. D.
candidate, Harvard University
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The Lesley Experience
comes right to your door
Graduation has come and gone again,
and to many this may seem like the end
of their Lesley days (and nights too, for
that matter). As they gain more experience in both teaching and other fields,
most learn that this is not so . A teacher,
or any other professional these days, must
keep up with new techniques in the field,
up-grade her/his skills , and work toward
more advanced degrees if she/ he is to progress.

Jan Holmes, Director of In-Service
Education

Lesley is the logical place to turn to for
this experience. In order to meet the needs
of the greatest number of teachers, Lesley
has moved off-campus with regular programs available to those who live in the
areas of Greenfield, Cape Cod and the
North Shore. In addition, special graduate
school programs are being conducted in
Sudbury, on Martha's Vineyard, and in
Brockton. Special programs addressing
specific issues have been offered in Belmont, Pittsfield , Wakefield, and in many
other communities.
"The Lesley College In-S::rvice program
also works with a number of outside
organizations to broaden its base of information dissemination," according to Jan
Holmes, Director of In-Service Education
Programs. "For instance, we have offered
courses in cooperation with the Children' s
Museum, Walnut Hill Seminar House in
New Hampshire and at the Boston
YWCA ."
Lesley alumni are especially welcome in
these classes, and in fact are offered a I 0
percent discount on the tuition fees if they
take between three and six graduate
credits in a given semester. Many courses
are offered both for non-credit and
graduate credit. Those who are working
toward a degree, however, should get
course approval from appropriate advisors
before signing up for a specific class.

Lesley alumni al so have a high degree
of awareness of the quality of Lesley programs, and can act a s the catalyst for
disseminating information about Lesley's
programs, establishing a specific course at
an off-campus site near their home, or in
developing an entire graduate degree program in their local school systems.
In Sudbury, for instance, over 25
teachers from Sudbury, Hud son, Maynard
and Marlboro began a field-based, 33
credit Master's degree program in Early
Childhood Education in 1977. Completion
date for this program is 1980.
This and similar programs required the
direct involvement of those who are now
involved in the course . The result is that
the program is designed to meet the
specific needs for advanced study of the
participating group.
A similar degree program in Martha's
Vineyard was designed in collaboration
with the public school system, the
teachers' organization, and the Nathan
Mayhew Seminars, a locally based adult
education center. Here over 20 percent of
the entire teaching force is enrolled in the
program, which draws expertise from adjunct faculty in the areas of teacher
education, liberal arts and fine arts.
Aiming again at the specific needs of
the participating group, course listings
have included storytelling, art for
teachers, individualizing the classroom,
navigational astronomy, dance and
drama.
"It is a very, very exciting program,"
Ms . Holmes says.

Similar programs can be initiated
through any school system, and are extremely flexible in order to meet the particular needs of both the participants and
the community or school district. Many
courses are also available to those involved in the helping professions such as mental health agencies, community groups
and museums. The courses can be offered
after school hours and do not have to fit
into a semester structure. They can begin
and end at any time during the school
year provided the classes meet for 15 contact hours per credit requested . For each
three-credit course, at least 15 people and
a place to meet are required . Lesley College, through Ms. Holmes, will provide
the instructor, but she is always interested
in suggestions from the requesting parties.
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Schools for Children design
individual in-service program
Putting together a class from scra tch
can be time consuming, and a lumni might
well find the educational advancement
they are looking for through the regularly
scheduled off-campus courses. These are
offered three times a year: fall, spring and
summer. For instance, those on the North
Shore could attend Gordon College in
Wenham to study Stress Management, go
to Greenfield for a three-credit course in
Counseling: Philosophy, Theory, Practice ,
or to Cape Cod to learn about Writing
and Illustrating Children's Book s, a onecredit course.
For those who cannot make such a
long-term commitment, Les ley College offers a series of "Saturday Seminars,"
short courses usually meeting once or
twice, for which students may receive onehalf credit. Since Lesley College cannot
grant one-ha lf credit only, students mu st
take an even number of se minars each
semester to earn credit. These run the
gam ut from Emotional Functioning in
Families, to Budget /Financial Administra tion, to Community Resources for Special
Educators, to using Clay in the Classroom, to Science Methods a nd Materials
for the Classroom, to Whales . Courses
cover adolescent behavior, rape and sex ual abu se counseling, curriculum development workshops, and special learning
situations such as mu seums or Ha bi tat
School of the Environment.
"These programs are geared to the in service needs as expressed by the participant s over the years," Ms . Holmes
said . " Each year's offerings are based on
requests we receive throughout the year.''
Catalogs are available prior to each
semester at the Graduate School Outreach
office.
Another area of off-campus learni ng is
called the "Credit Option Plan." At least
five people, a place and an instructor are
needed for this program, and Lesley Co llege Gradu a te School mu st a pprove th e
course content and the staff crede ntia ls.
This progra m a llows student s to take high
quality acade mic program s sponsored by
other educational agencies, mu se ums,
teachers centers and individual schoo l

districts in the Greater Boston area . Th ose
requesting credit should o btain a curriculum survey/ syllabu s form from Ms.
Holmes and arrange a meeting between
her and the potential pa rticipants and the
course instructor. Objectives must be
specified, including th e skills and
knowled ge to be gained by the participant , a nd the evaluation criteria must be
listed . Ms. Holmes then hires an instru ctor from the adjunct faculty file , which
includes over 300 members .
Work shops and seminars are another
way Les ley carries its expertise in professional education to individual communities. These programs are often worked out to address a sing le problem faced
by a particular schoo l system. For instance, the Outreach Department recently
conducted a workshop in Easton on
"What's Behind Discipline Problems?"
focu si ng o n human relati o ns skills. Similar
one-day or even one-hour seminars ca n be
set up by a school system by requesting
the specific topic with a ny special perspectives to be stressed , a nd giving the dates
and exact times, the number of and grade
levels of participa nt s. Ms. Holmes a nd her
staff arrange for the workshop leader,
who then contacts the community to a rrange final details. These seminars, as opposed to the others di scussed, often meet
durin g the school' s estab li shed release
tim e.
The Off-Campus Program also o ffers a
co nsulting se rvice to help in proposal
writing, curriculum writing, developing
new programs, organizing major conferences a nd setting up teachers' ce nters.
The Lesley Experience does not stop at
the end of the graduation line, it continues into the "real" world to aid
teachers and mental health professional s
over a wide geog rap hical area in refining
their teaching skills and increasing their
awareness of the new tec hnologies which
are so rapidl y affecting the worlds o f today a nd tomorrow . Many Lesley a lumni
have broad opportuniti es to co ntinu e their
practically orient ed studies througho ut
their teaching ca reers. Those tha t do not
ha ve similar opportunities in th eir communities have o nl y to give a ca ll to J an
Holmes to bring th ei r Lesley Experience
right to the d oor.

In -Service training programs are a fact
of life in most school sys tems. It is an
a rea where the Lesley College Graduate
Sch ool Outreach Depa rtment stands read y
to help in a ny number of ways.
However , so me sc hool systems prefer a
"do-it-yo urself" ap proach . One such
sc hoo l sys tem that has established a successful in-service program is the Lesley
College Schools for Children, made up of
the Dearborn Schoo l, Carroll Hall and
Dearbo rn Pre- Vocational. All three of
these schools a re in vo lved with special
education yo un gsters, a particularly diffic ult area of teaching.
The in-service program is based o n th e
spec ific needs of the staffs at the time.
This is determined through a questionnaire asking for topic suggest ion s. The
ques tionnaire also asks for an eva luat ion
o f previous topics fro m least va lu a ble to
highl y valuable in co ntent, presentation
and professional relevance.
A flexib le program, the seminar leaders
ha ve on some occas ions, been leaders in
their ' fields, a nd in o th ers, staff members.
"For instance," explained Eleanor
Roffma n, director of the in-service tra ining program, "our crisis counselor
demonstra ted yoga relaxation and cen tering techniques for use with children ."
In a no ther instance, an ex pert o n the
effect of food add iti ves on children spoke
to the group . Other topics have includ ed
th erapeutic games, how to deal success fully with families, planning and uttlt zauon
of space, sex ism in ed ucatio n, the ab used
child and his / her parent s, a nd talkmg to
children about death.
T o have a success ful program Dr. Roffman believes the pace of the program
mu st vary between heav y and li ght , there
sho uld be so me int eraction between the
instru ctor and th e staff, it sho uld build
relationships amongst the staff, and tha t
the programs mu st dea l with re levant and
curre nt concerns of the staff.
"You mu st make it fun , as we ll as in te resting, and it need s to meet the needs
of th e peop le it is dea ling with . We loo k
for people who reali stica ll y approac h the
problems we fac e, th ose who can tun e in to o ur experiences, rath er than those who
are just theoretical,· · she sa id .
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Child and Community majors,
the new professionals: an interview

with Dr. Avis Brenner

by Stacy Greenspan

This is the second in a series of
interviews conducted by Stacy
Greenspan in conjunction with
a slide-tape presentation he is
preparing for the College and
focuses on Dr. A vis Brenner,
coordinator of the Child and
Community major. Dr. Brenner guided the College in the
preparation of this second major and has been its coordinator since the program was
officially offered in 1975.

Mr. Greenspan: What is the state of
childhood in America right now?
Dr. Brenner: For many, childhood is a
tough time. You know that the average
family is now a one parent family, so a
lot of children are growing up without
two parents. Their single parent does the
best he or she can (and it isn't always she,
it's often he) but single parenthood poses
many difficulties. When I grew up some
kids drank, but nobody took drugs in
high school; now kids have to make decisions about drugs and alcohol. Childhood
is a harder time now. Children grow up
faster.
Mr. Greenspan: Do you think the single
parent household is going to shift the
family structure?
Dr. Brenner: Oh, its clear that family
structure is shifting, but the direction is
not yet clear. Some people are attempting
to live together in non-blood related
groups in order to have more support for
themselves and their children.
Mr. Greenspan: Obviously something is
happening. I wonder if it's growing out of
the fact that everyone's so self-involved?
Dr. Brenner: I think so.
Mr. Greenspan: Do you believe this gives
you a purpose in your work here?
Dr. Brenner: My purpose here is really to
help teachers and teacher trainers to
understand that childhood is changing,
that families are changing and to be quite
aware of the changes as they occur. To
me that function is an important one.
Mr. Greenspan: You must have thought it
relatively important to make Child and
Community one of the two major programs at the undergraduate level?
Dr. Brenner: Yes, very important, because
we recognized the increasing need for
trained women to work with, for example,
abused children, to understand this whole
field of working with children who are in
trouble with the law . We discovered there
were jobs out there . We've had better and
better placement records in professional
jobs straight out of Lesley each year. In
addition, a number of people always go
on to graduate school. A larger proportion of Child and Community people than
Education people go directly to graduate
school. There is a job market. It s not a
large one , but I believe it' s a steady one.

Mr. Greenspan: Tell me a little bit about
the general view of the Child and Community program?
Dr. Brenner: The Child and Community
major at Lesley is a program for women
who are interested in working either for
or with children but who don't want to
work in formal school settings.
This year for the first time freshman came
to Lesley in really large numbers specifically for the Child and Community program . There are 23 freshman making a
total of 80 students in the major divided
among the four classes . We are close to
reaching our goal of 100 students in the
program . We hope to level off at this
number in order to ensure that each gets
an intensive and closely supervised experience .
During the four years each Child and
Community major has four field experiences working in community settings.
First they work on a one-day-a-week basis
in a reasonably easy setting where they get
a lot of help. Then as juniors and seniors
they spend a whole semester working parttime in a community agency and relating
that back to their studies here at Lesley.
Child and Community majors are required
to minor in a liberal arts subject, and the
choice usually depends on their professional interest. For instance if they wanted
to eventually work in guidance or probation they might minor in guidance; if they
wanted to eventually go to graduate
school and become a social worker they
might minor in psychology. If they are_ interested in working in a library they mtght
minor in English.
Mr. Greenspan: But this school does have
a program that helps them find their way,
doesn't it? They are placed the first year
in a teaching setting are they not?
Dr. Brenner: They can be in a classroom,
but some of them refuse that and want to
be out in the community right away to
test their convictions.
Mr. Greenspan: Do these students take
CORE?
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They start their junior field placements
ready to solve the problems of the world.
They come back at the beginning of the
senior year ready to accept that they can
do something and that what the y can do
is valuable, but they no longer expect to
change their fellow man.

Dr. A vis Brenner confers with former Lesley Art Director Leslie J . Aitken '73
at one of the annual January workshops on current issues relating to children
sponsored by the Child and Community Department.

Dr. Brenner: Yes, CORE is a two year
program for all Lesley students and Child
and Community majors take it with the
same faculty as Education majors. The
students in CORE classes are mixed
Education and Child and Community majors. One course section does have all the
Child and Community freshman in it, but
also has an equal number of Education
people in it.
Mr. Greenspan: And that happens both
years?
Dr. Brenner: Both years the Child and
Community people are put into one
course section where they have each other
but they also interact with Education people . After that they can make a better
decision as to whether they want to go into Education or into Child and Community .
Mr. Greenspan: Their pla cements would
be very different, wouldn't they?
Dr. Brenner: Not necessarily. I'm running
a sophmore CORE this year where half of
the students are Education majo rs and
half are Child and Community majors.
When we asked them where the y wanted
their field placements only nine Education
majors wanted to go into classrooms.

They said, "Gee we've only go t one more
chance before we do our junior student
teaching . Could we have Child and Community types of placements so we can see
what that kind of life is like?" The Child
and Community people often take
classroom settings because they want to
see what that piece of life is like as well.

Mr. Grenspan: I was under the impressio n
you had to swear off teaching to go into
Child and Community.
Dr. Brenner: Students don't have to
" swear off" until the beginning of their
junior year. At that point they make their
final decision. But they have two years to
try out both.
Mr. Greenspan: What are some of the
visible effects of these experiences on the
students when they start their field
placements?
Dr. Brenner: They mature very quickly.
They learn to make good judgements, to
act more slowly, to listen more ca refull y
before they act, and then they become
more kind. They become more thoughtful
of their fri end s, and even of their professors because they understand more
abo ut the troubles we a ll have. They
discover that the troubles the y have personall y are rather minor compared to
what they see out in the field, so the y
mature in that way rather quickly.

Mr. Greenspan: They have reasonable expectations?
Dr. Brenner: Much more reasonable the
senior year.
Mr. Greenspan: What are some of the
agencies that accept field placements?
Dr. Brenner: Agencies we've been dealing
with include courts in Cambridge, Somerville, Concord, Malden and Woburn. In
these sett ings students usuall y work directly with a probation officer as a probation
aide and often are given cases of their
own to pursue under supervision. We
have probate court placements. Middlesex
and Suffolk County cou rt s both use us
and these yo ung women work on di vorce
and custody cases. The Urban Court Program in Dorchester uses our students. We
have people working for children in advocacy gro ups such as the Massac husetts
Advocacy Center and the Massachusetts
State Hou se Human Services Co mmittee .
We have people working in services for
abused children: Children's Protective
Services, Parents Center in Brighton, the
Gilday Day Care Center, Boston. They
work in centers like Code House in Belmont, DARE, the Step Program in
Arlington, Trinit y Neighborhood House
in East Boston and in hosp itals such as
Bosto n City, Children's and New England
Memorial. Some work in libraries and
museums.
Mr. Greenspan: The experience that the y
have in the courts, isn't that a little stiff?
Dr. Brenner: Th e court settings are all
under very close supervision. Students
work directly with a probation officer.
They enrich the relationship the probation
officer has with his clients. Our student s
take over some of the intake intervi~wing
and some of th e investigations. They
often serve as a big sister to an ado lescent, proving that there is anot her adult
who cares . These court placements are
reaso nabl y safe set tings for st udent s
because they ' re so closel y supe rv ised.
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Mr. Greenspan: One student I interviewed
found out some pretty startling stuff.
Dr. Brenner: This is true. I think that our
Child and Community students have a lot
of courage. They go out into difficult
neighborhoods, difficult settings, meet
with difficult adults and children, and
they manage. We try to help them understand that they're not going to succeed
with everybody and they shouldn't even
hope to do so. They can then handle
meeting a person who is very different
from themselves, see how much they can
help, and then drop it when it doesn't
seem that they are going to make any
headway.
Mr. Greenspan: What do you think brings
students into this program?
Dr. Brenner: A lot of it comes from their
own lives and their deeply held value
systems. They are sensitive to how harsh
children's lives can be and they want to
do something to help.
Mr. Greenspan: Are any unique programs
going on in this major, maybe new applications , new ways of working with people out in the community?
Dr. Brenner: What's new for Lesley is
that each individual student tailors her
own program to suit her own particular
bent. When she comes out she has taken
all her interests and hopefully put them
together in a way that makes a job for
herself. Teresa Heanue took a field placement at the Children' s Museum because
she was interested in art and how it could
be applied to a museum setting . She arrived at the museum and found one area of
it not being used by the staff. It was a little grocery store. The reason it wasn't being used was because the cans and the
boxes were always falling apart, so Terry
designed a box that wouldn't fall apart .
A fter that she designed a whole group of
programs for children to do in this little
grocer y store. These are still being used by
the museum. When she graduated from
Lesley she was hired .
M r. Greenspan: So it really sounds like
the program teaches more than just trying
to fill a need . It sounds like a way of
teaching people how to find their way into
the job market, too .
Dr. Brenner: How to use their own uni que stre ngths to create a job .
M r. Greenspan: What a re some o f th e
people doing now that they ha ve been out
fo r a few years?

Dr. Brenner: One of our students, Karen
Panasevich, graduated in 1976 and went
directly to Boston College School of
Social Work and graduated in 1978. She
is now working as a social worker in Roxbury. She has published articles, and
spoken at conferences and conventions on
some work that she's doing on mother
and child separation and its effect on
children. She's also doing child therapy
for this agency.
Mr. Greenspan: You must find this
rewarding work.
Dr. Brenner: It is very rewarding to see
these women develop successful careers.
Students who graduated from 1976 on are
now calling me and saying "have you got
an intern who can work with me?" I
would estimate that in another two years
they will be calling and saying, "Is there a
Child and Community graduate whom I
can hire?"
Mr. Greenspan: How about you personally? How do you feel about being here
now? Are you revitalized all the time, or
are you tired?
Dr. Brenner: I love this program, it is
very exciting. I like working on a one-toone basis with students and yet also working with small groups of students. That's
why I have enjoyed this personally,
because the program is small and will stay
small. In addition I think I'm having an
effect on this campus in terms of alerting
people, raising consciousness about
childhood in America today, which is not
sweet and beautiful. I hope that we are all
learning that there is something we can do
about childrens' problems; that they are
not insoluble; that reality is often harsh
but can be tempered.
Another consciousness raiser will be a
course I'll teach this January on how to
help children learn to cope with stress
when their parents are not available or
not helpful. A lot of teachers and Child
and Community people from our employing groups such as probation officers and
social workers will be attending these sessions .
Mr. Greenspan: Well, what would you say
to a student who wanted to get into the
field today, who wanted to come to a
school like Lesley. What kind of advice
would you give her about the job situation?

Dr. Brenner: There a re jobs if you care a
lot about what you want to do, if you
care so much that you are always reading
about the subject; that you are always
making contacts . On your field
placements you get to know everybody
around, not just your immediate supervisors but everybody in the agency and
you keep them as friends as you go into
your next field placement in another agency. Child and Community women get jobs
because they have contacts and their contacts know them as working people who
care and who can do a job. Last year four
out of the 12 students who graduated had
jobs before graduation, and they were all
extensions of work they had done either
as volunteers their last year at Lesley or in
their field placement their senior year at
Lesley. For example, Lisa Maselli is at
New England Memorial Hospital in
Stoneham as a counselor in the children's
psychiatric ward. That had been her
senior field placement. Judy Frede is a
social worker for the Department of
Public Welfare in Framingham. She had
worked for them as a volunteer in her
senior year. Deni se Apostol is Director of
the Teen Program at Trinity Neighborhood House in East Boston. Her job was
an outgrowth of her senior field placement.
Mr. Greenspan: Is there anything that
makes a Lesley graduate different from
say graduates of Wheelock or Boston College?
Dr. Brenner: I believe that Lesley Child
and Community graduates are unique .
They are good at meeting and dealing
with people. I think they are probably less
affected, less superficial and more deeply
child oriented than graduates of liberal
arb colleges. I think they have come up
against pain and heartbreak in the lives of
children they knew in their field
placements and this has helped them to
recognize this as a part of life. They can
deal with it in other people lives as well as
in their own.
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Trustee Stratton works hard
as a volunteer
She sat there for a moment , gazing
thoughtfully at the ceiling. "Now what
would I like to be called?" She repeated
the question. "Professional volunteer?
No, that sounds, too impersonal. Career
professional? No, that doesn't quite do it
either." She shrugged, leaving the question unanswered, and went on to more
important things.
Catherine N. Stratton, a Lesley Trustee
since 1975, and currently serving as ViceChairwoman of the Board, has spent
much of her life in the traditional roles of
wife to her husband of 44 years, Julius,
former president of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and past chairman
of the board of the Ford Foundation, and
as a mother to her three, as she describes
them, "very traditional children."
She joined the Board after being approached by Trustee Elsa Sonnabend.
"The school was doing things I believed
in; I was enormously interested in its moving forward, its potential. I see this now
with the establishment of the National
Center of Economic Education for
Children. If by joining and pushing, it
helps the things I believe in come about,
find it very stimu lating," she sai d.
"I believe women can do anything the y
put their mind s to. Life is so much more
interesting and exciting if you feel absolutely equal and do not allow yourself
to be put down in any way. Given equal
opportunity, the sky's the limit," she
said, and added she recei ves a great deal
of support from the other women she has
worked with.

Case in point: Following the summer
Graduate School graduation ceremonies,
where she presented the diplomas, she
went on to working with the steering committee that organized a national workshop
on Funding Strategies for Women's Projects in the 80's , held in Minneapolis in
October.
"The workshop was sponsored by the
Young Women's Christian Association
(YWCA) and underwritten by the DaytonHudson Foundation. The purpose was to
develop strategies to get more women on
the boards of corporations and foundations, to persuade corporations to give
more money to women 's projects, and to
develop a 'New Girl Network', to operate
much in the same fashion as the 'Old Boy
Network,"' she said. She noted that corporations are allowed to contribute five
percent of their pre-tax earnings to
charitable causes, including project s like
these, therefore lowering their income tax,
but only a miniscule number actually take
advantage of this tax break .
Mrs. Stratton pointed out that although
many self-help programs are available to
both men and women , there are a number
that are specifically for women , and it is
important that they be funded. Two she
has particularly been involved with are the
YWCA Execu ti ve Management Development Project and Encourageme nt , Normalc y, Counseling, Opportunit y,
Reaching Out and Energies Revi ved (EN CO RE) , a YWCA sponsored exercise and
counseling program for post mastectomy
patient s.
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Catherine N. Stratton, Vice Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees of
Lesley College, presen ts Yvonne Gittens with her Bachelor's Degree in
Continuing Education: Day Care Administration at Commencement Exercises.
Her interest in the YWCA is long
standing . She has just retired from the
National Board of this organization after
12 years of service . During that time she
was named the first chairwoman of the
National Resource Center for Women,
and has si nce served as co-chairwoman of
the Executive Management Development
Project, and chairwoman of the financial
development unit fo r that organization.
She was also active in raising funds for
the ENCORE program.
The Displaced Homemaker (see related
story on page 15) is also an area of concern to Mrs . Stratton, "basically because
her plight is unjust, don't you think so?"
she asked almost belligerently .
Mrs. Stratton has also served on the
Board of Trustees of Bank Street College
of Education in New York and chaired its
Arts in Education Committee, was
founder and is currently vice-chairwoman
of the MIT Council for the Arts, for
which she won the McDerm itt Award,
and has served as chairwoman of the
Vis ual A rts C ommittee of the Mayor's
C ultural Council of New York City. She
is a lso a trustee of the Argent ineA merica n Foundation. Her affiliations in clude the Wellesley C lub, the Boston
Mycological C lub, the Cosmopo litan Club
in New Yo rk C it y, the Woman's Political
Caucus, the Boston Travel C lub, and the
Nati o na l Organi zation for Women
(NOW).
"I started wit h NOW early on, when
Betty Friedan was first putti ng it
togethe r, " she said.

Mrs. Stratton candid ly admits she moved into volunteerism in the '40's. "With
all the little children around the hou se I
found a need to be with adults." Her first
venture was the League of Women Voters
of Belmont, where she was active in the
public relations and fund raising functions
of that organization. It was then she
developed the habit of getting up at 5:30
a.m.
"It was the only way to get some
quiet," she said. The habit persists today .
One of Mrs. Stratton's particular areas
of expertise is often thought to be a nontraditional one, that of fund raising, but
she vehemently disagrees.
"Women are just as good as men in
raising funds. I believe this fiercely," she
said. It does take training and fund raising must be well organized and on a continuing basis, to be successful, she said.
"Women do tend to think small in relationship to money," she admitted. Asked
how much she had ever received at one
time, she again thoughtfully reviewed the
ceiling, then turned and said, "I guess
$50,000 was the most I ever got at one
single call. "
"You do have to learn not to be let
down when you get turned down. Go
back again and again . Then they will
remember you," she said, and then added, with a twinkle in her eye, "You know,
it's kind of fun to ask for $100,000, and it
only takes ten of those to make a
million!"
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Merle Nelson's place
Inside every home there is the potenti a l
for a displaced homemak er, according to
Merle Royte Nelson '57, a member of the
House of Representati ves of the State of
Maine, who successfully spo nsored a bill
to help those women last year.
A displaced homemaker has been
described as a woma n displaced from her
primary job as a homemaker by sepa ration or di vo rce or who has experienced
the loss of a primary wage earner beca use
of disabilit y or death .
It can ha ppen to anyone, at any time,
according to Rep. Nelson . In the State of
Maine, estimates of women in these circumstances run as high as 33,000; in
Massachusetts , over 88,000. In the six
New England states there are an estimated
117,000 displaced homemakers. There are
an estimated 15 million displaced
homemakers within the United States.
Some further distressing statistics. Only
14 percent of divorced women a re awarded alimony, and only about ha lf of these
actually receive the money , Rep. Nelson
said. These women are not en titled to
social security payments, nor Aid to
Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) if their children a re over 18 . Obviously these women need to enter the
work force, but therein lies a problem for
any homemaker, divorced, widowed or
happily marri ed .

•

•

IS Ill

"W ho is going to hire a 45-year-old
woman who has a lways been protected,
who is not sure of herself, and has no
idea of what the world out there is like?"
Ms. Nelso n asked . And for the woman
who had a skill before she became a
hou sew ife the outlook is not much
brighter. It is a middle-class middle-age
1970's problem .
" There is no room in the work world
for women like me," stated Ms. Nelson
who is married a nd is the mother of three
children. " I found tha t yea rs of being
president of organizations meant nothing
to the work world. I found I could not
get a job in teaching with my years of experience and a Masters degree. School
systems cannot afford me and would
rather hire a younger, less experienced
person ." The problem is further complica ted by the fact that the teacher who
has been out of the system needs to go
back to school to update skills, as do
other professionals who leave their field
for a period of time.
" These women mak e highly motiva ted
students who a re much more receptive to
learning, but how much lo nger can yo u
stay in school?" she asked. At some
point, women who must, or are at a point
in their lives when they want to return to
work, must face reality.

the House
Under Rep. Nelson's legislation a
Displaced Homemake r council was
establ is hed that included both counseling
and education for a ll displaced
homema kers, not just those who fell in
the low income catego ry. Guidelines were
established and Kennebeck County was
selected for a pil ot program. In less than
six months 109 wome n sought the
council's service. Of these, 35 became
emplo yed fu ll time. Rep. Nelson and
thousands of Maine women had great
hopes fo r the progra m .
" I hoped that some lives wou ld be
made easier because of th is legis latio n ,"
she said. The program was not refu nded
the second year. All was not lost. Many
of the services were taken over by the
Federal Department of Ma npower Affairs,
she said . Nevertheless , th e defeat was a
grave disappointmen t.
Working through a difficult situation is
nothing new to Rep. Nelson . She has been
an extremely dedicated person si nce she
a rrived a t Lesley College in 1954 after
transfe rring from the U niversity of Maine .
" I came to Lesley because I wa nted to
teach blind st udents." she said. That year
she worked for Barbara Wickso n , currently administrative assis ta nt to President
Don A . Orton, to help meet her college
expenses. She also audited courses at Harvard, and enroll ed in night classes at
Lowell Inst itute, a practice she continued
througho ut her undergraduate career.
In her junior yea r she li ved off-campus
with a famil y who needed someone to
look after their fo ur children. She began
her practice teaching at that time , with
blind children in Malden. Student
teaching in the morning, classes at Lesley
in the afte rnoon , and two classes at
Lowell became her regimen , but she never
received a grade below a B and grad ua ted
with honors. She was a member of
Emera ld Key a nd Theta Alpha Beta , an
honor society.

Merle Nelson confers with one of her
constituants.
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Although she married her husband,
Leonard, in her junior year, she continued
with her heavy schedule because she
wanted to get a good education. In order
to be able to teach the blind, she had to
teach two years in a "normal" school and
so taught at Ward School in Newton.
After one year she was called a "Master
Teacher" by the Newton School System
and was asked to work with some of the
special education children.
Ms. Nelson now began to think about
an advanced degree. Since she became
pregnant in March, and was not allowed
to teach past her fourth month, she
became a full-time student. Her first child
arrived during Thanksgiving recess, yet
she fini shed all but two of her courses.
She began commuting to Cambridge from
her new home in Portland, ME for
courses at Harvard with a six-month old
child, and completed her degree with
honors.
Ms. Nelson directed an educational
therapy program at a locked ward at the
Maine Mental Health Center where she
spent 20 to 60 hours a week working out
educational projects for these mentally ill
patients. But it was as business manager
of the Ram Island Dance Center, a
mod ern dance company, that first led her
to think about politics.
"It was such a frustration dealing with
t he legislature that I decided to run for
office myself," she said . She was not a
known politician , rather her background
was in public service, but she rang the
doorbells of some 7,000 households in her
district and placed third out of 21 in the
primary. This allowed her a spot on the
ballot for the general election . She has
since handily won a second term by a
wide margin.
Her choices for committee work renect
much of her advice for women today.
" I did not serve on the Education Committee becau se I wanted to broaden my
experience. Instead I chose the Health and
Institutions Committee , the Rural Health
and Medical Education Committee, and
the Joint C ommittee on Government
Reform. " She is also Chairwoman of the
Count y Delegation, some 35 Representati ves and Senators who oversee the
cou nty go vernment and its budget , and
currentl y chairs the State of Maine Joint
Co mmittee on Aging, Veterans, and
Retiremen t. She a lso serves on th e Public

A family portrait

Utilities Committee. She was a delegate to
the International Women's Year Conference in Houston, TX .
''Broaden your experiences-diversify,''
is Ms. Nelson' s overriding advice .
"Think! Use your organizational skills; go
back to school, part-time if you have to,
and learn managerial skills . Maybe you ' re
not going to be a manager, but you can
start working your way up. Take high
math and economics," she insists.
Above all, be supportive of other
women, she said. Learn the "Old Boy
Network " of getting things done, (see
related story on page 13) and then use it.
If you are to be in a position of making
policy, you must serve on boards, and not
honorary but policy making boards.
Learn how to get credit. Then use your
expertise; become a consultant. Learn
team sport skills, and how to work with
others in that way.

Her own hard work has led to the
passage of bills that require immunization
for children in public and private schools,
judges to impose obligations upon
juvenile offenders, a maternal and child
health plan, funding for long term health
care, battered wife shelters, a new child
abuse law, programs for gifted and
talented children, a bill to help identify
women exposed to DES, and a bill that
reduces taxes on homes with solar
heating . Of the 13 pieces of legislation introduced by Rep. Nelson, II have become
law. She was selected by her fellow
legislators as one of the five most effective
Freshman Legislators. She was the only
women chosen.
Returning to her sports theme, Rep.
Nelson stressed that to be effective,
"Women have to start learning how to
play hard ball."
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THE
1978
1979
ANNUAL FUND REPORT
Message from Don A. Orton

1978-79 is another year in which I take great
pleasure in announcing an all time high in our
Annual Fund Program of $244,638. This
represents an increase of nearly $50,000 over last
year's total of $195,244 and the highest total
dollar figure in the 16-year history of the annual
fund.
It is a mixed blessing, however. The total
number of those who contributed decreased
from 1,874 to 1,433. This record breaking figure
then, represents a greater commitment to Lesley
College by those who gave.
Lesley College prides itself on being a college
that is open to middle class women, not just the
affluent. At this time about 90 percent of our
operating budget comes from the tuition of our
students. To keep tuition at a minimum and attract talented but not affluent young women, we
must depend on the generosity of our alumni,
parents and friends . Those who chose to increase their support have led the way for the rest
of us to support the College so that it can remain the institution we all cherish.
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1978-79 CAPITAL GIFTS

Message from Lorraine Shapiro,
National Chairwoman,
Alumni Annual Fund 1978-79

Edgar D. Arsonson 'SOP
Marguerite Shaman
Delany '50
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Donath
The Dover Fund, Inc.
The E. 0 . & R. H. Freund
Foundation
William Holzman '67P
Mrs. Bernard Kaplan '61P
Janet Kaplan Laine '61
Melvin H. Laine
Mr. and Mrs . Jason
Lemelman
C. Charles Marran
The Merck Company
Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson
Newmark
Ervin Pietz
The Ridgefield Foundation
Ralph L. Rose '61P
Ronald Rossetti
Jack T. Schwartz '69P
Eliot I. Snider

I am pleased to report on the ever-increasing support of the Alumni Annual Fund. The 1978-79 total is
$44,650.00, contributed as a result of I ,264 alumni
gifts. It is gratifying to note that 219 alumni made
"new" gifts to the college and that 342 alumni increased their gift. We welcome, also, the 199 alumni
who have joined the Lesley Anniversary Associates.
We alumni form the largest body to which the College can turn for support, and share the responsibility
for providing the financial support that will enable
Lesley to continue to be a leadership institution in the
field of education. I am looking fo rward to your increased support of the Alumni Annual Fund as we
strive to grow together wi th Lesley College.

1978-79 ANNUAL FUND REPORT
TOP TEN CLASSES
Percent of Participation

$Raised

Class
1939
1943
1945
1926
1960
1962
1930
1950
1954
1959

Class
1967
1968
1970
1929
1965
1964
1961
1960
1959
1957

Percent
50
48
45
44
42
41
40
40
40
37
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ANNIVERSARY ASSOCIATES

PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL

In this, its 70th year, Lesley College
honors those who have supported the College through the 1978-79 Annual Fund by
naming them Anniversary Associates. All
donors of $70 or more received copies of
the stunning, full-color 172-page
"Remember the Ladies" book, which
elaborates in photographs and text, the
permanent "Remember the Ladies"
display in the Lesley College Library.

Recognizes donors of $1, 000
or more to the 1978-79 Annual Fund.
Edgar D . Aronson 'SOP
Eliot L. Bernstein
Polly F. Blakeley
Mary Ellen Cabot
Samuel S. Dennis, III
Robert W . Fawcett
Esther L. Feldberg '70P
Hollis G . Gerrish
Rissa Welt Grossman '67
C. Charles Marran
William C. McConnell, Jr.
Arthur G. B. Metcalf
Ervin Pietz
Ralph L. Rose '6JP
Ronald Rossetti
Allene L. Russell
Jack T. Schwanz '69P
Eliot I. Snider
Julian M. Sobin
Paula Sherin Stahl '68
Robert Tonon
James 0 . Welch

PRESIDENT'S ASSOCIATES
Recognizes donors of
$500-$999 to the 1978-79 Annual Fund.
Mrs . Philip Abrams '67
George P . Baker
Mrs. Donald Bloch '61
Marguerite Shamon Delan y ' 50
William D. Eberle
Charles H . Hood
Janet Kaplan Laine '61
Melvin H. Laine
Richard M. Lee
John R. More, Jr .
Selma Freede Rudolph '41
Henry J . Steiner
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LORD NEWARK
A SSOCIATES
Recognizes donors of
$250-$499 to the 1978-79 Annual Fund.

Sylvia W. Bigelow
Eugene C. Brumbaugh '29
Linda Wilson C lyde '76
Elaine Cullinane ' 70
John H . Dyer
Eileen Flax ' 57
Ma rga ret Fullington ' 77
Susan Grausman ' 67
M rs. F rancis M. Mead ' 25
Catherine N. Stra tton
C. Vincent Vappi

WOLF ARD ASSOCIATES
R ecognizes donors of
$70-$249 to the 1978-79 A nnual Fund .

Marjorie Sakalove
Abramowitz '60
Juli us A brams
Maid a S. A brams ' 76G
Jacqui Ada ms
Sarah Adams '49
Leslie J. Aitken '73
Linda Weis berg Altman ' 57
Jane Garvey Analetto '64
Ja ne Kud ish Ansin '62
Helena Cavanaugh A ustin ' 36
Mrs. W ilb ur Austi n ' 39
Maurice E. Bale ' 62P
Mary Riley Barbone '56
Norma Perkins Barrows '49
Doris M. Bayes ' 59G
Joan Teachout Beard '65
Tina Brodsky Bellet ' 68
Jane Dubon Benson '39
Eleanor Cove Bergin ' 35
Mrs. Martin Berman ' 59
Adele Krantz Bernstein ' 62
Joan F. Bishop
Mrs. James Block ' 74G
Marjorie Davidson Blomquist
'28
Ruth F . Boland '24
Faith E. Bowker '62
H . Gardner Bradlee
Roberta Tinkham Braley
'49
Mrs. Donald E. Brand '24
Mrs. Homer Brayton '29
Betty Brensinger '47
Laurie Ada Bryant '35
Mrs. David Buckwalter '69
Diane Bushner '68

Robert H. Cain
Dorothy Carver '76G
Ann Casey '54
Pamela Caragianes
Christodoulou '74
Mildred Billings Clarke ' 34
Linda Wilson Clyde '76
Barbara Cohen '66
Arthur J. Connell
Mrs. Gordon Cook '58
Julia Flanagan Corbett ' 32
Frances M. Cronin ' 31
Catherine Crosby '29
Mrs . John Cummings '53
Mrs. Theodore Daren '39
Sarah Darling '77G
Rachel Maher Davan '29
Mrs . Waldo Davis ' 53
Martha Solva Deering '28
Roberta Pelley Degozzaldi
'48
Jean McDonald Diemert '68
Karnig Dinjian '31
Bernice Dodge '24
William P . Dole
Fran Dreier '68
Claire O ' Brien Driscoll '37
Nancy Drourr '70
Frances Conley Dunton '30
Gail Roberts Dusseault '60
Andrew W . Edmonds
E . Michael Ellovich '82P
Lauriette Emerson '36
Mrs . W . S. Emerson '63
William H. Farley ' 82P
Jane Caffrey Favrot '48
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Alice Silverstein Fierstein ' 59
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan '48
Natalie Sparrow Fischer '65
Dorothy Fitts '29
Mary Greene Freeman '29
Mrs . Philip Friedman '58
Sally G. Galway '62
Beatrice Grant Gellerson '31
Alice McConathy George '65
Kathryn Coffey Glennon
' 32
Andrea Glovs ky ' 67
Dorothy Maxfield Goode '29
J oanne Lipsher Goodman '66
Tamara Bloom Gould ' 59
Beryl Downs Graff ' 36
Mary E. Grassi '74
Mrs. Charles P. Graves '30
Jean Fothergill Hahn '51
Mrs . Arnold Harris ' 52
Mrs . Richard Harris ' 61
Dorothy Potter Hawt horne
' 32
Mary Heath ' 58
Jane McCarthy Heckler ' 50
Shei la Goodma n Hellinger '60

Dorothy Adams Hennessy '28
Stuart Hertzberg '74P
Mrs . Jonathan Hewes '70
Francis Hilton ' 33
Ellen Barbara Satin Hi rsch
'69
Maureen T. Hogan ' 76
May E. Hogan '26
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
William Holzman '67P
Mari Jordan Hook '78G
Donna T ufts Hopkins '52
Thomas R. Horan
Paula Rozomofsky Horn '60
Elaine Kritz Jacobs '59
Mary Crankshaw Johnson '32
Mrs . Frederick Joh nson '54
Elizabeth Klaiman '65G
Gertrude Jennings Lafrenz ' 34
Mrs . Ro bert Lange '59
Estelle Brady Lash ' 30
Henry R. Lasman 'SOP
Mrs . Jeff Latham '70
Kat herine Laudano '72
Carol Ann Foley Leary ' 64
Eleanor Davenport Leathers
'31
Gail Mardus Lebowitz '67
Benjamin Lederman '71P
Daniel A . Leone '79P
Linda Shamroth Lerner '65
Diana Schaffer Lewinstein '64
Robert D. Lewis
Winifred Linehan '55
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Marjorie Brenner Lipkin '57
Emmy N. Littlefield
Lorraine Smith Lo Grande
'60
Janice Kimball Lyons '53
Mrs. Harold MacElarney '53
Margaret MacDonald '26
Virginia Maloney '65
Joaquina Malva '49
Jane Finberg Mandall '64
Frances E. Manley '25
Joyce Marshall-Snyder '61
Mrs. John McAleer '39
Annal ex is McCafferty '15
Donald McGee '76P
Mrs. Jo hn McMorrow '57
Barbara Stellwagen McVeigh
'57
Helen Manning McWalter '24
Audrey Belson Meline '5 8
Paula Miller '68G
Barbara Bouve Moore '50
Kathryn Morgenthau
Mrs. George Morman '59
Nancy Morrison ' 53
Nora Mullarkey '26
Margaret MacVane Murray
' 74

Barbara Ma lone Nadley '53
Merle Ro yte Nelson ' 57
Mrs. Samuel Newma n ' 31
Dr. and Mrs. Nelson Newmark
Mary Mee Yee Nicholas '74
Vicki F ri scher Novick ' 74G
Eileen O ' Leary O'Loughlin
'39
Alexander H. O ' Neil, Jr. '78P
Leslie Feuer Orton '70
Agenes Lane Pa rker ' 67G
Joseph S. W . Pa rker '78P
Natalie Haas Pogson '45
Ann F . Polacek ' 59G
Elizabeth Moran Polachi '50
Mrs. Salome Skold Prickett
'78
Evelyn Neff Provenza ni ' 27
Mrs. Ga ry Raizes ' 69
Win ifred Randall ' 23
Mary L. Reid '27
Edith Gottschalk Resler '29
Marice Ricker '23
Amy Stellar Robinson ' 63
Jeanne Northridge Robson
'50
Patricia Ann Roof '72
Carol Silver Rosenthal '72
Lynda Shaftel Rothstein '72
Donna Kasowitz Rubin '60
Dorothy Russ '52
Marjorie Swartz Salmon '54
Madeline Kelley Sanford '27
Helai ne Finkel Saperstein ' 62
Diana Abraham Sawyer '66
Barbara Ba rron Schilling '50
Penny Schwartz-Judelson '74
Mrs . Leo Scully '65
T . D . Semple, Jr. '82P
Marjorie T ruesdell Servis '29
Mrs. Melvin Shapiro '42
Sue Kerstein Sherman '65
Judith Linda Milhender
Shulman '69
Barbara C. Somers '77G
Nancy Squatrito ' 50
M rs. Henderson Stern ' 39
Mrs . Robert Stevens '54
Dorris Stewart '63G
Richard Stiner '75 P
Mrs. Lawrence Stone ' 64
Marjorie Studer '28
Gladys A . Sundell '37
Denise Galvin Swan ' 67
Margie Tanzer-Glou '64
Varnum Taylor
Mrs . Lercy Tirrell '57
Clifton R . Toepperwein '80P
John G . Tucker
Mari lyn A . Turley ' 78G
Jack Usdin ' 82P
Anna Fernandes Vetorino ' 27
Wendie Eisen Weisman '70
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Dia ne Nassau Weiss ' 64
Dorothy Wilkins ' 28
Donald B. Wilson
Barbara Lamkin Wolkon ' 59
Mrs. Joseph B. Wright '29
Rosamond O'Neil Wyman '40
Gladys Pollet Young
BEQUESTS
Estate of Chester L. Dawes
Estate of Cora E. MacKenzie
COMMEMORATIVE GIFTS
IN MEMORY OF
Martin Blutman
Sally Cohen
Polly Wilson Connell '26
Ida E . DeBiasi
Harry Driben
Warren Farrell
James Filler
George Gowdy
Adele Gruener '20
Doris McGregor Henderson '53
Lydia Jane Holzman '67
Lilliam Hurwitz
Bernard Kaplan '61P
Debra Jean Leone '79
Lena L. Neustadt
Father of Mrs. Paul Parrino
Sadie Salmowitz
Sam Saperstein
Aaron Schulta
Rose Shapiro
Jadvyga Tumavicus
Mother of James Walsh
Genevieve Wilson
IN HONOR OF
Marriage of Mr. and Mrs . Martin
Fudem's daughter
Bas Mitzva h of Robin Sue Kaster
Birthday of Ralph L. Rose '61 P
50th Wedding Anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph L. Rose
45th Wedding Anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Shaevel
Lena Yules
TRUSTEES
George P. Baker
Polly F. Blakeley
Mary Ellen Cab o t
Robert H . Cain
Samuel S. Dennis, Ill
William D. Eberle
Robert W. Fawcett
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan '48
H ollis G. Gerrish
Charles H . Hood

Ann C leveland La nge '59
Richard M. Lee
Ervi n Pietz
Allene L. Ru ssell
Jack T . Schwartz ' 69P
Eliot I. Snider
Juli an M. Sobin
Paula Sherin Stahl '68
Catherine N. Stratton
Rob ert Tonon
CORPORATORS
Julius Abrams
Rosalyn H eifetz Abrams '67
J acqui Adams
Edga r D. Aronson 'BOP
Joan F. Bishop
Ellen Green Bloch '6 1
Ruth F. Boland '24
H . Gardner Bradlee
Linda Wilson Clyde '76
William P . Dole
John H . Dyer
Andrew W. Edmonds
Esther L. Feldberg '70P
Louise H . Flansburgh
Ri ssa Welt Gross man ' 67
Donna Tufts Hopkins ' 52
Thomas M. Horan
Emmy N. Littlefield
Ethel MacLean Mackenzie ' 35
Paul D. Magee ' 66P
William C . McConnell, Jr.
Mary McCarron Mead '25
Adeline Nai man
Elizabeth Moran Polachi '50
Robert G . Ralston
Winifred M . Randall '23 & '48
Ralph L. Rose '6 1P
Selma Freede Rudolph '4 1
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Varnum Taylor
C. Vincent Vappi
James 0. Welch
Donald B. Wilson
ALUMNI BY CLASS
1913-1922 - 340Jo
Average Gift: $20.47
Annalexis McCafferty '15
Mrs . James Corson '16
Dorothy Hartings Trefry '16
Gladys Griffin '17
Dorothy Williams Batchelder ' 18
Agnes Welch Feeney '18
Mary E. Kilroy ' 18
Helen Colley Lagrenade '1 8
Mrs. Jonatha n Piper ' 18
Mildred R. Evans ' 19
Marion Maclaughlin Yost '1 9
Blanche Lewis Freelander '20
Mari am Nelso n '20
Helen Cutter Laing '21
J ean Lamont '2 1
Marion A llen Folger '22
Mary E. Powers '22

1923 - 260Jo
Average Gift: $41.25
Agent : Elizabeth Joy Rasmussen
Alice M . Flynn
Dorothea Johnson
Winifred Randall
Eliza beth Joy Rasmusse n
Marice Ricker
Margaret Carroll Sampson
Margaret Lyons Smith
Edith Akin Vincent
1924- ~20Jo
Average Gift : $61.82
Mrs. George Bibins
Ruth F. Boland
Mrs. Donald E. Brand
Bernice Dodge
Loretto G . Dolan
Mary Donohue
Jean Macgregor H emmenway
Helene McWalter
Doris Britton Repetto
Dorothy Moulton Vickery
Katherine Waggett
1925 - 33 0Jo
Average Gift: $34.63
Agent: Greta Becker Sauer
Bessie Brown Blive n
Sara Rubin Cohen
Emily P riest Derby
Marian S. Durrell
Mary K. Fitzgerald
Florence E . Foley
Elizabeth Arnold Haynes
Hazel Mannion Herlihy
Edith H. Howlett
Theresa Lally
Francis E. Manley
Doris Kaulback Mason
Mrs. Francis M. Mead
Ruth Truesda le Meserve
Mrs. Edward J . Murphy
Mrs. John L. Sauer
Janet Prince Schultz
Frieda Mikels Smith
Anna Suchnicki
1926- 44 0Jo
Average Gift: $31.29
Agent : May Hogan
Mildred Capodieci Barberio
Eleanor Stedman Berry
Thelma Freeman Cary
Margaret David Cobb
Pauline Ber ry Crosby
Mildred Shea Curran
Doroth y Cushing
Kathleen Finnega n
Adah Lassone Hill
May E. Hogan
Helen Ewing Holmes

Helen Tryon Kennan
Grace Ellis Kline
Madeline M . Lannin
Evelyn McAllister MacDonald
Margaret Gertrude MacDonald
Nora Mullarkey
Katherine Murphy
Alice Byrne Murphy
Adele Sparkes
Doroth y Hatch Ticehurst
Madeline Burns Wallis
Winifred Simpson Worgan
Anonymous
1927- 31 0Jo
Average Gift: $33.75
Mrs. Raym ond C. Abbe
Doroth y Allison Clayton
Ella Swanson Galvin
Ada Bloom Green
Madalene Sedgw ick Hubbard
Constance Leonard
Helen G . MacGregor
Eve lyn Maguire
Mildred Edmend Metcalf
Madine Colby Nute
Evelyn Neff Provenzani
Mary L. Reid
Louise B. Rice
Madel ine Kelley Sanford
Constance Tenney
Anna Fernandes Vetorino
1928 - 280Jo
Average Gift : $37.89
Agent : Marjorie Davidson Dyer
Blomquist
Marjorie Davidson Dyer
Blomquist
Agnes Menzel Bryant
Charlotte Mars h Caswell
Mary Strecker Champion
Mrs . J. Joseph Curtin
Martha Silva Deering
Marguerite Ferra ri
Mary McNerney Fitzgerald
Mrs. Joseph Goldberg
Doroth y Ada ms Hennessy
Patricia Hicks
Kathryn Lapham Mul vanity
Dorot hy Fifield Nichols
Louise Linehan Roopen ian
Mrs. Samuel Rudbac k
Ma rj orie Studer
Marion Trimble Vanaken
Doroth y Wilkins
Matilda Zwetchkenba um
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1929- 36%
Average Gift: $53.39
Agent: Mary Greene Freeman
Anna Emerson Andrews
Priscilla Newell Barstow
Mrs. Homer Brayton
Mrs. Dante Brebbia
Eugene C. Brumbaugh
Irene Bucek
Beatrice Chase
Catherine Crosby
Ethel Dinneen Cummings
Rachel Maher Davan
Ruth Duhig
Dorothy Fitts
Mary Greene Freeman
Lily Hokenson Gannon
Dorothy Maxfield Goode
Thelma Gale Greene
M rs. Virgil P. Martin
Marion Neff Mayher
Helen Briggs M iller
Ethel Bailen M ultzman
M rs . C. Porter Packard
Edith Gottschalk Resler
Gertrude Sanborn Sands
Marj orie Truesdell Servis
Elizabeth Boynton Shumway
Ru th Kelley Thompson
Doris Vigeant
Mrs . Joseph B. W right
1930 - 400Jo
Average Gift: $20.00
Agent: Frances Pearl Schaffer
Virginia Saunders Allison
Eleanor Luey Bell
Winifred Palmer Brachvogel
Jean Phinney Bristol
Marian Nichols Busha
Janice Grinnell Chace
Frances Conley Dunton
Helen Orlando Foggia
Leslie Foster
Mrs. Charles P. Graves
Mrs . James Hood
Estelle Brady Lash
Mrs. William S. Law
Mrs. Phillip A. McCann
Edna R . Morrill
Claire Haines Nevers
Frances P . Schaffer
Daisy M. Sears
Elizabeth Kirby Theissen
Barbara Towne
Norinne Feeny Walsh
Helen MacNei ll Wi lcoxso n
Ruth Ober Wiley
1931- 31%
Average Gift: $36 .05
Agent: Doris Kimball Newman
Helen Belcher Chace
Fra nces M. Cronin
Mrs . Karn ig Dinjian
Mrs. Henry Dolan
Marjorie Hill Ford

Mary Frances
Mrs. John Frost
Beatrice Grant Gellerson
Jeanette Horne George
Eleanor Davenport Leathers
Mrs. Samuel Newman
Isadora Micheline Oliphant
Ruth Hascall Pratt
Alice Ramsdell Russell
Alice Hagan Seabrook
Eva Snider Talbot
Catherine Moriarty Trafton
Jane Nagle Turley
Marian Flanders Ward

1932-20%
Average Gift: $29.42
Florence Gardner Balius
Julia Whitaker Cole
Katherine B. Concannon
Julia Flanagan Corbett
Kathryn Coffey Glennon
Dorothy Potter Hawthorne
Alice Metcalf Jewett
Doris Johnson
Mary Cranks haw Johnson
Helen Reimer Matson
Gladys Shaw Morris
Julia Pritchard
Alma Burgess Rohdin
Mary Doole Sarre
1933- 24%
Average Gift: $26.07
Elizabeth Barber
Marion Barber Brooks
Marguerite Rienstra Cleverly
Mrs. Harold Cummings
Barbara Ramsey Dudley
Jeanette Davidson Eaton
Mrs. Francis Hilton
Mollie Bromfield Lipham
Mrs. John C. McGrath
Gertrude Guimmond Morrison
Pauline Regan Rodgers
Ann McCusker Ryan
Pearl Alpert Starr
Mrs. Myron G. Swanson
1934 - 21 OJo
Average Gift: $25 .00
Agent: Katherine Shelton Curtis
Mildred Billings Clarke
Katherine Shelton Curtis
Kathleen Cail Dahlquist
Jeanne Thayer Dunford
Gertrude Jennings Lafrenz
Thelma Rubin Leshner
Dorothea Masse
Mary M. Reardon
Helen MacKillop Swindell
Margaret A. Walsh

1935- 32%
Average Gift: $32.29
Agent: Irene Profio Lherault
Eleanor Cove Bergin
Helen King Bodmer
Mrs . Leonard Bryant
Barbara Buchanan
Elizabeth Mason Carlisle
Alice Goodrich Clark
Ella Purington Curtis
Mrs. Ralph H. Granger
Mrs. Alan Grossman
Eleanor Twitchell Gustafson
Grace Smith Holland
Ethel MacLean Mackenzie
Mrs. Ray Kenneth
Marian Peaslee Turner
1936- 35%
Average Gift: $32.23
Agent: Helena Cavanaugh Austin
Helena Cavanaugh Austin
Mrs. Leroy F . Berg
Marjorie Grout Cummings
Mary Bonzagni Ditto
Lauriette Emerson
Beryl Downs Graff
Mrs. John E. Hall
Bessie Grinnell O'Toole
Mrs . Albert Till
Mary Turner Russell
Janet Brown Svenson
Dorothy Lacy Throensen
Dorothy Noon Timberlake
Frances Ward Smith Weibust
Doris Raefle Weir
Bernice McLellan White
Norene Jones Whitters
1937- 29%
Average Gift: $23.75
Agent: Claire O'Brien Driscoll
Pauline Buck
Eleanor M. Clancy
Mrs. William Crane
Claire O'Brien Driscoll
Angeline Panesis Keith
Natalie Legg
Constance Rizzo Manganaro
Gladys A . Sundell
1938 - 21 OJo
Average Gift: $16.50
Agent: Margaret Mulligan Fulton
Anne Schnetzer Brinkert
Margaret Mulligan Fulton
Kathryn Tardiff Hou sman
Anna Macone
Margaret Millican
Mabel Phinney
Mrs . Herbert Sears
1939- 50 0Jo
Average Gift: $40.62
Myrtle Pierce Aulenback
Mrs. Wilbur H . Au stin
Jane Dubon Benson
Mrs . Theodore S. Daren
Helaine Sossen Freeman

Mrs. Gu y Lei ghton Jr.
Mrs. John D . McAleer
Beryl Rolfe M cC lary
Arlene McLaren
Eileen O'Leary O'Loughlin
Dorothy Gemma Rowe
Mrs. Henderson A. Stern
Mary King Stevens
Mary Milne Stubbs
Ruth Loftus Tunnicliffe
Mrs. Norman Wei!

1940 - 32%
Average Gift : $28.13
Agent: Rosamond O'Neil Wyman
Christine Balch
June Cha pin
Beatrice Marden Glickman
Catherine M . Hagan
Barbara Mitchell Howard
Clare Maney Larochelle
Adeline Brewitt Liberatore
Ruth Robinson London
Lucille K. Moseley
Jeanette Pederson Smith
Lynette Bixby Win slow
Rosamond O'Neil Wyman
1941 - 26%
Average Gift: $62.00
Agent: Eileen Walsh Sheehan
Shirley Forsman
Clara Na thanson Gorin
Shirley Alkon Leventhal
Barbara Good speed Olson
Selma Rudolph
Ruth Solomon Sager
Mrs. Peter Schmiederer
Eileen Sheehan
Phyllis Herring Smith
Constance Hovey Zea
1942 - 32%
Average Gift: $41.00
Doris Dimery Amos
Amy Cunningham Bateman
Mary Stone Calabro
Edith Nilson Conti
Trudy Vernon Magid
Carol Scheerens
Mrs. Melvin Shapiro
Ann Swenson Sharke
Mrs. Elton Thomas
Jannette Gordon Ushman
1943 - 48%
Average Gift: $13 .33
Anne C. Booth
Elaine Callahan Cavanaugh
Lourdes M . Correia
Mrs. A. K. Hamer
Mrs. David E . Harvey
Mrs. Edward L. Menard
Sabra Goddard Newberth
Maria L. Putnan
Frances Sammer
Gertrude Stanley Schmidt
Mrs . Lee Stack Jr.
Coleen Steele VanVleck
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1944- 2911Jo

Average Gift : $27 .50
Agent : Ba rbara Robinson Wells
Jane Sullivan O ' Rourke
Barb ara Robinson Wells
1945-45 %
Average Gift : $ 19.00
Agent: Margery McCusker
Flannery
Mrs. Robert A. Flannery
Helen Bohne Giffin
Corinne Weinstein Lamchick
Shirley A. Luibil
Natalie Haas Pogson
1946-31 %

Average Gift : $28 .00
Agent : Shirley Canning McGowan
Moe Berger
Shirley McGowan
Mrs. Saul P ea rlstein
Mrs. Lyle D. Six
Lois Loud Sylver
1947- 29%

Average Gift: $31.43
Betty Brensinger
Mrs. G. H . Falk
Priscilla Rogers Larson
Eleanor Morganstein Lechan
Diane Yost Mason
Ma ry Shepard Partridge
Claire Goldberg Weiner
1948-21 %

Average Gift: $63 .57
Agent: Roberta Pelley Degozzaldi
Mrs. Clinton M . Clark
Roberta Degozzaldi
Jane Caffrey Favrot
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan
Marjorie Small Kennedy
Katherine Halloran Sullivan
Sally Youmans Zink
1949-26%

Average Gift: $40.00
Agent: Mary Felton Baruffaldi
Sarah Adams
Norma Perkins Barrows
Mrs . Lawrence Baruffaldi
Mary M. Baudanza
Roberta Tinkham Sibor Braley
Alice Coyle Henderson
Joaquina Malva
Mrs . George Morman
Fay Hurley Robbie
Shirley Mishner Shriro
Olive Whitehead
1950-40%

Average Gift : $39.09
Agent: Jane McCarthy Heckler
Lois L. Bennett
Mrs. Peter Briggs
Enid Scott Olmsted Burke
Martha Morris Callahan
Mrs. John L. Conway

Lucille Cunnane
Marguerit e Shaman Delany
Mrs. James Flanagan
Mrs . George Hec kler
Elea nor La Plante Kehoe
Leone F. Lawless
Lois Ha nlon Lawless
Lucille Marcu s
Barbara Bouve Moore
Sally Parker
Eli zabeth Moran Polachi
Jeanne Northridge Robson
Barbara Barron Schilling
Nancy Squatrito
Elizabeth Snedeker Thompson
Natalie Crossland T ras k
Edith Marr Vok ey
Regina E. Winn
1951- 35 %

Ave rage Gift : $24.72
Joyce Gomberg Aaron
Ma rjorie Behrens
Barbara Street Berry
Mrs. Rudolph C . Berube
Mrs. Charles Boyle
Mary E. Brady
Jane Hastie Carleton
Mrs. Pa ul Dubin
Mrs. Anthony S. Gulla
Jean Fothergill Hahn
Eli zabeth Mahoney Henderson
Mrs. Rich ard T. Kelley
Shirley Marsh Krause
Sally McKay Libby
Virginia Egan McCarthy
Elna Fore Nugent
Mrs. David Skoler
1952- 28%
Average Gift: $30.79
Agent: Dorothy Miller Newton
Mary E. Brady
Ethel Cutler Field
Brenda Gorey Garvin
Mrs. Sampson Grunes
Mrs. Arnold Harris
Donna Tufts Hopkins
Lita Levey Kellerman
Edna Duchin Lipsitt
Mrs. Robert C. Macchi Jr.
Mrs. Terence P . McCoy
Jean McKeon
Betsey Cutler Perry
Roberta Grush Richardson
Mrs . Roy W. Roberts Jr.
Dorothy Russ
Barbara Roche Staffier
Audrey Furze Stark
Mrs. Murray Tatham
Shirley E . Warren

1953-27%

1956-27%

Average Gift : $41. 27
Brenda Adamczyk
Nancy Tremblay Bean
Sylvia Cohen Brown
Margaret Barton Cook
Mrs. John M . Cummings
Mrs. Waldo Davis
Janis Krall Durvee
P eggy Vincent Fisher
Mrs. Edward Hofstetter
Helen Hawkins Hogan
Barbara Conway Lubick
Janice Kimball Lyons
Mrs. Harold MacElarney
Nancy Morrison
Barbara Malone Nadley
Norm a Bennett Reinhold
Ellen Sears Sansone
Elizabeth Knight Thomas
Cath erine Imler Tucker
Mrs. James Walton
Betty Willey
Mrs. Randolph Woodruff

Average Gift: $2 1.11
Agent: Mary Riley Barbone
Lana Bailey
Mary Riley Barbone
Lorrai ne Campbell
Carol Crockett Everett
Sheila Collins Frank
Shirley Zelinsky Garber
Dorothy Farr Gilgut
Barbara Silverman Glickman
Barbara Dennett Howard
Gloria Schneider Kern
Jacqueline Robinson Mason
Mrs. Eugene J . McGovern
Margaret Michaud McNally
Sonya Krainin Morris
Donna O' Shea
Ruth Weisman P eck
Nancy Davis Perkins
Carol Levi ne Pozefsky

1954-40%

Average Gift : $46 .80
Ann Lynch Adams
Mrs. Thomas Barclay
Mrs. Jay Dedrick
Mary Ann Rya n Blackwell
Doris Blood
Martha A. Carroll
Ann Casey
Mrs. Paul Collins Jr.
Cynthia Wilson Connor
Jane G . Cosman
Myrna Shufro Fruitt
Mrs. Frederick Johnson
Susan Dallahan Lawless
Mrs. Aaron Margolis
Norm a S. Potsichman
Helen Johnson Reynolds
Mrs. Irwin Roblin
Marjorie Salmon
Mrs . Carl F. Schultz Jr.
Mrs. William Schultz
Lois Thornley Scott
Delfina Fiorini Shockley
Mrs. Robert Stevens
Mrs. William Wadsworth
Mrs. John Whalen
1955-33 %

Average Gift : $28. 12
Agent : Barbara P aul Holzman
Elaine Alexander
Barbara Rice Burkemper
Susan Cooper
Cynthia Reidy Cronin
Roberta Fine Danberg
Mary Carew Dyke
Maureen For rester
Polly Munroe Furbush
Serna Fieldman Gelin
Diann Holland
Mrs. Harris F. Holstein
Barbara Paul Holzman
Wini fred Linehan
Mrs. George Raymond ·
Mrs. Bernard Spiegel
Mrs. Arthur Watson

1957- 31%

Average Gift : $43.67
Agent: Linda Weisberg Altman
Linda Weisberg Altman
Sondra Shindell Berman
Lois Herbert Brower
Polly Timperley Brownell
Lottie Griffin Corbi n
Elai ne Thorner Damelin
Sheila Levitt Estrin
Eileen Flax
Mrs. Harold Ham Jr.
Sylvia Knight
Marjorie Brenner Lipkin
Mauri ne Locke
Marie Kelleher Lombard
Margaret Conway MacRae
Caryl Marrone Masiello
Mrs. John McMorrow
Barbara Stellwagen McVeigh
Merle Nelson
Judith Podradchik
Barbara Buffa rd Ras hba
Joan Wei nstein Sherman
Jean Lapworth Smith
Mrs. Leroy Tirrell
Mrs. James Titus Sr.
1958- 25%

Average Gift : $35 .00
Georgia Louras Bartlett
Mrs. James Bunker Jr.
Mrs. Gordon Cook
Frederi ka Van Vleck Cox
Diane Labell Feinzig
Jud ith Finkle
Mrs . Philip Friedman
Mary Heath
Helen Klahr Hirshhorn
Nancy Powers Kelley
Mrs. Sumner Lavine
Barbara Liepmann
J udit h Lizerbram
Audrey Meline
Sandra Moskowitz
Blanche Wetmore
Elizabeth Bentley Wilmot
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1959- 37 <1fo
Average Gift: $33 .38
Agent: Jo-Anne Wales Eldridge
Lindalee Levin Adler
Sally Matheson Anderson
Marilyn Waldman Attenberg
Mrs. Martin Berman
Mrs. Raymond E . Borden
Deborah Millman Burwick
Marcia Solberg Chauncey
Maureen lngoldsby Clark
Elaine Searcy Cram
Barbara Harrison Dine
Jo-Anne Eldridge
Alice Silverstein Fierstein
Mrs. Stanley W. Folta
Seena Chandler Goldman
Sylvia Oppenheim Goodwin
Nancy Goorno
Tamara Gould
Elaine Kritz Jacobs
Mrs . Frederick J oseph
Diane Zerner Kizner
Mrs. Robert Lange
Paula Crane Lunder
Carol Goldberg Miller
J oan Petraglia Poepoe
Mary Reckfo rd
Edith Marsh Ryall
Jane Robertson Ryer
Marsha Kolsky T raub
Mrs . Kenneth White
Betty Chambers White
Barbara W olkon
1960 - 42<1fo
Average Gift: $31.52
Agent: Selma Bass Gortler
Marcia Juliano Abate
Marjorie Sakalove Abramowitz
Patricia Hurley Alley
Judith Kahm Bernon
Sheila Byers
Mary White Denardia
Gail Roberts Dusseault
Elaine Bornstein Ellis
Carol Scipione Fialkosky
Mrs. Horace Flinn Jr.
Nanci Giobbe Frabetti
Saralee Fineman Gordon
Selma Bass Gortler
Diane Sharp Hadelman
Marcia Wh ite Hegarty
Sheila Hellinger
Paula Rozomofsky Horn
Diane Monteith Joyce
Mrs. Stanley Keller
Phyllis Bernhardt Lerner
Linda Cooley Levene
Lebore Berman Lieberman
Lorraine Smith Lo Grande
Mrs . Richard Loughlin
An ne Neal Nolan
Mrs . Stephen J. Nottonson
Barbara Goldman Packer
Lynn Elkins Penson
Joyce Karp Rosenthal
Cynthia Shepatin Rosenthal
Donna Kasowitz Rubin
Frances Cooperman Taber
Sandra Kream Zimon

1%1- 31<1fo
Average Gift: $42.88
Mrs . Donald Bloch
Ellen Weinstein Casper
!tty Chan
Golda Siegel Doyle
Roberta Fishman
Maureen Fowler
Lenore Lynch Fraser
Della Rose Gilman
Barbara Steiferd Gladstone
lnglee Harding
Mrs . Richard S. Harris Jr.
Mrs. Sigmund A. Horvitz
Ann Haffer Jacob
Mrs . Alfred H . Kingon
Joyce Marshall-Snyder
Elvira Draghetti Nannini
Rochelle Shapiro Nolan
Carole Papermaster
Winifred Branch Paskerian
Norma D . Penney
Phyllis Ledewitz Press
Mrs. Morton Shaevel
Elaine Driben Steinman
Sandra W. Teneglia
Mrs. Alan C . Wasserman
Paula Waxman
1962-41<1fo
Average Gift: $31.78
Agent: Margie Wolbarst Smith
Charleen Dinner Alper
Jane Kudish Ansin
Mrs. Elmer Benjamin
Adele Krantz Bernstein
Faith E . Bowker
Judith Bray
Irene Scimone Bounopane
Ruth Judlowe Collier
Marj orie Fleming
Sally G. Galway
Joan Gelpey
Eileen Hertz Grunther
Joan Harrison
Mrs. Robert Howe
Cynthia Zalvan Katzeff
Ann Wekstei n Kazer
Mrs. John R. Kovacs
Mrs . William A . McGee
Mary Garvey McLaughlin
Camilla Chickering Moore
Judith Rosen Rothenberg
Helaine Saperstein
Sandra Rosenthal Schultz
Ma rgie Wolbarst Smith
Barbara Waterman
Barbara Roffman Wider
Arlene Wiggetman
Mrs. Leonard Wilson
Janet Whalen Wi nship

1963- 26<1fo
Average Gift: $29.29
Judith Campbell
Mrs. W. S. Emerson
Joyce Levy Epstein
Mrs. Richard Etelman
Roberta Rain Goldstein
Carole Stark Goldstein
Mrs . Dean Gottehrer
Linda Hauser
Rosalyn Cohen Kaufmann
Marion Kay
Pamela Kirk
Suzanne Ferleger Lichtenfeld
Martha Sauntry McLaughlin
Dolores Glasser Orkin
Linda Leveton Radding
Amy Stellar Robinson
Naomi Nason Skoler
Josene Stephens Steinberg
Marcia Turkewitz Worobow
Mrs. Robert Yassin
1964- 35<1fo
Average Gift: $33 .57
Katherine Quain Abbott
Jane Garvey Analetto
Linda Dow Ballard
Judith Homburger Belsky
Carolyn Benker
Harriet Furlong Gibelow
Mrs. Harold Brownstei n
Susan M . Buckley
Mrs . Melvin Chessler
Joan Carnpatelli Ciampa
Barbara P. Cord over
Charlotte McKoen Devoe
Paula McKinnis Drewett
Mrs. Samuel Gerson
Sandra Fannick Goldfarb
Louisa Wells Hill
Wendy Cole Klein
Janet Heske Kophs
Carol Foley Leary
Diana Schaffer Lewinstein
Rosinne Cisterno Loew
Dawn Louis
Jane Finberg Mandell
Karen Finkle Marcus
Connie Markey Pickett
Beverly Mitchell Pirtle
Joyce Finklestein Pulaski
Karen Kalber Schotland
Mrs. Allan Shriber
Mrs. Lawrence M. Stone
Margaret Wall Sullivan
Margie Tanzer-Glou
Diane Nassau Weiss
Betsy Rosenthal Weisse!
Irene Brody Wheinstone

1965- 34 <1fo
Average Gift: $38.94
Joanne Baumberg
Joan Teachout Beard
Enid Burrows
Sheila Higgins Capute
Veronica Mardirosian Casey
Linda Spill Cooley
Carole Orgel E instein
Natalie Sparrow Fischer
Mary Crueter Fleming
Alice McConathy George
Glend a Green Gross man
Nancy Stone Heifetz
Rachell Freedberg Hershenow
Mrs. Wesley W. Horton
Patricia R. Karll
Nancy R . Lamer
Linda Shamroth Lerner
Marilyn Swinkin Lichtenstei n
Gloria Knell Magliozzi
Virgini a Maloney
Muriel Rosenthal Marcus
Penny Jones Mathews
Joyce Ascher Mayer
Betsy McCarthy
Nancy Mellen Meehan
Carole Sliney Powers
Mrs. Leo Scully
Olive Drummey Shaw
Sue Kerstein Sherman
Mrs . Richard Sholes
Mrs . Stephen Trell
Harriet Weinstock
1966- 29<1fo
Average Gift: $24.65
Mrs. Donald S. Anderson
Katherine Lamonakis Batsis
Jane Vail Boettger
Harriet Shain Bramson
Marilyn Sargon Brier
Mrs . G eorge T . Campbell Jr.
Mary Kingsbury Clark
Barbara Cohen
Phyllis Fentin
Linda Gersten
Mrs. Norman Goldstein
Joanne Lipsher Goodman
Nancy Brown Grim
Pamela Hall
Mrs . John Harrington
Judith Gootkin Harvey
Judith Kaye Hass
Jayme-Sue Sicherman Horowitz
Shirley Adams Howes
Mrs . Steven Kapsalis
Susa n Katz Mazor
Jane Magee Peden
Julie McEnaney Quinn
Janet Colburn Ray
Miriam Gold Rovner
Diana Abraham Sawyer
Roberta Heimlich Shane
Pearl Shyavitz
Arlen Soifer
Meryl Rubin Widman
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1967 - 34 0Jo
Ave rage Gift : $78.64
Age nt: Sheila A ndelman Heller
Mrs. Philip Abrams
Mrs. Joel Berm a n
Phyllis Menkes Bornstein
Mrs. John Brennan
Galen Deming
Rebekah Hoffm a n Farber
Janice Horvit z Feinberg
Susan Fidel
Jane Becker Fine
Andrea Glovsky
Susa n Grausma n
Rissa Grossman
La urie Abrams Hall
Johanna h Hart
Sheila Andelman Heller
Maxine Watstein Kates
Ellen Smith Klein
Mrs. J ason Kotlen
Gail Mardus Lebowit z
Leslie Lenox
Judith Weiner Menkes
Pamela Mitchell
Gail Newman
Dianne Orenstein
Mrs. Richard B. Osofsky
Janet Reed
Eileen Rogoff
Mrs. Larry Segal
Elaine Winiker Smith
Fra ncee Sigal Solomon
Regina Rosenbaum Stein
Deborah Wolfe Stern
Denise Galvin Swan
Arlene Glidear Zitomer
1968-27%
Average Gift: $62.62
Agent: Maxine Price Sugarman
Susa n Ball
Tina Brodsky Bellet
Elaine Bernstein Berman
Elizabeth Wollin Brudnick
Karen Brandsema Brunstrom
Michele Roth Burdick
Diane Bushner
Jean McDonald Diemert
Fran Dreier
Diane Hyman Gass
Mrs. Gerald Greenstein
Carol Kalfai a n Hanson
Mrs . James Jennings
Mrs. Charles Kronengold
Hannah Ascher Levy
Mary Conklin Lloyd
Marsha Furcheimer Mattison
Joyce Crockett McComiskey
Vivian Nelson
Judith New lander
Linda Cotton Nore
Lois Rosner Older
Mrs . David A. Pease
Joanne Perlma n
Ellen Kramer Rachlis
Linda Leshner Revza n
Andrea Safran
Ilene Meyer Shapiro
Cynthia Spack
Paula Sherin Stahl

Beverly Tash
Ellen Suskind Waldron
Rosa nn e Deg regorio Waldron
Ma ry Weber
J a net Matluck Zimmerman
1969- 24%
Average Gift : $25 .23
Debora h Wainer Abrahams
Mrs. Joel Bloom
Dia ne Roach Bradley
Virginia Harrington Brodsky
Nancy Cooperstein Carlinsky
Mrs. Robert Chamberlin
Elaine Dommu
J an ice Sarno Doran
Virginia Lois Dorne
Shirley Culgin Drury
Ruth Lilien Fay
Mrs. Joseph Feldman
Ellen Satin Hirsch
Elizabeth Narcus Kasakoff
Myrna L. Kesselman
Lois Feinberg Miller
Mrs. Richard Oresman
Mrs. Gary S. Raizes
Patricia Raskin
Mrs. Donald H . Ritch
Nancy Dean Ross
Marjorie Gree n Segel
Ja ne Resseguie Shubert
Judith Milhender Shulman
Mary Nitchie Smith
Joa nn e D. Spencer
Elizabeth H ic key Staken
Judith Griffin Toulas
Karen Minsinger Van Magness
Mrs. Jeffery Winnick
1970- 33 %
Average Gift: $40.65
Ma rj o rie Silverman Afergan
Judith Blank
Diane Bond
Rhona Yanofsky Brand
Mrs . Ronald Bremer
Mrs. Jeffrey Brine
Dia ne Glucksman Byrne
Elaine Cullinane
Michele Allard DeGeorge
Nancy Drourr
Marcia Killam Eva ns
Harriet Rifkin Fingeroth
Virginia Fitzgerald
Ellen Pek in Gordon
Susa n N. Grossman
Janice Hall
Margery Hen zie
Mrs. Jonathan W . Hewes
Joy Kant
Ellen Harriso n Katz
Carolyn Kiniry
Jill Dicair Kleeman
Mrs. Jeff Latham
Ma rcy Goldman Lavine
Sandra Luce
Lind a Ma rtin
Jane Ellison Mason
Gayle Mcintosh
Leslie Orton

Ann Greenberg Rogel
Maxine Churseed Rogers
Lynda Shaftel Roth stein
Nancy Siegal
Mrs. Robert Allan Smith
Beverly Zembrow Wain
Ja ne Place Weaver
Wendi e Eisen Wei sma n

Patricia A. Roof
Roberta Rosenberg
Carol Silver Rosenthal
Maris Rovak
Patti Cantara Schwartz
Teena Leben Slatkind
Joan Smith
Ellen Taylo r

1971- 27%
Average Gift : $ 14.26
Carol Alcus~y
Sally Dea ring Blois
Georgia Apga r Case
Mrs. Richard Citerone
Jean Schulman Dougan
Wendy Cohen Dubinsky
Rob erta Feinstein Gilstein
Betsy McCall Hale
Loisann Huntley
Ina T . Hyman
Ruth Bradford Johnson
Mary Koskores
Ma rjorie Lazarus
Judith A. Lederman
Jennie Fong Less
Laura Lifshutz
Mrs. David MacKinnon
Ellen Glasba nd Margolis
Mrs . Peter Nonni
Joa n E. Powell
Rosa li e Berkowitz Roth
Christine Kirby Runyon
Sara Salomon
Barba ra Oxma n Silverstein
Joyce Turner
Lynne Venetucci
Martha Vicens
Doris Wilhousk y
Linn S. Wilson
Deborah Ohlsson Worth
Ja ni ce Yelland

1973-22%
Average Gift: $15 .53
Agent : Deborah Shapiro Kraft
Cathy Allen Abbott
Mrs. James R. Abraham
Leslie J . Aitken
J ane Albert
J oy Ford Berezin
Mrs . Robert Berkelhammer
Dia ne Schwartz Block
Kathleen McCarthy Boland
Jea n Bartolucci Doran
Marya nn Dorgan
Joyce McCarthy Gigante
Susan Glaser
Lyn ne Goldberg
Edwina Canavan Goodhue
Kathleen Hahn
Maryann Hysler
Peter Kahn
Ann Landau Kantor
Mrs . Frederic J. Kraft
Cheryl Lamport
Gail Lehrhoff
Mrs. Lawrence Lerch
Wendy Lipsman
Cynthia Lowenthal
Lois Hertzberg Nevitt
Jan Paper
Mrs. Darre ll S. Ross
Gwen Herstad Runge
Robin Bo rnstein Sagarin
Marcia Packer Schechter
Laura Sexton
Wendy Wesler
Salley Brenner Wi ll is
Shawna Wisnieski
Emma Zimmerman

1972- 23%
Average Gift: $21.07
Agent : Carol Silver Rose nthal
Kathy Autuori
Mrs. Andrew Crivelli
Dorothy Frampton Earle
Pa mela Fisher
Carol Moberg Floreen
Ellen Carner Garaffo
Nancy Coyne Glazer
Norma Eckert Goodfriend
Marilyn Gould
Peggy Robbins Jacobson
Lynn Kopins
Ka theri ne Laudano
Mrs. Jeffrey Mann
Constance Martin
Na ncy Hawk ins Martin
Da rlene Mel ntyre
Paula Panicucci McKenna
Linnea F. Messi nger
Brina D. Neustat
Donna Israel Reuben

1974- 20%
Average Gift: $22.61
Meryl Aaron
Ja ni ce Alstone Barclay
Cynthia Bencal
Mrs. Paul Boyson
J oyce Kat z Chafetz
Pamela Caragianes Ch risrodou lou
Marlene F. Cohen
Nancy Der Parseghian
Ka therine Downing
Lisa R. Ehrlich
Lora A. Evans
Susan Gilbert -Hirshon
Mrs. Steven R. Gil ford
Mary E. Grassi
Mrs. Daniel Hartford
Ilda Carreiro King
Carol A. Lari viere
Ca ro line Deloury Lequin
Laurie R. Levin
Patricia Mc Laughin
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Myrna P erkes Merowitz
Rhonda Miller
Margaret M urray
Mary Zee Nicholas
Mary Zally No lan
Cynthia Kaloyanides Paleologos
Jill C ollier Robinson
Ellen Rodman
Marilyn M. Rosenblatt
Penny Schwartz-Judelson
Cat herine Myers Shaffe r
Sandra R. Shanbaum
Susan Sheftel Shaw
Annette N . Silverstein
Mary A. Stanton
Ellen Wine r
1975- 12%
Average Gift: $ 15.62
Age nt: Karen Tuzzolino Rose n
Susan Lynn Stro use Abranowitz
Carol Blonder Blaushild
Jane B. Clayton
Helen C. Clough
A my E. Dunham
Lynne M. Gladstein
Harriet Slivka Hillson
Lois Farrell Jenkins
Nancy L. Larsen
Roxanne C. Leary
Denise Pervere Lemay
Meredith B. Leonard
Jen nifer L. Lyon
Amy Bishjns McLean
Carol Bradley Moore
Dale E. Nicholso n
Melinda MiLler Peden
Betsy Orr Rentz
Ramona R. Romanouskas
Karen Tuzzolino Rosen
Varia Gel ineau Smith
Deb ra Dickson Spering
Marga ret D. Urqu hart
Kathryn L. Wasserman
1976 - 711Jo
Average Gift: $43.18
Linda Clyde
Dorothy Wi llia ms Goodman
Maureen T. Hogan
J udit h Homer
Paula Harvey Johnson
Kath ry n Lauder Kilroy
Anna Kiri sty
Lynn Selover Massa
Leslie McMahon
Jackl yn S. Ross
Marguerite E . Wa lsh

1977- 7%
Average Gift: $33 .85
Anne Levy Beberman
Margaret Borrego Brainard
J ane V. Burbank
Shannon Dayle Clinton
Joyce A. Coccia
Ellen Duchien-Flynn
Margaret FuLlington
Patricia L. Hesse
Audrey Spiro Hoffman
Carol Cook Kennedy
Daryl D. Popp
Linda F. Smith
Ellen R. Winnick
1978-6%
Average Gift: $17.75
Agent: Betsy Wallace
Donna H . Uonopane
Maureen Everett
Diane M . Healey
Linda Holmfred
Barbara P . Jasi nski
Cynthia H . McNary
Lesli e R. Pollack
Salome Skold Prickett
Joyce E. Rapoport
Karen L. Rose
Am y M. Stockwell
Karen G . Wolf

GRADUATE SCHOOL
ALUMNI BY PROGRAM
AND
HONORARY ALUMNI
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Ralph D. Abercrombie '71
Doris M. Bayes ' 59
Marilyn M. Beach-Grant '67
Ma rilyn G. Becker '6 1
James Block '74
Mary D. Boone '75
Karen Braucher '76
Phyllis Canter Brown '70
Mary Buchanan '72
Bettina Burr '76
Catherine Caro-Bruce '70
Kenneth Epstein '76
Elizabether Greenwold '69
Carol M. Gunning '77
Paula C. Hamburger '62
Harley Haynes '63
Marsha Hess ' 74
Glenn B. Hudson '75
Ann Kasameyer ' 69
El izabeth Klaiman '65
Patricia Tocio Klock '76
Mary Krobot h '78
Pa ul T . Kyte '73
Anita Perry Laughlin '75
Paul F. Mann '58
Nancy E. Marcus '73
Paula Mi ller '68

Louise Moline '76
Rinah Abrahms Mullens ' 69
Florence Norton '72
Vicki Novick '74
Agenes Lane Parker '67
Judith Ryan '6 1
Joan Pattison Sheehan '67
Suzanne Sigman '75
Donna! L. Silkie '78
Naomi ELlen Singer '76
Elizabeth Sipe '75
Betty Sjostrom '75
Susan Brown Smith '66
Joyce Spencer '67
Roland C. Stern '74
Polly Orr Talbot '74
Richard D. Waldman ' 74
Joan B. Warner '71
Cynthia V. Wheling '73
Elizabeth Robertson Whitters '70
Marilyn Wolf '75
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Marilyn J. Abel '75
Jane Aibel '75
William Ambrose '62
Christine Dion Atkin '75
Ana Mari Cadilla Baldwin '76
Alexis Paschenko Barron '74
Mary Beardsley '75
Allison McGrath Borden '76
Hester Brooks ' 76
Elizabeth H . Bushnell ' 77
Ann Cancellare '78
Dorothy Carver '76
Linda Miller-Blake Chamberlain
'77
Karyn W. Ching '77
Susan Clark '72
Vida J . Cohen '75
Helen Cotter '71
Daphne Crocker '76
Ellyn Derman '76
Suzanne E. Dromey '77
Heidi F. Eastburn '75
Deborah Forman '74
Leslie Ogan Goldberg '73
Jane E. Goldman '75
Margaret M . Greenbaum '77
Jacqueline Lasko Gross '71
Ruth Hendy '76
Etta Hoffman '65
Catherine O'Hearn Hurley ' 78
Inez Ingle '77
Barbara Joyce '74
Adrianne Kamsler '76
Lynda Kill Kelley '70
Elizabeth T . Kellogg '77
Matilda Khiralla '65
Sandra M. Kirby '74
Lynne Shamburger Kramlich '67
Jane A. Kyte '71
Barbara A. Lakeburg
Alicia C . LeClair '77

Rose Lentin e '58
Berni ce Lew iton ' 75
Nancy Widmer Madden '73
Sandra Marcowit z ' 71
Sharo n K. Ma rsh '76
Beth Ta marin Meditz '74
Do nn a Messer '68
Tas hi a F. Mo rgridge '7 5
Nancy Balis Morse '76
Suza nne Kissell Neal '70
Lauri e L. Olshuff ' 78
Stephanie Pagiar vlas '76
Ann F. Polacek '59
Beve rl y Riss man '74
Frances L. Rogovin ' 75
Verena M. Rybi ck i ' 75
Elizabeth A . Sampson '76
Nancy L. Shippen ' 75
Charlene M . Slezak '78
Elizabeth M. Small '77
Dorris Stewart ' 63
Joan Stolfa '75
Evelyn C . Stratton '59
Elinor Svenson ' 76
Marilyn A . T url ey '78
Margaret A . Viets ' 74
Jane Abra ms Walsh '74
Elise S. Warshau er ' 77
Barba ra Weintra ub '76
Edie Weitzma n '76
Cathryn Wimett '76
Dorothy W . Wippern '74
Helen Wiseman ' 76
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Mary L. Johnson '77
Frances P . Moultrop ' 77
Barbara C. Somers '77
Vera G. Work '77
ART EDUCATION
Maida Abrams '76
Amy M. Orser '77
Max ine E. Schreiber '77
INDEPENDENT STUDY
Sally Beckerman '76
Judith Contrucci '76
Nancy Beardall Cording '76
Nancy Ann Cusack '76
Gloria Fitzgerald '76
Mari Jordon Hook '78
Edith Kalusner '77
Carol H . Miller '76
Sandra J. Simpson ' 76
Olivia Bernard Wilson ' 75
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
CONTI NUI NG EDUCATION
ALUMNI
John Connell '76
Mary Crimlisk ' 76
Sarah Da rling '77
Ma rgaret E . Morris ' 76
Priscilla C. Seewald ' 76 & '77
Ma ry Murdock Thompson '78
Muriel Kovner ' 77
HONORARY ALUMNI

P ARE NTS OF A LUMNI

1978
Dr. a nd Mrs. Byron Clyma n
M r. a nd M rs. Malcolm C . Henry
Dr. a nd Mrs. Alexa nder H .
O ' Neal, Jr.
Mr. a nd Mrs. JosephS . W.
Parker

PARENTS OF CURRENT
STUDENTS
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Cuadrado
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A . Epstein
Mrs. Patricia J . Guhl
Mr. and Mrs . Octave Jarest
Mr. a nd Mrs. Daniel A . Leone
Dr. a nd Mrs. Alvin Shulklapper
Mr. a nd Mrs . Gilbert E . Smith

1975
Mr. a nd Mrs. J erry Slivka
Mr. a nd Mrs. Richa rd Stiner
Dr. a nd Mrs. William Abesh
Mr. a nd Mrs. Stua rt Hertzberg
Mr. a nd Mrs. John J.
McLa ughlin

1973
Mr. a nd Mrs. K. Ri cha rd Johnson
Mr. a nd M rs. La urence La pp
Mr. a nd Mrs. Murray K. Roth

1980
Mr. a nd Mrs.
Mr. a nd Mrs.
Mr. a nd Mrs.
MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Toepperwein
Mr. a nd Mrs.

Edga r D . Arsonson
Henry R. Lasman
Cecil E .
Morris Z . Neiman
Clifton R.
Rob ert B. Wad e

1971
Mr. a nd Mrs. Benj amin Lederma n
Mr. a nd Mrs. Mort o n Wolman

1970
Mr.
Mr.
M r.
Mr.

a nd
a nd
a nd
a nd

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Sumner Feldberg
Alfred Feuer
Ha rry Greenberg
Sol Sulka

1982
Mr. a nd Mrs. E . Michael Ellovich
Mr. and Mrs. William H . Farley
Mrs. Elizab eth M. Michelson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence B.
O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Semple, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John D . Simpson
M r. and Mrs. Jack Usdin

1962
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Bale
Mr. a nd Mrs. John H . Galwa y

1961
Mr. a nd Mrs. Harry Hruska
Mr. a nd Mrs. Ralph L. Rose

1976
M r. a nd Mrs. H . Downer
Johnso n, Jr.
Mr. Do nald McGee

1974
1979

1964
Mrs. Henry S. Wells

1977
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Ma nia tt y
Mr. a nd Mrs. Arthur Pomera ntz

Total Gift Amount: $75 .00
Mrs. Mark Crockett
Joa n Gay
Juli e Ha milton
Barba ra Wi ckson

1966
Mr. a nd Mrs. Myer Gootkin
Mr. a nd Mrs. Paul D. Magee

FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRAT ION
Paul A. Bla nchard
Judith C . Campbell
Ja ne K. Canfield
Norman E. Dee
Susa n N. Friel
Ca rol B. Hammaker
Sylvia Hurwitch
Winifred S. Lair
Robert D. Lew is
George L. Miller, Jr.
Margery S. Miller
Mary Mindess
Ka thryn G. Morgentha u
Alla n Mo rris
Jennifer A . Page
Lenore D . Parker
Martha Penzer
Martha M. Ray
Jane Ri fk in
Ja mes J. Sla ttery
Ma rk A. Spikell
Lena Tra ncik
John G . Tucker
F. Jea n Whittemore
Barba ra C. Wickson
Ri cha rd E. Wyli e

1969
Mr. a nd Mrs. Jack T . Schwa rt z
STUDENT ORGA NIZATIO NS

1968
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin B. Coghlin
Mr. a nd Mrs. John W .
McDermott
Mr. a nd Mrs. John E. Moran

C lass of 1979
Les ley Co llege Collegium
FRI EN DS

1967
Mr. and Mrs. Willi a m Holzma n
Mr. a nd Mrs. Lo ui s Rogo ff

Ms. Sylvia W . Bigelow
Mr. a nd Mrs. Eliot L. Bern stein
Mr. Arthur J . Connell
Mrs. Adri a na J . Dudley
Mrs. Sylvia Klein
Mr . Melvin H . Laine
Mr. Arthur G. B. Metcalf
Mr. J ohn R. More, Jr .
Ms. Edna Newmark
Dr. a nd Mrs. Nelson Newma rk
Mr. Henry J . Steiner
Mrs. Sol W. We ltma n

FOUN DATIONS
The Bloc k-Grau sma n Fund
Boston Biophys ics Resea rch
Fo und ation
Th e Boston Founda tion
Committ ee of the Perm a nent
Charit y Fund, In c.
The Denn is Family Foundation
The Dover Fund , Inc.
Cliffo rd F. Favrot Famil y Fund
Medora Feehan Trust
The E. 0 . & R. H . Freund
Founda ti o n
Richa rd A. Gross ma n
Fo unda ti on, Inc .
A. D. Little Founda tio n
Pola roid Founda tion, Inc.
The Robertson Trust
Jul ian a nd Lei la Sobi n Fund
T amarack Foundati on
Albert 0. Wilson Found a ti on,
Inc.
CO RPORATIONS
J . Abra ms Co nstructio n Co. , Inc.
Ab reen Corporation
Barbour Stockwell Company
Berm an 's, Inc.
Cambridge T rust Compa ny
Digital Eq uipment Corpora tion
Doble Engineering Compa ny
Dole Pu blishing Compa ny, Inc.
Dyna tech Co rporation
Fawcett Services, Inc.
T he Gi llette Company
Peter Gray Corporation
Hoffmann-LaRoc he, Inc.
Lee Electric, Inc.
McLa ughlin & Moran , Inc.
Mo nsanto Compan y
Nature Food Centres , Inc.
Popp Associates
Pu rposeful Pastimes
Rayth eo n Compan y
L. Rud olph Electrica l Co ., Inc .
Sears Roebuck and Compa ny
The Sei ler Corpo ration
Squirrel Bra nd Co mpan y
Doro th y T imberlak e Ca ndi es
Va ppi & Compan y, In c.
Ma rk T . Vok ey Insura nce Agency
Winnapaug Da y Camp
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CORPORATE MATCHING
GIFTS

A merican Mutual Liability
Insurance Co .
Amer ican Telephone & Telegrap h
Long Lines
Barry-Wright Corporation
Citibank, N.A .
Connecticut Bank & Trust
Company
Connecticut Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
Consolidated Foods Corporation
The ESB Foundation
The Fidelity Bank
General Electric Found ation
Houghton-Mifflin Company
International Business Machines
Corp .
International Mine ra ls &
Chemical Corp .
John Ha ncock Mutual Li fe
Insurance Co.
Johnson & Johnson
Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
New England Mutual Li fe
Insurance Co.
Occidental Pet roleum Charitable
Founda tion, Inc .
P hoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Co .
Polaroid Foundation , Inc.
The Quaker Oats Foundation
Salomon Bro thers
Schering-Plough Foundation
The Sta nley Works
S. Starensier, Inc.
Stone & Webster, Inc.
Synt ax Corporation
Towers, Perrin , Forster &
C rosby, Inc .
Uniro ya l Foundation
U nited Tec hnologi es Corporation
Warner-La mbert C ompan y
Arthur Young & Compan y
T he Xerox Fund

NOVEMBER 1978
GRADUATE SCHOOL
DIALATHON
VOLUNTEERS

MARCH 1979
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL
DIALATHON
VOLUNTEERS

MARCH 1979
GRADUATE SCHOOL
DI ALATH ON
VOLUNTEERS

ALUMNI

ALUMNI

ALUMN I

Maida S. Abrams '76G
Mary Felton Baruffaldi '49
Elaine Bernstei n Berman '68
Judith Contrucci '76G
Claire O'Brien Driscoll '37
Margaret Eisen '76G
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Mollye Lichter Feldman '70, '76G
Joan Blake Gay '77H
Mary E. Grass i '74
Margery Kahn Henzi '70
May E. Hogan '26
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
A nn C leveland Lange '59
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joaquina Malva '49
Catherine Irwi n Michael '75G
Vicki Frischer Novick '74G
Fay Marie Hurley Robbie '49
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Joan Lubow Stone '64

Andrea Abraham '73
Mary Baruffaldi '49
Judith Contrucci '76G
Frances M . Cronin ' 31
Claire O'Brien Driscoll '37
Gail Roberts Dusseault '60
Diane Labell Feinzig '58
Mary Grassi '74
Margery Kahn Henzi '70
May E. Hogan '26
Barbara Paul Holzman '55
Elizabeth Klaiman '65G
Ann Lange '59
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '33
Joaquina Malva '49-60G
Joyce Marshall-Snyder '61-'78G
Leslie Feuer Orton '70
Jeanne Norton Palmer '53
Fay Marie Hurley Robbie '49
Barbara Barron Schilling
' 50-'78G
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Marjorie Mahoney Souza '46

Mary Baru ffa ldi '49
Ellen Bensusa n Block '73
Frances M. Cronin '31
Gail Dusseault '60
Mollye Sue Lichter Feldman ' 70,
76G
J oa n Blake Gay '77 H
May E. Hoga n ' 26
Elizabeth Klaiman '65
Deborah Sha piro Kraft ' 73
Ann Cleveland Lange '59
Mollie Bromfield Lipham ' 33
Janice Lyons ' 53
Virginia Lee Maloney '65
Joaquin a Malva '49
Vicki Frischer Novick ' 74G
Barbara Barron Schilling '50
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42
Sandra J . Simpson '76
Marjorie Mahoney Souza '46
Nancy Squatrito '50
Meryl T ack '74
Susan Tapper '74

STUDENTS

STUDENTS

Alyce Appleman '81
Diane Sweetser '82
Robin Trumpovicz '82
Shari Sill '82
Nancy Saltz '82
Renee Aisenberg '81
Lynn Goldstein '81
Marcy Kritsick '80
Sally Stupack '82
Molly Sanders '82
Kelli Gallagher '8 1
Dorothy Matassa ren '81

Renee Aisenberg '81
Lyndi a- Lee Baker '80
Betsy Billings '80
Amy Cole '80
Judy Connelly '82
Julia Corey '80
Anne-Marie Datte ro '80
Regis English '82
Kelli A. Gallagher '81
Lynn Goldstein '8 1
Susan Ma rloe '82
Karenanne Mullenmeister '80
Sanda Richstone '80
Debbie Roberts '81
Sylvia M . Rosaly '81
Molly B. Sanders '82
Naomi Satlin '81
Karen Smith '81
Linda Sue Sohmer '80
Tami Towensend '79
Melinda Wade '80
Susan Walsh '82

STUDENTS

Betsy Berg '8 1
Sharon Branco '79
Kathy Chambers '80
Catherine Copson '79
Julia Corey '80
Julie Dunn '79
Beth Eaton '78
Susan Erdman ' 80
Caroline Fuchs '8 1
Priscilla Freeman '8 1
Kelli Gallagher '81
Lynn Goldstein '8 1
Linda Kipper ' 80
Marcy Kritsick '80
Miche lle LaMarque '79
Doroth y Mattasarin '81
Barb McDo nald '80
Ca rol Mellentin '80
Kathy Mullane '80
Karenanne Mullenmeister '80
Jean Percy '80
Linda Sue So hmer '80
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LCED's first year
At the opening faculty convocation of
the 1979-80 academic year, President Don
Orton told the 200 fac ult y and staff people in attendance the main purpose and
mission of the Lesley Collaborative for
Educational Development (LCED) is to
ass ist in innovation, consultation, and
assessment. It is to provide leadership and
support to sc hools which need policy
research, to professionals and organizations which see k assess ment and selfrenewal, and to lay groups such as schoo l
boards which seek entities havi ng a n
educative function in society.
During LCED 's first year there was a n
emphasis in developing state and federal
grants and contracts and the initial focus
in this area of endeavor has been
remarkably success ful. The state and
federal grants amount to approximately
$800,000 for I 979-80 .
Other new venture areas a re currently
being explored including the possibilit y of
establishing an instructional materials
development center , working with
Massachusetts school boards, a nd increasing the schedule of conferences a nd
special workshops with agencies and
organizations dea ling with children and
parents.

Art Films at Lesley
By special arrangement with the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Lesley College will be offering a monthly
a rt film series throughout the '79-' 80
school year. The first in the series,
September 20, "Art in the Western
World," illustrated the changes in
Western art from the Byza ntine,
Medieval, and Renaissance periods
through the late 19th century . All the
Lesley Community is invited to a ttend
these special events. Information on
future films will be forthcomin g.

•

IS

a success

Project R enewal
Project Renewal is the title of a
12-month pilot program to promote alternative career development for educational
personnel whose jobs have been adversely
affected by declining enrollment in public
school systems. It was recentl y funded by
the U .S . Office of Education, Higher
Education Act Title lA , under the di visio n of Special Community Service and
Continuing Education . Begi nning September 15 , 1979 , the project is directed by
Janet Van Etten at the LCED .
The project is designed to help direct
unemplo yed (or underemployed) educationa l personnel into the high opportunity
areas of business and technology.
Teachers, specialists and ad ministra tors
who have been terminated or otherwise
negati vely affec ted by declining enrollment
will recei ve career information, guidance,
techniques and resources a bout companies
in eastern Massachusetts . The process will
be carried ou t through nine mo nths of
workshops , J a nuary Program courses, site
visits , individual counseling, group support ac ti vi ties a nd possible internships for
the initial 30 participants . Edith Ru ina, of
the Massac husetts Institute of Techno logy
project on Work In Technology and
Science (WITS) will provide support and a
realistic orientation to a range of career
options .

Environmental Syst ems
Curriculum
The Environmental Systems Curriculum
Project has been funded by the U .S. Office of Education Program for Environmental Education. The main objectives of this project are to write and pilottest six student Learning P ac ka ges and six
companion teacher's manu a ls for the
seco nda ry level. The Learning Packages
will introdu ce to secondary st udents the
concept s of d ynamic feedback sys tems as
an aid to understanding the behavior of
complex interconnected problems. The
students will be taught to build System
Dynamics comput er models of the enviro nment a l issues under study, and
stimulate, with the aid of th e comput er ,
their models over tim e.

The project participants are : Nancy
Rob erts, project director; George Hein ,
project evaluato r, William Shaffer, software specialist, Pugh-Robert s, Associa tes,
Inc.; Ralph Deal , professor of chemistry,
Kalamazoo College and David A ndersen,
professor of public admi nistrat ion ,
SUNY 1Albany . In a ddition there a re three
tea ms of evaluato rs. The system d yna mics
evaluators are: Jay Forrester and Edward
Rob erts, professors at the Sloan School of
Management at MIT, a nd Dana Meadows, professor at Dartmouth College. The
teams of teacher evaluators and student
evaluators a re yet to be selected . The project began in September and is a yea r in
duration . The office is located at 9 Mellen
Street.

Community Based Day Care
Training
Title XX has awarded $2 I3 ,000 to
Lesley College to offe r in-service courses
to day ca re wo rke rs. The collaborative
model of the Boston Area Committee Day
Care (BACOD) Lesley College Day Care
Training Program which began in '78-79 ,
has now expanded to a statewide tra ining
program called Community Based Day
Care Training. Over this ne xt yea r, 29 sections of five different courses will be offered throu gh this program to day care
wo rk ers thr oughout Massachusett s . Sixteen of these courses began the week of
September I 7. Mary Huegel is directing
the project which wi ll be coord inated on a
full time bas is by Sherrie Look ner.
Specific goals for this year includ e the
development of regional advisory boards
across the State and the development of a
" Day Care College" concept. For further
information, co nt act Mary Huegel or
Sherrie Lookner in the Graduate School.

Title IV-C Grant Funded
Title IV-C (Inno vative Projects in
Education) of the Elemen ta ry and Secon dary Ed uca tion Act of the Massachusetts
Depa rtment of Education has funded a
new LCED Cambridge In stitute for Progra m App licants. Dr. Char les McMillan,
LCED, will be th e principal in vest igator
for the proj ec t which wi ll provide support
to unfunded Tit le IVC project s through
statew ide manageme nt assistance and
creating linkages with succe sful applicants .
The project began September I and wi ll
cont inue for one year at the LCED , 35
Mell en Street.
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Bilingual Management Training
The Institute for Program Improvement
is the name of a new project developed
jointly by the National Assessment and
Dissemination Center (NADC) and the
LCED. This project will provide a series
of short-term management training institutes for past funded, current funded
and unfunded Title VII (Bilingual Education) project managers. the major purpose
will be to strengthen the bilingual network, improve program implementation,
and offer diffusion sites for successful
projects . Directors of the project will be
John Carreiro, Director of the NADC,
and Charles McMillan, projects associate
at LCED.

Chapter 636 Continuing Projects for '79-80
The Chapter 636 Magnet School Partnership between Hennigan Community
School and Lesley College began its
fourth year as sc hool opened in
September. This year's project is directed
by Anne Larkin, a member of the
Graduate School faculty in Elementary
Education. The project proposes to provide several library aides, school
psychologists, reading and math tutors
and a school-parent communication network for the development of more effect ive classroom learning.
Lesley College and the Curtis Guild
E lementary, Boston, will continue the
language arts program for 1979-80. Under
t he direction of Lenore Parker and May
Reinhardt, of the Graduate School
E lementary Education faculty, the major
object ives for this year will be to develop
teaching strategies in the areas of reading
and writin g and to develop the themes of
racial a nd cultural awareness and understa nding. A no ther objective will be to
share these insight s and activities with
parents . The C urtis Guild project will
emp loy the assistance of seven Lesley
graduate students working directl y with
children in the classrooms, one day a
week for 15 week s .

Lesley accommodates handicapped
The concept of providing handicapped
persons with opportunities that are equal
to those enjoyed by nonhandicapped persons has taken a long time to reach its
present level of national priority. Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act states that
"No otherwise unqualified handicapped
individual in the United States ... shall,
solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance ."
Lesley has taken a number of steps
toward compliance with federal and state
regulations including 504 since the summer of 1977. The first step was to acquaint faculty and administrators with the
regulations . Reviews were made of catalog
statements, campus grounds conditions
and other practices which had the potential of discriminating against persons with
handicaps.
During the spring of 1978 a number of
committees were formed throughout the
College and task groups began to review
the regulations, note problems and
discrepancies, and make corrections in
practices and conditions where possible.
Comprised of faculty, administrators, and
student representatives, these committees
included a committee each on physical
plant, academic programs, housing, financial aid, employment and other areas.
Corrections and non-discriminatory
statements were introduced into catalogs
and other College literature during
1978-79. The most noticeable area where
conditions prejudicial to handicapped persons existed were in the physical conditions of the campus and grounds. Obviou sly, because much of Lesley's campus
consists of a number of older buildings,
modifications were needed to accommodate physically handicapped persons.
Many of these needs have been met
during the past summer. A new ramp to
provide access by wheelchair was built
from Everett Street onto the main campu s, and new wheelchair ramps now make
the College Library totally accessible to
handicapped persons. Since the East- West
Complex can be reached via the elevated
walkway from the Library, the new
wheelchair ramps open up new classroom
and dormitor y space to handicapped individuals.

In addition, curb cut-ours were ma de
off Mellen Street sidewalks, and the installation of a series of ramps and "lifts"
in the area surrounding Charlie's Bookstore provide still more accessibility to offices and classrooms. An elevator which
will descend to the basement of the Admissions Office through use of a special
"key" opens up a new route to White
Hall Cafeteria for use by handicapped
persons.
Two faculty members have been assigned to function as 504 Counselors to
students. Kay Morgenthau will act as the
Undergraduate College Counselor, and
Rebekah Wells will serve the needs of
Graduate School students .
Robert Lewis, Executive Vice President
of Lesley, estimates that so far, physical
modifications to the campus have cost approximately $80,000 including architectural consulting, materials costs and labor.
"Meeting both the learning and
physical needs of handicapped persons in
an institutional setting is a continuing process," said Vice President Lewis. At
Lesley, meeting these needs is a combination of response to government guidelines,
and a demonstration of caring about
human needs .

Workmen pour concrete for a new
wheelchair ramp behind Lesley College Library.
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FACULTY AT LARGE
Vice President and Dean George
Miller's "Collaboration Scale for the
Analysis of Teaching: ResponsiveDirective Dimension" has been selected by
the Education Testing Service for inclusion in "Resources in Education," the
monthly abstract Journal of the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC), and for dissemination through
the ERIC Document Reproduction SerVIce.

The Collaboration Scale (Miller-Hughes
system) is the result of research conducted
by Dr. Miller while he was at the University of Utah. Originally published in
"Mirrors of Behavior," the Collaboration
Scale is a method for coding verbatim
written records of teachers or groups of
teachers so that different analyses of the
act of teaching can be made. Other
published works of Dr. Miller's relating to
the Collaboration Scale are "An Investigation of Teaching Behavior and
Pupil Thinking" and "Collaborative
Teaching and Pupil Thinking."
George Hein will be the Principal Investigator in a Research Project awarded
to the Brookline Public Schools for
research at the Brookline Teacher Center.
The grant is one of four awarded nationally to a new research program sponsored by the Teacher's Center Exchange
of the Far West Laboratory and supported by funding from the National Institute of Education (NIE). A unique
feature of this project is that teachers
from the center will participate in a
seminar before conducting the research
and will design their own research plan.
Five members of the Division of Special
Education of the Lesley Graduate School
presented an innovative two-part inservice package to over 300 teachers in
Wayland recently.
Dr. Jill Hamilton, Nancy Damon,
Margery Gans, Frank Duffy and Mike
Kistler gave presentations on October 3
and 10 on the subject of the relationship
between teaching styles and learning styles
in terms of individualizing programs in
classrooms.
Dr. Jill Hamilton, Dean of the Division
of Special Education, has been elected to
the Board of the Corporation of the new
Children's Museum. Dr. Hamilton will act
as a major consultant in the development
of new programs at the museum for
inner-city Boston primary level teachers
and for special needs children.

On October 4 several Lesley staff
members participated in a Cambridge
Public Schools In-service Training Program at the Rindge and Latin High
School to orient new teachers to the
system and acquaint them with resources
available to them through area colleges
and universities.
Mary Williams, Director of
Residences /a nd Assistant Dean of
Undergraduate Student Affairs, Sara
Melendez of the Bi-lingual Center,
Pamella Dean of the Graduate School,
and Cathy Sheldon from the Library attended the meeting.
As the preeminent teacher training college in the area. Lesley was able to offer
the teachers direct access to many
resources including its Field Placement
Program, the New England Kindergarten
Conference, in-service courses through the
January Program, the new National Center of Economic Education for Children,
plus library services, campus speakers,
course audits, and a Special Education
Action Team of students being organized
by Dr. Jerome Schultz.
Dr. Bennett Blumenberg, Assistant Professor of Science for the Undergraduate
College is helping plan the Second International Conference on Domestic Cat
Population Genetics and Ecology, to be
held January 7-14, 1980, in Montego Bay,
Jamaica. Dr. Blumenberg has been involved in cat population genetics studies for
several years and regularly publishes his
research.
Dr. Norman Dee gave an Unified
Science and Mathematics for Elementary
Schools (USMES) Workshop at the National Science Teachers Association
Eastern Area Convention in Hartford, CT
on October 25.
USMES is developing interdisciplinary
units based on real problems and related
source materials for studen ts, teachers and
districts.
Judith Campbell, Humanities Division,
was one of 50 artists participating in a
day-long "Festival of the Arts" on
September 29 in Copley Square , Boston.
Ms. Campbell is now exhibiting in a
ten-woman show of WEB (Women Exhibiting in Boston) at the Concourse
Gallery in the State Street Bank of
Boston. She also recently published "Pricing your Art" in the August issue of
Northlight magazine.

Dr. Charles McMillan recentl y completed a state of the art paper for Phi
Delta Kappan Fastback Publications entitled "Voluntary Desegregation: A Look
at Magnet Schools.' •
Magnet schools and programs are those
with specialized themes which attract
students of all races on a voluntary basis .
They are in operation in hundreds of
school systems in the country as alternatives to mandatory reassignments . More
than 30 cities in Massachusetts now have
some form of magnet education.
Dr. McMillan formed the Center for
Study and Support of Magnet Education
(CSSME) as part of LCED in 1978, and
The Fastback, which will be out next
spring, represents its most significant contribution to date.
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NOTES OF CURRENT INTEREST
"In Celebration" Art Exhibit at
Children's Muse um
In spite of a bad storm that day, over
400 persons attended the opening of "In
Celebration ," an exhibition of a rt by handicapped children at Boston' s Children's
M useum September 6.
T he U.S . Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Lesley College
a nd the Bosto n Regional Office for Educational Programs co-sponso red this very
special art exhibi t in cooperation with the
National Committee, Arts fo r the Handicapped.
As a highlight of the International Year
of the Ch ild, thi s exh ibition is d es igned to
call attention to the creative abilities of
spec ial need s children th rou ghout the
U nited States. A bout 40 paintings, in
varied media, ha ve been selected for a
nation -wide tour.
D uring the month the exh ibi t was at the
Ch ildren's M useum, Lesley ass isted the
Regional office in sett ing up a number of
mini -receptions for ch ildren, especially
those from p ubli c and private institutions
for the hand icapped . Lesley also arra nged
for a group of chi ldren exh ibitin g in th e
show to appear on the Bos ton te levisio n
program "Woman '79" a ired o n WBZChannel 4.

A sample from the "In Celebration"
Art Exhibit of work by handicapped
children.

While President Don A. Orton
welcomes friends and g uests at a
reception at the opening of the "In
Celebration" exhibit at the Children's
Museum in Boston, his words are interpreted for those who cannot hear.

Several Lesley faculty and staff members
were instrumental in bringing the art exhibition to the Children's Museum.
Among these were Shaun McNiff, Dean
of Lesley' s Institute for the Arts and
Human Development, whose remarks during the opening Reception concerned the
International Year of the Child and the
importance of artistic avenues of expression for handicapped children and adults.
Others who helped make arrangements for
"In Celebration" included Jill Hamilton,
Dea n of Special Education at Lesley and
Children's Museum Corporator; Lesley
President Don Orton; William Perry , Vice
President and Director of LCE D; Janet
Van Etten, Director, Proj ect Renewal ,
and P a mella Dean , Special Assistant for
Services at the Graduate School.
Through active participation in events
such as these Lesley is ea rning a national
reputation in early childhood education
and arts edu cation. Wat ch for thi s excitin g display when it comes to yo ur ci ty .
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Director of Recruitment
Sally Lenhardt is the new Director of
Recruitment for the Lesley College
Graduate School. The position involves
counseling prospective students, responding to mail and phone requests, coordinating recruitment efforts within the
graduate school divisions, and acting as
the graduate school liaison for publications and advertising.
Ms. Lenhardt came to Boston from
Pittsburgh, P A, where she taught English
after being graduated from Pennsylvania
State University with a Bachelor's degree
in Secondary Education. She has, in addition to teaching, been the Church School
Coordinator for Calvary Episcopal
Church (Pittsburgh) where she was
responsible for programs, planning,
publicity and recruitment - working with
300 young people and 60 teachers and
staff members.
Ms. Lenhardt was also the Administrative Director of the Southwest
Pennsylvania Division of the National
Association of Social Workers where she
coordinated communications, special
even ts, record-keeping and publications
for 40 members of the board of directors
and 1500 members of the division. She is
now living in Quincy with her husband,
Stephen, who is the Assistant Commissioner for Health Services for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
with their two sons, Stephen, Jr., age 15
and Andrew, age 12.

New Personnel Director
Manuel C. Thomas joined the Lesley
Community as Personnel Director for the
College September 24. This is a new position at Lesley .
Thomas is an Executive MBA candidate
at Suffolk University . He studied personnel management at Northeastern, holds
his A .B. from the University of New
Hampshire and his M.Ed. from Texas
A&M Uni ve rsi ty. Most recently he was
Director of Personnel Services for th e
C helmsford Public Schools.
His other experience includes the position of Director of Placement and Career
Services at Northern Essex Community
College; Director of Personnel Services
for the Salem, NH, and Personnel Administrator for the Raytheon Company in
Sudbury. He was also a teacher of science
for the Ipswich and Danvers High
Schools.

Emerald Key
Emerald Key opened its 25th year of
service to Lesley with a potluck supper
featuring pizza, salads and desserts
September 20. A regular meeting followed
to plan for touring, representing Lesley at
Child Developmen t classes in local high
schools and attending college nights.

Oliver offers courses
Leslie M. Oliver, form er Lesley College
instructor, is offering co urses in poetry at
his home in Jamaica Plain. These are informa l non-credited courses that take
place in a living-room setting. Those interested in more in formation may contact
Oliver directly at (617) 524-5443.

I

Pamella Dean moves to
Graduate School
Pamella Dean is Assistant to the Vice
President , Services. In th is new position,
she wi ll be working towards improvement
of services both to facult y and students as
well as to the communit y. Ms. Dean has
been at Lesley College sin ce April of I 974.
She worked for four years in the Graduate School as Assistant to the Dean and
Director of Personnel. When the LCED
was established, she worked as its Administrative Coordinator for one year
before re-joining the Graduate School.
Prior work experience includes a
research assistantship for an education
management consultant, directing an
educational program for Americans in
Germany, teaching in a business sc hool,
and working for an international studies
program at California State Un iversity.
Ms . Dean has a BA in Psycho logy from
Willamette University in Salem, O R. In
the last three yea rs she has earned he r
M.Ed. in Counselor Education from
Lesley and has worked as a coun selor for
adolescents in a multi-service center and a
grief co unselor in a grief assistance program . She is a Californian turn ed New
Englander and has resided in Cambridge
for eight years .
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Class Notes

1929

(Editor's Note: You will note at the side
of certain years, the name and address of
Class Reporters. These women would like
to hear from their classmates directly and
will write up their activities and forward
the copy to this office for inclusion in
Class Notes. You will also note that many
numbers are bare. Why not make us an
offer? The Alumni Office will also help
you out by sending each volunteer
reporter all the goings-on we receive. If
reporters want to call up silent classmates
on their own, that's great, too. Now all
you gals out there- Let's hear it!)

Dorothy Moore Fitts was named Auxilian of the Year at the annual luncheon
of the Brattleboro Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary at the Skyline Restaurant in
Marlboro on April 23, with over 90 guests
in attendance. Dorothy has been an Auxilian for over 40 years and has been involved in many hospital programs such as
the coffee shop, food solicitation and
transportation. She is the organizer of the
hospital auxiliary's annual St. Valentine's
candy sale . Dorothy was the director of
the auxiliary for several years and a
member of its house committee for 15
years. She taught kindergarten in
Florence, MA after graduating from
Lesley .

1917

1931

F rom Wendell, NC, Gladys Heroy Griffin remembers her years at Lesley as "enjoyable to the fullest." Gladys and her
sister , the late Marie He roy Douglas, a ttended Lesley together well over half a
cen t ury ago. Mary I. Jenck es was their
ho usem other , and Glad ys says, "We were
a ll so proud of her and Mrs. Wolfard ."

1925
Ruth T ruesdale Meserve is still working
as a school volunteer near her hom etown
of A lexandria, VA. She tutors third a nd
fourt h graders wh o are below grade level.
T he "Meal s-o n-Wheels" program is also
a n im porta nt part of he r life. Nine days a
mo nth she supervises volunteers who pack
a nd deli ver to 35 persons. " My da ys a t
Lesley were such ha ppy o nes , " she writes.
"G reetin gs to all! "

1928
Ma rjorie Davidso n Blomquist keeps
very busy these da ys with hospital volunt eer wo rk a nd substituting in Grades
K-3 in the W in chester Public Schools. She
a lso he lps wit h ma ny senior citize n acti vities in her co mmuni ty. Ma rj o rie a nd
h usba nd, Ted, win te r in Flo rida . T hey
have two married dau ghters: Marilyn a nd
h usband , Ro n , a nd their tw ins, Stephen
a nd Step ha ni e, li ve in Bridgeto n , MO.
Daughter Mart ha and her husba nd li ve in
Sherborn wi th t heir th ree children . Marjorie' s son, To m , is head com ptro ller fo r
Seiler Corporatio n . Marjo rie enjoys ma ny
outdoor pursuit s such as wa lking, biking,
swimm ing and square danci ng.

Helen Clark Dinjian's family these days
consists of husband, Karnig, a daughter
and two grandchildren. Helen's husband
is semi-retired from engineering and
finance and they lead "rather a quiet life"
wintering in Florida and spending summers in the north. Helen's hobbies are enjoying her young grandchildren and oil
painting.
Beatrice Grant Gellerson and husband,
Arnold, are now living in Maine for six
months of each year, and in Florida for
the remaining six months. "We love both
states," she writes, "and now we have the
best of both."

The Little Red Schoolhouse for Trainable
Retarded Children and Adults that Bea
started over 20 years ago is still going
strong, but Bea says that the State of
Maine is considering education policy
changes concerning education of the retarded which will affect the Red Schoolhouse Program . Eighteen young people
attend the school now . Half of them are
now young adults, and a new program is
designed to teach them homemaking skills
such as cooking, sewing, and personal
care activities. Another new program ,
"The Big Red Work shop ," teaches woodwo rking, cleaning rag business, and
ceramics. The State of Maine wants to
mainstream many of the younger students, and Bea says this is the action
which would effect significant changes in
the Little Red Schoolhouse.

She report s that one of the students will
participate in the bowling competition of
the National Special Olympics this year,
and another student who attended the Little Red Schoolhouse for several years is in
the swimming competition.

1932
After 39 years away from Maine, Julia
Whitaker Cole and her husband, Dr.
Wilbur Cole, are returning from Kansas
City, MO to live in Prospect Harbor.
Julia retired from Kansas City Public
Schools in January 1978 after teaching
first grade there for 25 years . Her husband retired this summer after 28 years
with the Kansas City College of Osteopathic Medicine; most recently he was
Dean of the College. Their two sons are
osteopathic physicians - one in Portland,
ME and the other to be practicing in
Cranston, RI beginning this winter. Julia's
daughter is married to a doctor who practices in Ohio. Eight grandchildren and one
great-granddaughter complete the family.
Julia writes that she follows with great
interest Lesley's growth over the years .
She mentions that her Lesley education
opened many doors over her 40-year
teaching career. "In California," she
remembers, "I was hired the day I applied! And all I had for credentials was
my Lesley diploma."
Mary Crankshaw Johnson and her husband, Col. Franklin Johnson, Ret., have
bought a partially finished hou se in New
Hampshire, which they are busy completing in their leisure time. Col. Johnson
is only semi-retired as he has recently
become a Field Representative of the
Texas Refinary Corporation of Ft. Worth,
selling construction maintenance materials
for roofs, sidewalks, driveways and related projects . All four of their children are
married , and between them have nine
"amazingly brilliant" children. "Not surprising," maintains Mary, "considering
whom they have for grandparents!"
Mary's hobby is gardening, and she
reports that she is cultivating cherry and
other dwarf fruit trees - along with crops
of blueberries and strawberries.
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1933

1941

1949

Marguerite (Peg) Rienstra Cleverly a nd
husband, Clayton, have retired to Harwich Port on "the Cape".
Wilhelmina Woodbury Stewart's hu sband, Lawrence Stewart, passed away in
Winter Park, FL last December. The
Stewarts moved to Winter Park, which is
near Orl a ndo, from Conneaut, OH in
1939. Mr. Stewart was a meat cutter for
61 years, and owned his own bu siness in
Winter Park. "Willa" will continue to
live in Florida.

Clara Nathanson Gorin and her husband, Paul, recentl y visi ted the People' s
Republic of China. They we re in Peking,
Shanghai, Nanking and Canton. "A most
interesting experience , '' reports Clara. On
the return trip the Gorins stopped off for
a week in India, visiting Bombay, new
Delhi and the breathtaking Taj Mahal in
Agre. Clara a nd Paul live in Miami
Beach , FL.

From Singapore, Isabel "Lee" McClellan Smith is putting her teaching skills
to very good use - teaching English to
Vietnamese Boat People at Singapore's
Refugee Camp. She loves the tra veling
that she and her husband, James, Southeast Asia Area Manager for Sante Fe International, are doing these days, through
Europe and the Middle East as well as
Asia . Isabel reports that she enjoys
needlepoint and the Singapore Symphon y.
Children Julie, Brad , Bruce a nd Richard
are all students.

1935
Barbara Buchanan recently retired as
English Department Leader of Lawrence
School in Falmouth. Now living on Cape
Cod, Barbara is "active and happy" doing civic work in her community.

1938
Muriel Barber Kneib reports that she
and husband Charles wintered in San
Diego this year. The Kneibs are residents
of California's lovely Palo Cedro.

1939
Barbara Brown Austin's two sons a re
both graduates of Massachusetts College
of Art. Barbara and her husband, Wilbur ,
live in Moultonboro, NH. Wilbur retired
from General Electric in 1977 .

1940
After a brief stay in George
Washington University Hospital last
winter, Jeannette Pedersen Smith and husband William traveled to their Florida
condominium; "Bill" was a guest speaker
at Florida Institute of Technology near
Orlando. Then a tour of Israel with a
group of friend s and a stay in the Zurich,
Switzerland, area for a week, prov ided the
Smiths with many interest ing memories.
Jeannette reports that once home agai n in
Rockv ille, MD, doctors di scovered a fra ctured toe, which had "hobbled" her for
the entire trip! She says all her family are
well a nd that they are co nsta ntl y grow ing,
cha nging, a nd, above all, do ing!

1947
In January 1978 Betty Rauch Brensinger
and her husband, Edgar, decided that
they would retire to Florida and occupy
permanentl y the condominium they have
owned for two years. Edgar retired from
32 years of banking in Pennsylvania, and
the Brensingers moved to Delray Beach,
just sou th of Palm Beac h on Florida's
Gold Coast. Betty reports that the y are
happily sett led now ; she has taken a
number of craft courses at local community schools, and joined the chorus a t
Boca Raton' s Florida Atlantic University.
Both she and Edgar find life in Florida
busy and rewarding. They often spend
holidays in the North as sons Dave and
Larry remain in Pennsylvania. Dave is
working on his Master' s in music a t Temple University, and Larry is employed as a
computer courier by the Philadelphia
Suburban Corporation in Bryn Mawr.

1948
Barbara Butler Seaton is working in
personnel. Her daughter, Leslie, is a
Boston College graduate and an editor/
writer for the American Red Cross. Leslie
recently married Andrew Malis, a Brown
graduate and computer scientist for Mitre
Corporat ion.

1951
Jean Fothergill Hahn has a new address
in East Hartford , Connecticut. T he fa mil y
is mo ving to the 100-year old house in
which Jean grew up. Jean will continue to
teach Grade 3 in East Hartford 's Stye
School. Husband Karl is a n engi neer with
P & W Aircraft, and oldest son, Marty, is
in the class of 1980 at the U.S . Naval
Academy. Son Dwight graduated fro m
Manchester High School in June a nd he
will be attending college in the fa ll.

1953
From Plainfield , NJ, Betty B. Willey
reports that this has been a yea r of
upheaval in her school system of
Piscatawy, NJ. Recent desegregation efforts have profoundly affected three of
eight elementary schools, and Betty says
man y parents and teachers are dissatisfied
with the new measures. "I cou ld write a
book about the problems," she says, a nd
welcomes comments a nd opinions from
others involved in desegregation programs
in their schools .
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1954
Living in Wilmington, Anne Lynch
Adams is teaching Grade 3 in Reading .
Her husband, John, is Department Head
of I.A. in Lexington, and the couple has
two children, Edward and Carol. One
grandchild, Christian David Adams, joined the family nine months ago . Anne's
family enjoys cross-country camping trips,
and she lists as additional hobbies tennis,
ice skating and square dancing .
Ann Hennessy Largay of Middlebury,
CT, was recently awarded the Jane Addams Memorial Award for outstanding
volunteer service in the Central Naugatuck
Valley community. The Jane Addams
award is presented bi-annually by the
United Way to a volunteer who has made
outstanding contributions to community
social service.
Ann established a system of federally
funded day care services in her community and she has served as president of the
Volunteer Division of Easter Seals . She is
a former budget director of United Way,
and a former member of its board of
directors. She has also served on the
boards of the Waterbury Nutrition Council and the Co nnecticut C hild Welfare
Association . She was instrumental in providing her co mmunity with a 24-hour
med ical info rm a tion lin e.
Ann is ma rried to Vincent , president of
Bue ll Industries, a nd is the mother of four
children.
After teaching Grade 2 for several years
fo llowing her Lesley graduation, Betsy
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a nd Betsy' s hu sband, Jay, is Program
Ma nager a t Hamilton Standard.

Betsy has taken Special Education and
Reading courses at Central Connecticut
State College and belongs to several state
and national reading associations. She is
the 1979-80 president of the Northeast
Council Reading Association. Betsy enjoys travel throughout the United States
and Europe, and her special hobby is
cooking.
When she lived in Massachusetts, Della
MacAskell Schultz was President of the
Worcester Lesley Club. She now teaches
in Glastonbury, CT, where she lives with
husband Carl, senior minister for the First
Church of Christ Congregation, and with
their three children, Mark, Lesley and
Ruth. Della's mother-in-law, Janet Prince
Schultz, also graduated from Lesley, in
1925 .

1955
From Atlanta, GA, Elaine Barron Alexander informs classmates that she is active
in civic and political affairs. She is
employed as Special Projects Coordinator
for the City of Atlanta. Husband Miles is
practicing law. Their oldest son, Kent, is a
junior at Tufts; David has completed his
first year at the University of Texas at
Austin. Michael, IS, and Paige, 12, are
still at home.
Thi s summer, Diann Eldredge Holland
and her husband, Alexander, an attorney,
were among 60 delegates of the Lawyers'
Delegation to Europe and Russia, as
members of the Citizen Ambassador Program known as People-to-P.roo le [fil;;r " -

Iional.
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1958
Class reporter:
Marlene Friedman
20 Glover Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617) 444-8493

1959
Ann Cleveland Lange, sculptor, won
second prize at the International Design
Symposium at the Bermuda Arts Festival
held last winter in Hamilton, Bermuda,
February 1-7. Ann is the immediate past
president of the Lesley Alumni Association. She and husband Robert li ve in Andover.

1962
Sybil Nassau Koplowitz reports that she
has become a n Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) and is teaching standard
and advanced first aid courses for the
American Red Cross in Bloomfield, CT,
where she now lives. In addition, Sybil
works as a training coordinator for a
volunteer ambulance program in Bloomfield.
She has begun a new career as a Personnel Director at a local industrial and
manufacturing concern, also located in
Bloomfield. Sybil encourages Lesley alum
to realize that there are interesting and
rewarding jobs for teachers who have
been out of the field for a while. She
teaches "Safety on the Job" to factory
workers, and enjoys very much her first
aid courses with teens and adults.
Recently divorced, Sybil says she is hapPY to tell classmates and friends that she
and her daughters are all "well, happy
and thriving."

1963
Class reporter:
Jeanette Matula Smith
6 Morse Road
Wayland, MA 01778
(617) 358-7618

"Dean and I are now living in Fairbanks, AK," repo ts Sheila Klein Gottchmr. l-.f ls &l-. .; • .tht . H~ (!Q Of () f
j purngljsm and broadca§ltng t 111 • u h ; .
versily of Alaska , a nd she is Ornb ud man
Regio nal Rep•·ese nta ti ve fo r Alaska 's In te rio r Department. Sheila' s office, responsible to the Alaska State Legislature, in vestigates citizen complaints concerning
state age ncies. Sheila says she a nd Dean
love Alaska and Fairbanks.
"Any Lesley alums in the area?", she
asks. "Please get in touch!"
Martha Sauntry McLaughlin moved
from Columbus, OH three years ago to
Geneva, IL (37 miles west of the Loop).
She has become involved with the "Newcomers," and is ways and means chairman and secretary for the Home-School
Association. She has also become founder
and president of a local chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi International Sorority this year.
Martha has returned to substituting for
Grades K-8 in area schools now that children, Martha Ann, Susan, and Trey, are
all school age .
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Martha's hu sband , Walter, has been
recentl y na med Division Counsel for
Playbo y Clubs Internationa l. He is a lso
actively invol ved in sc hool m a tt ers as a
member of the loca l parochial school
board.
Recentl y Martha beca m e acquainted
with Donna Chickering Summerville '53,
who lives ne a rb y. The two are not only
neighbors and fellow Lesle y a lumni but
have discove red to their deli g ht th at they
share a number of other interests.

1964
Louisa Wells Hill rece ntl y earned her
permanent presc hool teac hing certificate
from the St a te of New Jersey. She li ves in
Somerset with her famil y and works with
three- a nd four-year-olds a t the Somerset
Presby teri a n Nursery School. Louisa says
her own children are growing so fast that
it 's hard to keep up with them . Rya n is
now seve n , Corinne, nin e, and Heather is
I I yea rs old. Husba nd Art enjo ys working
a t John so n & J o hnso n with " the BandAid."

1966
Class reporrer:
Barbara Zoukis Halkioris
206 Baringron Hills R oad
Chapel Hill, NC 275 14
(919) 942-4947
Jane A twater Hale was named chairman
of the 1979 Cereb ra l Palsy Fund Raisi ng
Dri ve in her hometown of Duxbury. The
fund raisers sponso red a benefit tennis
tournament this summ er. Jane helped
ra ise the funds fo r the Cerebral P a lsy
Treat ment Cen ter in Quincy, whi ch administers speec h , ph ysical and occ upation a l therap ies to children unde r the
supervis io n of a medical director/ staff
pediatrician. Jane has been a member of
the Du xb ur y Friends of the Cerebral Palsy
Nursery School fo r man y yea rs. She a lso
belongs to the Maynower C hapte r of the
Sweet Ade lines.
Barbara Zoukis Halkiotis reports a
wonderful yea r fo r her and husband
Stephen. They are the new parent s of
daughter Ch ri sto n, born in Ma y, 1978 ,
and Barb ara says she loves every minute
of being a "full-time mom . "

Moving in to their new ho use in Chapel
Hill, NC, this spring was another exciting
expe rien ce. Stephen is work ing for the
U ni versit y of South Caro lin a as assistant
director of the M id -A tl a nt ic/ A ppa lac hi a n
Race Desegrega ti o n A ssista nce Ce nt er .
The Center se rves the stat es of No rth a nd
South Caro lina, Kentucky a nd Tennessee.
Stephen is in charge of servi ces pro vid ed
to loca l educat ion agencies across the state
of Nortl1 C aro lina
§ 115\\1\ f!H'kfU ~ a c k e! i5 on m a <e r n i <y
leave fro m her j b a s elet\\t:il ta ry guidance
co un selo r in Burl ington . Daughter J ssi ·n
Ed wina jo ined th ree -year-o ld sister Abi g a il
in Decemb er, 1978 . Susa n says she is rea lly busy with her small children , and with
renovat ing th e fam il y' s 250-yea r-o ld ho me
in Co ncord. Hu sba nd J a mes is a n acco un ta nt with Data General.

Lorraine Shapiro, left, Alumni Association President, and
Ruth Anne Jaffe, Director of Alumni Affairs, .feel right m
home in the new Alumni Association headq uarters on the
third .floor of 24 Mellon Street.

Ja ne Finberg Mandell has bee n tea chin g
G rade 2 at the W heeler Schoo l in P rovidence , RI, since 1975. Hu s ba nd C ha rl es
is a physician , and sons Dav id, II , an d
Kenny, nine , attend the sc hoo l where Jan e
teac hes - a situation, she says , with bo th
" pros a nd co ns. " An unre la ted "p ro " is
piano lesson s whi ch Jane can ta ke at her
sc hool. J a ne be lo ngs to T emp le E ma nt tEl Jewish Federation , b ut find s it ha rd to
remain a n acti ve vo lun teer since re turnin g
to teaching. She enj oys her job, a nd sa ys
th ere ' s no question in her m ind th a t it ' s
her Lesley degree whi c h ha s give n her t he
background to walk int o an y e le ment ar y
sc hool positi o n with co nfid e nce .
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"I view my classroom materia ls as a
resource library and I try to build this up
yearly," she said . "I put strong emphasis
on reading . There are excellent high interest, low vocabulary books on the
ma rket. Educational games are a good investment as well. O ve r the past few years,
I have been building up a tape library. I
now have over three do ze n classics on
tape, such as Treasure Island, Kidnapped,
Red Badge of Courage, Dracula and
House of Seven Gables. Books and
workbooks go with the tapes and are most
popular with the students."
Motivation is often a serious problem
with many of Mrs. Hobbs' students.

joan Hobbs '66 designs exemplary resource room
T he junior high school resource room
program developed by Joan Wilson
Ho bbs '66 during her five years at Pittsfield' s North Junior High School has been
recogni zed as one of the top six in the
state. She sha red her program at a state
conference on exceptional children in
November, 1978, a nd again at a si milar
national conference held in Dallas, TX
last A pril.
A n outline of the program was published in the Sourcebook of Middle Schoo/1Junior H igh School Resource Room Programs in J une 1978, prepared through
funding under Title VI , Part B, of the
Educatio n for A ll Handicapped Act, as
amended . T he sourcebook contains the
most exemplary of the 37 resource room
progra ms submitt ed a nd was sponsored by
t he Massachusetts Federation, Council for
Except ional C hildren and the Massach usetts Department of Education, Division
of Spec ial Educatio n.
The programs submitted we re designed
as non-categorial speci al education programs providing direct and indirect services to child re n from sixth to ninth
grades who quali fied under Massachusetts
C hapter 766 program for the handicapped. A major emphasis of the programs
was mainstreaming t he children into
reg ular classrooms.
The ou tsta nding qualities cited in Mrs.
Hobbs program included classroom
enviro nment , learn ing environment ,
educat ion a l plans eva luation process , consultation , pare nt involveme nt and additional programming .

Mrs. Hobbs' program provides direct
serv ice to 50 handicapped students and
this forces her to constantly maintain a
variety in curriculum and flexibilit y in instruction . The three resource rooms at
North Junior High School are used for
students wi th problems ranging from
dyslexia and emotional problems to minor
physical irregularities and the ha rd-todefine troubles called learning disabilities.
In order to serve each student best, the
resource rooms contain materials covering
first through 12th grade reading levels.
'' The longer I teach , the more I realize
the uniqueness of learning styles of all my
students," she said . "This is what makes
my job so exciting and challenging. I am
only just beginning to unlock the learning
pu zzle patterns. Each student seems to
have one learning modality that is
stro nge r than another."
Also serving as a Resource Teacher at
North Juni or High is Lesley graduate Sally DeAngelis '78 , whom Mrs . Hobbs
describes as "very able."

"I have some who have attention spans
of only I 0 minutes," she said, "but
motivation can and does increase when a
student receives a "B" on his/ her report
card from me, maybe for the first time in
the student's school career. These grades
are a composite of achievement according
to individual abilities, effort and attendance ."
Sometimes motivation takes creative
thinking .
"I once worked with a highly gifted
student, captain of the football team,
president of the class , who had a severe
reading perception problem. In his case,
wrote to Recording for the Blind , which
also serves students with visual perception
problems . All of his difficult college
preparatory books were sent back taped,
free of charge!" she said.
"It is one thing for my students to be
success ful in the resource room, but it is
another to insure their success in regular
classrooms. We help with study skills,
show them how to study for a test, how
to do a book report, and other classwork
skills."
All work and lessons are individually
planned. Structured sequential academic
remediation is usually necessary for most
of the students. Individual folders are
readily accessible for student use and include a monthly checklist which is updated daily with a letter grade and comment indicating effort and achievement.
Mrs. Hobbs meets both formally a nd
informally, on a weekly basis, with the
regular education staff to ascertain progress and delineate areas of concern for
each student. Students are aware of the
supportive environment provided by the
close communication of the staff, she
said .
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Following her graduation from Lesley
in 1966, Mrs. Hobbs was a master teacher
of The Study School for children having
special needs in Caracas, Venezuela,
where she met her husband , David (' 'during an earthquake. I was about to dash
under some high tension wires that were
toppling. David, a Peace Corps volunteer,
saved me from that electrifying experience" ). She has also worked with
minimal brain-injured children in Fort
Worth, TX . Regular classroom teaching
includes second grade in Duxbury, first
grade at Sacred Heart School, Muenster,
TX and second grade in Prince Georges
County, MD.
"My elementary background has served
me well and because of it I have a solid
foundation of methods and materials to
use on the junior high level," she said.
"Many students requiring resource help
on this level have gaps in learning. These
gaps may have occurred on the second,
third or fourth grade level," she explained. "They may have happened for a
variety of reasons: sickness, personal
trauma, a child is a slow learner, lack of
tutorial support, or the child may be
learning disabled or culturally deprived.
Thus, my elementary knowledge comes into play daily. I go back and try to reinforce weak areas in the learning chain, using concrete hands-on materials, materials
that are common ground for most elementary teachers. I am most aware of the very
structured sequential program that can be
successful in a resource room ."
Mrs. Hobbs is a very active person outside North Junior High. She was recently
elected to the school committee of the
Town of Lenox, where she, her husband
and their two children, Jeremy Nathaniel,
seven, and Janina Rae, six, live .
She is secretary of the Berkshire
Chapter of the Council for Exceptional
Children, a former Volunteer in Probation and worked with youthful offenders,
and a member of the Massachusetts
Audubon Society and the Berkshire
Museum .
When there is time left over, she enjoys
canoeing, hiking, camping, traveling, oil
painting, gourmet cooking, gardening
reading and sewing.
The sourcebook, which contains the
description of Mrs. Hobbs program, as
well as exemplary programs from 16 other
middle and junior high schools, will be
distributed through local special education
administrators to middle and junior high
schools.

1967

1969

Marilyn Baskies Antine and husband
Jeffrey are pleased to announce the birth
of their third child, Jeremy Alan, born
March 29. He joins brother, Adam,
seven, and sister, Alyson, four. The family lives in North Dartmouth, where Jeffrey is a clothing merchant and realtor.
From Harrison, NY, Elinor Shatz
Begun reports that she and husband
Milton are the proud parents of Melina
Nan, born August 25, 1978. Elinor
teaches the educable mentally retarded at
Columbus School in New Rochelle, and
Milton is in the insurance business.
Sandra Casey Eubank recently moved
to San Antonio, TX . She and her husband, R. Dean, are the new parents of a
daughter, Casey Telmar, born June 16,
1978.
Rebekah Hoffman Farber is a teacher
at the Haggerty School in Cambridge. She
earned her master's degree from Boston
University. Rebekah lives in Newton with
her children, Jill, two, and Daniel, one,
and husband, Gerald, who was awarded
his Doctorate in Education from Boston
University this spring.

Ellen Ruland Buckwalter traveled
around the world for two years after
graduation from Lesley. She was an international hostess for TWA, based in San
Francisco and New York. Since 1972
Ellen and her husband, David, have
managed Summit Lodge in Killington,
VT. The family's home address is Sudbury, MA., where David is production
partner, engineer and sales representative
for Ruland Machinery, Inc .
Ellen and David have two children,
Sarah, five, and David , two. Ellen is active in community affairs as president of
the Sherburne, VT, Women's Club; she
also serves as a Sherburne Library Trustee
and is as Board member of Sherburne Coop Nursery School. Her hobbies are drawing, painting, sculpting, interior design
and landscaping.
Marilyn Berger Davidson is living in
South Windsor, CT, with her husband,
Joel, and their two children.
Susan Sokol Kerley has mo ved to a new
home in Mesa, AZ, and she teaches Grade
2 in Mesa's Lowell School. Husband
Steve is also a teacher. Susan and Steve's
son, Mark, was born on December 20,
1977, and is now approaching his third
birthday.

1968
Beverly Tash Branfman is a special
education teacher for Prince George's
County Public Schools in Maryland. She
lives in Washington, DC, with her husband, Eric, who is a new partner in the
anti-trust law firm of Bergson, Borkland,
Margolis and Adler.
"Enjoying the Georgia climate," writes
Enid (Chip) Sullum Carlin, from Stone
Mountain, GA, near Atlanta. Chip has
almost finished earning her Ph.D. in
Counseling Psychology at the University
of Georgia and plans to go into private
practice and teaching . She and husband
Richard, an ophthamologist, are proud of
their five-year-old son, David .
Martha MacFarlane Palmborg and her
husband, James, are moving to lovely
Monterey, CA. James is a Lieutenant
Commander in the U.S. Navy.
Jerrilyn Kirschbaum Smith's family
welcomed the arrival of Melissa Ide on
February 23 in New Hartford, NY . She
joins sister Jennifer, age three-and-a-half.
Jerrilyn is working toward her Master's
degree in her spare time. Husband Mark
is Vice President of Smith Packaging
Company.

1970
''I returned to my second grade class in
September,'' writes Barbara Butkiewicz
Kubaki. Barbara has been on maternity
leave since her twin daughters. Stacy
Snow and Kerry Elizabeth, were born in
March, 1978. The Kubackis live in South
Deerfield. Barbara's husband John is a
Loss Control Consultant with' Minu~e
Man Companies.
Marcy Goldman married David Scott
Lavine on December 20, 1978. Marcy has
two sons from her previous marriage Matthew and Daniel, and David has two
daughters from his first marriage - Marci
and Elizabeth. The new family lives in
Easton, CT. Marcy is presently completing studies for her Master's degree in
Counseling and hopes to combine her interest in puppetry and the expressive
therapies with counseling elementary
school children. David is vice president
and treasurer of Marcus Hirsch and Company, Inc. , an insurance and travel agency
in Bridgeport, CT.
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Ellen Pekin Gordon and her hu sband ,
Robe rt, are deligh te d with their new
daughter, Li sa Beth, born Augu st I, 1978.
The Gordons m oved to Bever ly, in 1975
and are e nj o ying li fe on the North Shore.

1971
Karen Brych Bloom is on mat e rnity
leave from Fram ingham Public Sc hools
an d is busy raising her dau ghter , Jacey
An n , born September 20, 1978 . Karen's
husba nd, Wi lliam, is starting hi s own law
fir m in Westborough, where the fa mil y
li ves .

Whi le in Mon terey Beac h , CA, a tt e nding a fa mil y reunion, Ruth Bradford
Johnson was sur pri sed and pleased to enco unt er fo rmer Lesley Dean Marion
Stringham wa lkin g along th e boa rdwa lk
one da y . S h e report s that Dea n Strin gha m
and her hu sba nd seem ve ry pleased with
the ir new life in Ca lifornia, where they are
involved with orga nizing corpora te worksh o p s a t Pajardo Dunes .

1972
Class reporrer:
Margie Hill Menachem
5 1 No b Hill Drive
Framingham . M A 01701
(617) 877-7755
Jai mi e A nn, their first c hild, was born
to Patti Ca ntara Schwartz an d her hu sband, N ick, o n Dece mber 27, 1978. Th e
Sc hwartz fa mil v li ves in New Hampshi re,
where Nick is Vice Presi den t for C lift
Manufactur in g Com pany , prod ucers of
o uterwear . Pat ti ta ught kindergarte n in
LowelL MA, P ubli c Sc h oo ls a ft er graduati o n.

1973
After teac hin g specia l edu ca ti o n in
for two yea rs, Gwy n Brown
re turn ed to Lesley for a Master' s deg ree,
whi c h ~ he rece ived in 1976. She then
ta ught for two years at the Manv ill e
Sc hoo l, Judge Baker G uid a nce Ce nter in
Bo~ton . Gwy n is c urren tl y mid -way
thr o ugh a doctora l prog ra m in Huma n
Deve lopmen t Counseling at th e Geo rge
Peabody Coll ege fo r Teac he rs in Nas hvill e. TN .

G l o u ce~ t er

Edwina Canavan Goodhue is working
for the Massachusetts Depa rtment of
Public Welfa re as a foster home-finding
social worker. She received her M .Ed . in
Communit y Counseling from Salem State
College in May, 1979. Edwina and her
hu sband , George, became parents in April
to their first child, Hillary Lee . The family lives in Boxfo rd .

1973
For the pas t few months, Katherine
Pollis Houseal has been ge tting reaccustomed to civilization . She and her hu sband, Bria n , recentl y returned to the
United States from th e wilderness of
Chile, where the y se rved in the Peace
Corps. The two were stationed in T o rres
Del Pa ine, a famou s 163-thousa nd-acre
park in Chile's Magallanes region .
Ka th erine 's P eace Corps assignment was
to d evise studies of the park, help with
trail la yo ut, a nd develop edu ca tional programs and tourist information. Brian was
involved with park landsca pe architecture .
Ka th erine gave birth to their so n , Ian , in
the cit y of Punta Arenas. She says she
and Brian hope to contin ue the same kind
of work in a U .S . park or wilderness area .
Kathleen McAieavey Hahn is on maternit y lea ve from her fifth grade classroom
in Read in g . Her da ughter, Stephanie
Reb ecca, was born on February 9.
Kathleen' s hu sband, Richard, is an
engineer , a nd the fa mil y lives in Wilmington.

From Hi gh la nd Park, IL, Wendy
Laskow Lipsman reports she is in the
teac her tr ainin g prog ra m for Lamaze
C hil db irth Educat ion . She is looking fo rward to te ac hin g classes soo n . Wend y is
ma rri ed to William, Assistant Counsel for
Co nso lida ted Foods Corporation.
Suzanne Straus Phelps and husband,
C harles, a stoc kbrok er, li ve in San Mateo
CA, with th eir daughte r, Sara h E li zabeth .'
born October 17, 1978.

1974
Janice W . Clark has been a C hild Protec ti ve Soc ia l Worke r for the State of
Maine Department o f Human Servi ces
since Jul y, 1977. She helps families with
histories o f child abuse a nd neglect in
York Co unt y.

" I find th e work ama zing ly c ha lle nging
a nd fulfilling," s he writes. "An y Les ley
alum inte res ted in thi s field, fe el free to
write." Th e address of J an ice' s home offi ce is 509 Forest A ve nu e, Portland, ME.
In additi on to her job, J a ni ce is involved with the Big Brother-Big Si ste r program of Yo rk Co unt y. Sh e is a lso an
Ep isco p a l C hur c h lay reader in Ke nnebunk, ME .
In Huntingt o n, PA, Janice Formicola
Cobelli is a n ins truct o r in ele m e nt a ry a nd
early childhood Education a t Junia ta Co llege. Married to Neil , a d oc to r, J a ne t
gave birth thi s sprin g to Jennifer E li zabeth .
A new job a nd a new ho me thi s yea r
for Judith Ney Levin . She rece ntly
became Office Manager of M etro
Reh a bilitation a nd Mental Health in
Watertown . The clinic se rves ad ult s who
need help and therap y. Judith 's hu sband,
J ero ld , is a n accountant with th e Boston
firm of Ka tz and Lev ine. Th e Neys recently m oved to a new apartm ent o n Walden
Street in Ca mbrid ge .
Jacalyn E. S tarr has bee n appo int ed
assistant to the dir ector of th e
Massachusett s Ri g ht -To-Read e ffo rt , part
of a nat ional progra m a imed a t erad icatin g illit e racy. J acalyn received he r
Maste r' s in Education and Co unseling
from the In stitute of Open Education of
the Antioch, OH, Graduate School. She
has wo rk ed as a teac he r and co unselor for
hea ring-impaired children a t th e Little
People 's School in W es t Newton . J aca lyn
li ves in Welles ley .

1975
From Warwick, NY, Susan J. Mayhew
repo rt s that she left her job a t Warwi ck
Day Care Ce nter in Jul y 1978. She works
as a teacher ' s a id e in a class room of
yo un g a uti sti c childre n age d 6- 12, und e r
th e ausp ices o f Orange Co unt y BO CES
(Bureau of C hildren' s Ed ucati o na l Services). Su sa n is in th e process of ea rnin g
her Master's in Special Edu cat io n a t th e
C. W . Post Ce nte r o f Lon g Island Unive rsit y. She ho pes to co m p lete he r degree
next summ er.
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Th e adju stm e nt to campu s life fo r
Bla ck s m o \·ing o ut o f th e c it y, she
b eli eves, is m o re a m a tt er of tim e a nd
d e m og ra phics than ge ne ra l pa ra no ia .
"A g rea t m a n y Blac k stu de nt s fr om th e
c it y just a re n ' t used to the su b urbs," she
sa id . " In suburbi a th e re is a n e leme nt o f
iso la ti o n fo r Blac k stud ent s, o f no t hav ing
a n yo ne to re la te to, o r no t hav in g Blac k
cultura l p rogra ms to a tt end ."
"Ri ght no w ," she co nt end s, " I' m no t
sur e if th ey fee l co mfo rt ab le e no ugh here
to pa rtici pat e in th e la rge r ca mpu s acti viti es."
H e r c ha rge is a c ha lle nging o ne.
" The re is d e finit ely a pro blem here with
s tud e nt rete nti o n , " she sa id . H owever ,
s he is o ptimi stic , a nd brings to her new
j o b a hi g h level o f ex peri e nce .

Lesley's Kaidi Bowden '74 ,
counsels Babson's Black students
Kaidi Bowd e n ' 74 , h as b ee n desc r ib ed
as a " stre e t-wi se a dminis trat o r with
culture ," c h a rac te ri s tics th a t und o ubt edl y
contribut e to h e r s uccess in he r new p os iti o n a s Coordinat o r of Minorit y Affa irs
for Babson C ollege , W e lles ley.
In this po sition, w hich s h e ass umed
Jul y I, M s. Bowden act s as a dminis tra to r ,
policy-ma ke r , soc ial pla nner , and ho m e
locator. Sh e a lso tri es to pro vide some
dir ec tion to the dail y li ves of Blac k
student s , p a rti c ularly th ose wh o choose to
m o ve f ro m their inne r-cit y hi g h sc h oo l to
a rural collegia te setting . The change in
atmosph e re can sometimes b e overwhe lming , s he said.

M s. Bo we n' s fir st teac hin g ass ignm ent
aft e r ea rnin g he r BS in Element a ry Educati o n , was in T a nza ni a, Eas t Africa, where
s he ta ug ht stud e nt s o n th e fifth a nd sixth
g rad e levels fo r two yea rs in th e sma ll
vill age o f A ru sha.
·'Th e ti me I spe nt in T a nza ni a was
pro ba bl y th e m os t fulfillin g ex peri ence in
m y p e rso na l life . The teac hin g was ve ry
di f fi c ult, so I ha d to rely o n my o wn inn ova tion a nd crea ti vit y," she sa id .
In 1976 , she return ed to th e Un ited
S ta tes and has held va ri o us counseling
pos ition s a t th e YW CA A swa los H o use,
th e R ox bur y Yo uth Employ ment and
E du ca ti o n Se rvices, a nd th e Ac ti o n fo r
Bos to n Communit y Devel o pment (A BC D)
Yo uth E mpl oy ment Services, as we ll as
se rvin g as M etro polit a n Co un cil fo r
E du cation a l Opportunit y (METC O) coo rdin a tor in Reading .
"H e re a t Babso n , m y who le philoso ph y
is to initi a te thin gs and stimul a te ideas. It
is th e stud e nt s who have to ta ke th e ba ll
fr o m th e re , " she sa id .

" By then ," she says, " the BOCES progra m is planning to include preschoolers,
and I' m hoping to get a teac hin g job at
th e Center. " Su sa n has a lso become interes ted in , a nd vo lun teers a t, a local
sta ble which has a th erapeuti c horseback
rid ing prog ram fo r the ha ndi capped .
Lisa K. Suydam has left teac hin g, and
was rece ntly promo ted at Geo rge Was hingto n Uni ve rsit y to the posi ti on o f
Medi cal Sta ff Exec uti ve Assistant to the
Dea n fo r C li nica l Affai rs. Lisa li ves in
Beth esda, MD .
Marilyn Wolf (G) ma rried David Roo t
o n Jun e 17. Marilyn has ta ught seco nd
grade for four yea rs a t A rlington 's Bishop
School. " I enjo y it ve ry much!" she says.
Dav id is a gradu a te student a nd resea rc h
ass ista nt in th eo retica l ph ys ics at Massachusett s Institut e of T ec hn ology .

1976
Class rep orrer:
Joni Bass Brown '76
24 7 Baldwin
Framingham, MA 01701
(61 7) 877-9230

Leland C larke (G) was rece ntl y na med
Di recto r o f Chris ti a n Edu cation at the
Unit ed C hurch of Wes t Rox bury.
Previo usly, Lela nd was em ployed as a
special edu cati o n teac her in th e Bosto n
P ublic Sc hools, and was associa ted wit h
St. Pa ul 's Ba pti st Church in Ri chmond ,
VA , wh ere he held th e positio n of direc to r
of C hristi a n edu cati o n. Lela nd pla ns so me
new a nd exc iting prog ra ms fo r the Wes t
Roxbury Church, includ in g va ri o us wo rksho ps a nd semin a rs fo r yo un g ad ul ts,
adults a nd fa milies.
Susan E no rece ntl y received a first place
award fr om Ce ntur y 2 1 Real Esta te as to p
residenti al sales assoc iate for the mo nth of
Febru a ry. Susa n ent ered th e real esta te
pro fess io n less th a n a yea r ago a nd completed th e Ce ntur y 2 1 " Two a nd O ne
Tra ining Co urse" with ho nors. Mos t
rece ntl y she co mpleted a one-week G raduat e Rea lt o r Institut e tra ini ng prog ra m.
Susa n moved to P lymo uth tw o years ago
with her hu sba nd , Jim , a teacher at the
Federal Furn ace School of P lymo uth .
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Valerie DeLynn Herman and husband
Jeffrey, an engineer, live in Crystal Lake,
lL, with son, Jason Victor, born on
December 10, 1978.
Michele Levy (G) is Director of the
Children's Center in Lexington. The
Center, located at the First Baptist
Church, was founded in 1971 as a nonprofit, non-sectarian school, structured
around the open classroom concept. Its
curriculum is designed to aid in the
development of creativity, cognition and
social, phys ical and emotional skills. The
Center offers a day care and nursery
school program for children aged two to
six.
Suzanne Steenburg, of Berwyn, PA,
reports that she is teaching third grade at
the E piscopal Academy in Merion, PA.

1977
Jeanette Pierce Bastien (G ) and her husband, James , have accepted positions at
Fath er F lanagan' s Boystown in Omaha,
NB where they will work with delinquent
and dependent yo uth . Jeanette's husband
recently received his master' s degree in
social welfare fro m the University of
M ichigan 's School of Social Work in Ann
Arbor.
Ellen Whitma n Duchien-Flynn was
rece ntl y married to Bernard, a technical
adv isor for t he M ichelin Tire Corporation,
T echnical Services Division in Atlanta
GA. Bernard is from Cardiff Wales '
G reat Britain. L iving in Atla~ta, Ell~n is
Co llege Sales Representative for Films ,
Inc. Since leavi ng Lesley, E llen has worked in insurance, and as a counselor in a
weight loss clinic.
Ellen Jean Fabiano has left the
P hiladelphia a rea , a nd recentl y moved
back to Boston. She is tea m teaching
Grades l-6 at the Winter Hill Communit y
School in Somerville, T itle I Reading Program . "G rea t to be back in all ways,"
says E llen .

Shelley Marie Hart is teaching Remedial
Reading, Grades 1-5 at the East School in
North Adams. Shelley lives in North
Adams with her husband, James S.
Kemper.
At the end of September, 1978, Carol
Cook Kennedy and her hu sband, Christopher, moved from Buzzards Bay to Foxboro. Carol has been substituting in
Grades K-2 and in classrooms for multiple
handicapped students. She has also been
coordinating and directing a program for
second graders at her school involving
education for the handicapped.
"We've finished units on 'Being Different and Special', 'Blindness' , and
'Deafness'. Our unit on 'Multiple handicaps' is currently in production," writes
Carol.
When she and her husband , Chris, have
the time, they provide childcare in halfway houses .
Projecting a positive image of foster
care is the primary goal of Judy Sobelman
Monteux, (G), Coordinator of the Title
XX Foster Training Program at Middlesex
Community College . The Foster Parent
Training Program is funded by Title XX
through the Department of Public Welfare (DPW) and offers courses for foster
parents who care for children in the
custody of the DPW. Judy, who has
wo rked as a foster care caseworker,
taught two courses this spring, "The
Growing Years" and "Helping the Foster
Child : A Team Approach" at Middlesex
Community College.
Susan G. Rowe (G) of Concord, NH,
has been named Title I consultant in the
New Hampshire Department of Education. Susan will serve as liaison between
New Hampshi re school personnel and
Project REAL in the Lebanon School
District. Project REAL (Responsive
Education for All Learners) is an effort to
continue the gains that disadvantaged
youngsters have made in Head Start programs.
The project has gained national attention because of the significant social and
academic achievements made and maintained by participating students. Susan' s
job will be to disseminate information
about the project with school and communit y groups; she will help int erested
di stricts implement the projec t in their
sc hools .
Another part of Susan' s new job is to
promote staff develo pment a nd parent invo lvemen t with education, and work with
teachers in the areas of math and English
instruction.

1978
Eleanor Linn (G), Brookline, has
become Coordinator of S.O .S., Inc . , a
human services organization in Sharon .
Eleanor' s Masters Degree is in Counselor
Education, and she has had experience
most recently counseling teens in Cambridge and Somerville. She was also a
psychologica l counselor at Lesley College
while completing her studies .
Karen Leslie Rose is teaching at Lexington Children's Center in Lexington .
She hints to classmates, " I love to get
mail!" Karen traveled to Israel this summer, from August 13 to September 4. She
visited family and friends, including
classmate Marcy Hunt, who is working in
a Jeru salem Hospital.
Recently married is Salome Skold, to
Craig Prickett, a self-employed antique
dealer. The Pricketts live in Levittown,
PA.

Teacher of the Year
Eileen M . Brennan '78, a Homestart
teacher in the Scituate School system, has
been selected Massachusetts Title I
Teacher of the Year for her outstanding
performance in teaching and devotion to
Title I children .
The award was presented at the state
Title I Conference held in Hyannis in
April. She was nominated by Scituate's
Title I Program and selected by a
statewide Title I screening committee.
The mother of five children and the
grandmother of one, Mrs. Brennan began
as a Title I aide with the Scituate Project
First Step program II years ago. In
September of 1976, she became a
Homestart teacher, working with a group
of three-year-olds in the Title I Homesta rt
and prekindergarten program.
During this time she also attended
Lesley and was awarded her bachelor of
science degree in early childhood education and her certification in the spring of
1978 .
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Engaged
Robin Becker '79, Kenneth E. Bruce
Beatrice Carrere Denny '79, Charles H.
Tirrell, II
Elizabeth Ellen Docktor '78 G, Gordon
Hamilton Hines
Judith M. Kanner '71, John Fogg
Joan B. Fredette '74, Anthony J. Pit eo
Dolores Anne Gamanche '77, Charles E.
Albee
Pamela Lorie Gennert '77 G, Jonathan
Leslie Richler
Risa Ellen Grossman '75, Michael Ososke
Carol Faye Jacobson '75, G'76, Eli
Hassine
Patricia Anne Jewell '78 G, James
McFarlin
Leigh Anne Lawrence '78, Michael A.
Mosco, Jr.
Sharon Katherine McBride '76, Phillip
Terrence Ragon
Catherine A. Messina '78 G, Edward F.
Parthum, III
Clare Marie Nutt '75, Richard A.
Hotaling
Carolyn Jean Squibb '79, Stephan Alan
Royal

Married
Francie Gilbert Begenau '76, Charles
Kevin Tuttle
Jennifer Bennett '79 G, Robert H. Opel
Ellen Harriet Blumberg '77, Robert
Michael Kelner
Debra Ann Boulanger '78, Paul T. Miner
Jean Bouton '76 G, Jerry L. Bobo
Patrice Brown '76, John Woodward, Jr.
Wendy Joan Caswell '74, James Driscoll
Hovey
Sandra Jean Collini '77, Mark Robert
Sullivan
Amy F. Davis '78, Jeffrey G. West
Carole Kenney Dolan '76, Danny Frank
Hill
Deborah Anne Dunn '77, Jefferey Mizia
Susan Duschinsky '78 G, Charles Stanley
Brown
Patricia Ann Gallitano '76, David H.
Gentes
Susan Gay Goldhammer '79, Ronald
Fremont Davis
Marcy Goldman '70, David Scott Lavine
Betsey Jane Greenwald '76 G, Paul
Howard Zimmering
Judith Chart Frede '79, Gary Roy Kurtis
Janet Hahn '75, Kenneth Mark Simon
Carol Bradford Horn Hamilton '76 G,
Peter Hallock Johnson
Kathleen Elaine Harrity '79, Steven I.
Feinstein

Audrey Spiro ' 77, Harvey Hoffman
Catherine Field Holland '70, Stephen
Bradford Boyd
Ellen Joffe ' 77, Charles Halpern
Jane Lawrence Keenan ' 73, Robert David
Conway
Marian Keogh '76 , Mark Northrop
Deborah Lynch '77 G, Keith William
Chrisman
Patricia Blair Miller ' 75, Bruce Carlton
Kramer
Michelle Anne LaMarque '79, Francois
Moussavou-Mihindou
Susan Anne Manning '77, Eric Thomas
Olsen
Arlene Barbara Meltzer '79, Mark Y.
Grubert
Gwen Miltner '79, William Ross
Janis Ann Mulcahy '78 G, Timothy F.
Cl ifford, Jr.
Christine E. Murdoch '68, Preston P.
Richmond
Adelaide McAlpin Nicholson G'77,
Franklyn Wilton Berry
Mary Ellen O'Connor '77, John Thomas
Ramsey
Beth Russell '78 G, Norman Robert
Campo
Pamela Jane Sandler ' 77, Richard Michael
Davis
Lynn Anne Selover '76, Robert L. Massa
Bonnie Sher '74, James Gamerman
Amy Jean Stanger '78 G, Mark Steven
Furman
Susan Strouse '75, Richard P.
Abramowitz
Robin Lee Taylor '78 G, Robert K.
Landis, lii
Deborah L. Valluzzi '79, Stephen C.
Pratt
Gay Ellen Wishart '78, Paul Christian
Neilson
Marilyn Wolf '75 G, David Root

Births
Deborah Solomon Christian '72,
(Edward); boy, Seth Michael, Sept. 25
1978.
Deborah Turner Goode '76, (David); boy,
Adam Joshua, June 2, 1979.
Edwina Canavan Goodhue '73, (George);
girl, Hillary Lee, April 27, 1979.
Holly Guy-Buckoski '77, (Martin); girl ,
Kelby Elizabeth, August 30, 1979.

Jane Regier Harrington '66, (John); girl,
Erica Leigh Harrington, June 16, 1978.
Linda Belle Johnson '27, (Dennis); boy,
Timothy Michael, March 26, 1979.
Cheryl Zitaner Lamport '73, '75 G, (Jay);
girl, Leah Anne, June, 8, 1978.
Rani Cohen Leiderman '74 G, (Richard);
boy, Ryan, March 20, 1979.
Lenore Strauss Lewis '74, (Richard); girl,
Stephanie Nicole, May 16, 1979.
Lynne Abramowitz Lundy '75, (Stuart);
girl, Rachel Hope, March 13, 1979.
Darlene Sala Mcintyre '72, (James); boy,
Cory Michael, April 17, 1979.
Susan Salmonson Ross '73, (Darrell); girl,
Leslie Sarah, April 24, 1979.
Sue Kerstein Sherman '65, (Joel); boy,
Daniel Isaac Sherman, Sept. 13, 1978.
Wendie Eisen Weisman '70, (Robert); girl,
Alissa Beth, Dec. 24, 1978.
Carolyn Granger Whitlock '73 G,
(Stanley); girl, Jennifer Lynne, April 8,
1979.
Joanne Woller Wurtz '72, (William); boy,
Douglas Mark Wurtz, Aug. 28 , 1978.

Deaths
Olive F. Hansen '60 G
Beatrice Allen Hilton ' 19
Margaret J . Hommel '25
Margaret Chandler Livingston '23
Mary Welch Mathieson '25
Charlotte Clapp Russell '23

In Memoriam
VARNUM TAYLOR
Former Trustee Varum Taylor, a
Boston lawyer for 44 years, died of a
heart attack Oct. 12 at his Dedham home.
He was 70.
Mr. Taylor was born in Grand Rapids,
Ml, and educated at Phillips Academy in
Andover, Yale University and Harvard
Law School.
Mr. Taylor was one of the founders of
Taylor, Ganson and Perrin and a partner
in the law firm for 27 years. He was a
Trustee of Lesley College from 1944 to
1974. He served as a Corporator of the
college from 1974 until his death. He was
also a member of the St. Botolph, Yale
and Union clubs, all of Boston.
The Lesley community extends its
deepest sympathy to his wife, Barbara
(Scott), his three sons , William F., of
Gloucester, Jonathan V. and Timothy G.
Goth, his daughter, Sarah Harrison , all of
Dedham , and his brother, Quinby, of
West NewlOn.
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The Alumni Association invites
Lesley A lumni to join our Spring trip to
Rome.
Leaving from Boston -April 16 to 24,
1980
Cost : $499. + 150Jo tax / serv ice
Alumni from the following schoo ls wi ll
also be on this trip:

CAREER FAIR DAY
The Alumni Office and The Placement Office will jointly Cosponsor a CAREER FAIR DAY, Saturday, April 5, II :30- 3:30
p.m.
We would like our alumni to be our gues ts for lun ch and share
with students the kinds of jobs you are doing since graduating
from Lesley. What alternat ives are there to teaching for a Lesley
graduate? What experience have you had in teaching that "they
didn't tell you" yo u were going to ha ve?
If you would be interested in sharin g your professional experiences with a Lesley st udent, please let us hear from you now.
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date of Grad _ __
Address

Colby Sawyer College
Dartmouth
Boston Uni versity
M.I.T .
Brandeis
Mass. State Medical Society

Telephone
Present Occupation
Comments: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Interested?
Call or write the Alumni Office.

What's New?
An ything new or exciting happened to you lately? If so, let us know.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Class: _ _ __ _
Street:
City : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S t a t e: _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Name o f spouse: - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

No. of children: _ _ __

P resent employer: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position held : _______
A ddress:
N ews n otes for The Current

The Lesley College Alumni Association
will sponsor a benefit performance by The
Chi ld ren's Dance Theatre of Concord on
March 30, 1980.

The 4:00p.m. performance will be held
at the Sentry Auditorium, Concord,
Massachusetts, and will be open to the
general public as well as a lumni and their
children. The show to be performed is
"James and the Giant Peach".
Tickets are $2.00. Contact the Alumni
Office for reservation s.
Name
Address

Member of (civic , fraternal organizations): - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Phone No.
No. of Ticket s

Other activities:
Payment enclosed
A lumni Affairs: Lesley C ollege , 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238

R .F.D. 2

Westford, VT 05494
September 24, 1979

Thank you Lesley College!
Your name alone has opened the door to a new teaching
position for me .
During a telephone inquiry regarding an advertised opening
for a resource room position, I mentioned my undergraduate
degree from Lesley College. The administrator taking my
call cut short my statement as soon as "Lesley College" was
mentioned. Though the position was advertised as requiring
a master's degree, she proceeded to ''strongly encourage" me
to apply, d ting previous en count ers with L esley g raduat es
and remark ing on their ex ceptional training.
During the interview that was to follow , L esley's name was
again brought up as being an outstanding teacher training
instdution. "In other words, Susan you have a name to
uphold, " I was told.
Soon after, I was offered the position and f eel that I have
Lesley College to thank for having such a fine reputation,
even here in the State of Vermont. I fe el fortunate to hold a
degree from Lesley, and each year that I teach I realize
more and more how well L esley prepared m e for my profession .

Without fi:nancial aid from the College it would have been
diffi:cult, if not impossible, for me to attend. I would like to
express my gratitude therefore, by sending a contribution
which I would like put into the undergraduate scholarshzp
fund .
Having just finished reading the most recent issu e of Th e
CURRENT, I have found the statistics for teach er placem en t
and information on innovative programs very impressive . I
am quite proud to be an alumnus of such a f ine school!
I trust that the en closed ch eck wzll be processed and chann eled into the scholarshzp fu n d, as requ est ed above.
Again many thanks to L esley Colleg e and here 's to many
more years of strength, leadershzp and success in th e field of
education!
Sinc erely,

~~
Susan Roediger
Class of 1972

